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 A New Beginning 

Say goodbye to the way things used to be nothing ever

 stays the same and time is ever fleeting as our

 seasons change... so say goodbye to yesterday and

 all those lost hours that somehow have slipped away

 nothing never stays the same so lose your blues, lose

 your chains... Don't you know this is a new

 revelation, a new way of living, a brand new start well

 I can feel it in my heart no more looking back now

 the past is the past and today is just as good as any

 day for A New Beginning... they say it is better

 to have loved and lost than to have never have been

 loved in your life so I'll just keep falling in love

 until I get it right... Eventually the sun will shine

 through the rain and everything will be of good luck

 and change nothing ever stays the same and I can feel

 a brand new start stirring in my heart so today is

 just as good as any day for A New Beginning... just

 one more second chance for A New Beginning!
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 If I Had Wings

IF I HAD WINGS I'd be with you tonight 

I wasn't looking for love when I found you 

But now you are the biggest part of my life 

Oh so IF I HAD WINGS I'd take you to 

The stars and back and keep you safe and 

Warm, feeling your body so close to mine 

Well IF I HAD WINGS I'd wrap you up in 

In a love so heavenly you'd never want to 

Come down off of cloud 9... 

I know you have to make a living and your 

Work takes you here, there and everywhere 

In between and it's so hard on my heart 

When we are apart, I just sit here all alone 

Waiting for that dag gum phone to ring 

And crying my eyes blind, getting drunk on 

Cheap red wine, I miss you more and more 

Every day, I miss you more than any words 

Can say... 

But IF I HAD WINGS I would be with you 

Tonight, even if I had to circle the world a 

Thousand times, morning, day and night and 

I would find you, it might take some time 

But I'd find you and then I'd wrap you 

Up so warm and tender in these wings of 

Mine 'cuz you are the biggest part of my 

Life like something out of a dream and so 

IF I HAD WINGS I'd take you to the stars 

And back, I'd wrap you up in a love so 

Heavenly you'd never want to come down 

From cloud 9 you'd just want to stay with 

Me right in my arms, right where you're 

At... 

I know you may think this is just a silly 
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Little fantasy or I'm out of my mind 

But I'm lonely without you sweet, sweet 

Darling of mine, you are the love of my life 

And IF I HAD WINGS we would be together 

Tonight, IF I HAD WINGS, IF I ONLY HAD 

WINGS!
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 Willow 

A curse and a blessing sometimes you lose, sometimes

 you win, somewhere between darkness and dawn a candle

 in the wind... I take it to the heart, I take it on the

 run crossing some crazy state line one more time still

 hearing you say, "when you get what you want you don't

 want it anymore" well then you must still want me

 life can be something of a mystery So if you don't

 know the answers to their questions fake what you

 don't know and when the big wind blows rock on like a

 Willow Well it's just like the calm before the storm

 sometimes Heaven, sometimes Hell still under your

 spell But dreams survive and what's been done has been

 done I can hear you saying, "Don't ask me questions you

 already have the answers to" but nobody has all the

 answers not even you so...I go blindly today into tomorrow

 but when the big wind blows I will rock on, rock on

 just like a Willow!
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 Trying To Hide a Fire in the Dark

Well and what is it I see in your eyes... 

Is it love or is it desire... 

What is it that keeps us from giving? 

Into the fire, is it the fear of getting? 

What you want then not wanting it 

Anymore...well how long can we walk 

These real high wires, how long can we 

Go on playing this game...we aren't 

Children anymore so isn't it about 

Time to say just what's on our 

Minds...well they say the truth will 

Set you free and this has been 

Going on so long I doubt anything 

Could possibly change...you've 

Always had my heart and in my 

Secret fantasy you just seem to 

Fit the part, 'cuz every time our eyes 

Meet it's like trying to hide a Fire 

In The Dark...every time, every time 

The keeper of time finds us here 

Again and again, it's Like Trying To 

Hide a Fire in the Dark...A Fire 

In The Dark!
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 God Gave Me You 

Once I was broken hearted and all alone but like 

A big oak tree I stood tall and strong waiting for 

That one and special one to come along and then 

You came along! 

Now you are the dream of dreams come true! I 

Prayed for a long and lasting love and God Gave 

Me You oh and yes there is magic in all you say 

And do! You must really be an angel 'cuz I prayed 

For a long and lasting love and God Gave Me You! 

And from the moment I laid my eyes on you I 

Knew you were the one for me! 

Now my life has changed in so many ways like 

You wouldn't believe! Goodbye to yesterday 

And all those sad, sad days, 'Cuz I prayed for a 

Long and lasting love and God Gave Me You!
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 Nights Like These

Well and I seem to get this way from time to time 

Lost in a memory of someone who used to be mine 

I was a fool to get this way, will this heartache ever 

Go away... 

NIGHT'S LIKE THESE I wish you were here holding me 

Close and wiping away all these tears... 

NIGHT'S LIKE THESE I'd give anything to hear your 

Voice again and to kiss your sweet lips, to feel your 

Hands on my skin but I'm beginning to wonder now if 

You ever did love me; I try to tell myself you'll be sorry 

You ever left me sad and lonely in the shadow of 

Candlelight and NIGHT'S LIKE THESE... 

But I can't help myself from going down memory lane 

Again and all those old photographs and remembering 

All the wild and crazy things we used to do, I can't 

Believe it's over and you have somebody new, I don't 

Believe it, it just can't be true 'cuz you're still the ruler 

Of my heart, they say if you loved somebody once 

You'll always love them even though you've made it 

Clear we need some time apart; I'll never stop loving you 

Call me a fool but I'll never love anyone never again 

As much as I love you... 

And on NIGHT'S LIKE THESE I wish you were here 

Holding me close and wiping away all my tears, I'm 

Nothing without you but a ghost in the shadow of 

Candlelight, so, so very sad and lonely especially on 

NIGHT'S LIKE THESE, NIGHT'S LIKE THESE!
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 I Vow Here and Now 

Well And Everybody longs for someone to love 

The unconditionally well I think I've 

Finally met my match written in the stars 

Of destiny and so I Vow here and Now 

to love you more today than yesterday 

more tomorrow than today yes and I 

will stand by your side through thick and 

thin, through hell and back again, always 

my love, always! 

I Vow Here And Now to love you so 

and wherever you go I will follow...I swear 

you are it for me and I don't care if nobody 

likes it or not oh my darlin' sweetheart you 

are my one true paradise! 

Never in my wildest dreams did I dream 

someone like you could love somebody like 

me oh glory be to the powers that be! 

With this ring I am you, you are me and I 

Vow Here And Now to be the friend and 

the lover you never had, through the good 

and bad, to be your greatest encourager 

beyond forever...I Vow, yes I Vow Here 

And Now!
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 Dead Tree Garden 

There are just to many ghost here 

To this haunted villa... 

Another day, another month, another 

Year well this is driving me crazy 

I've got to get out of here 

You make me nervous and I can't 

Deal with the anxiety and be myself 

So here's throwing all caution to the 

Wind sometimes you have to just 

Get away to find yourself... 

I wanna live by the sea, I wanna be 

Free, I want to be me...the real me 

Of course I'll miss those few faces 

I love but I'm tired of people telling me 

What to do I'm not a child anymore 

I'm all grown up now you can try to 

Stop me and say it's for my own good 

But you couldn't stop me now if you 

Wanted to sometimes you've just got 

To do what your heart tells you to do 

And... 

I wanna be free, I wanna be me 

And breathe the deep the clean open 

Air of the sea... 

There's just too many Ghost's here 

In this haunted cottage in the shadows 

Of Dead Tree Garden...
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 Tell Me

Well if you think I'm cute and charming TELL ME... 

Don't be shy, look me in the eyes and just TELL ME... 

Don't be afraid to say what's on your mind, you 

Just might be surprised, if you think I might be what 

You need and you might wanna get to know me 

Better, well TELL ME, just c'mon now and TELL ME... 

Because that's how a chance meeting could end up 

Changing your life, when you get up the courage to say 

Hey would you like to do something that is if you're 

Not busy tonight...well who knows you just might not 

Have to spend another night alone, sitting home, just 

Sitting home...I believe there's somebody for everybody 

And so if you're looking for someone who'll really 

Love you; I could be just what you've been looking for 

And more, yeah I could be just what you need to set 

Your spirit free but you gotta TELL ME, don't be shy 

Just look me in the eyes and say hey let's do something 

When you get off work tonight, what do you got to? 

Loose, this could be the chance meeting that change 

Both our lives but I'm not a mind reader baby and 

I'll never know unless you TELL ME, just open up your 

Heart, set your spirit free and TELL ME, just c'mon now 

And TELL ME, TELL ME!
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 Little Miss Perfect 

Well I know you think you're better than me 

With your new boob job and college degree 

And I bet you think you're so cool 'cuz 

You can speak another language too huh 

Well I got news for you most people think you're 

A joke and aren't laughing with you but at you... 

LITTLE MISS PERFECT you're no mother 

Teresa and if you keep running your mouth 

About me I'm gonna skin your hide and nail 

It to the wall and that's a promise LITTLE 

MISS PERFECT a Joan of Arc you're not 

No, not at all and if you keep trying to make 

Me look bad in the family's eyes I swear 

I'll kill you and make it look like you just had 

An accident and died mark my words you 

Funny looking bug eyed LITTLE MISS PERFECT... 

So what if you live in a big three story house 

And drive a Lexus, I bet you just think you're 

The bomb in your teeny Winnie bikini and pool 

Side parties lasting all night long huh well I got 

News for you people aren't really laughing with 

You, they're all laughing at you LITTLE MISS 

PERFECT, LITTLE MISS PERFECT... 

Well I swear if you don't stop running your 

Big mouth about me I'll nail your skin to 

The wall, it doesn't matter to me if you are 

My cousin, LITTLE MISS PERFECT you're 

Just crusin' for a brusin' LITTLE MISS 

PERFECT, LITTLE MISS PERFECT!
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 Get the Hell Out Of My Dreams 

Well if I can't have you then 

Get the Hell Out Of My Dreams 

It's been a long, long time since 

You were mine so how long can 

You go on breaking my heart 

Every night and finding myself 

In tears come morning light...well 

Is it my subconscious trying to 

Resolve some left over issues or 

Are you telepathically trying to tell 

Me something who knows but 

It's getting old so if I can't have 

You in my life then Get The Hell 

Out Of My Dreams or for at 

least one blessed night and let 

me sleep in peace or dream 'bout 

the new love in my life but no, oh 

no here we go again tonight... 

God it just makes me wanna scream 

Get The Hell Out Of My Dreams!
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 Kiev

Kiev in the shadow of early spring 

Winds off the lake lands and 

Reinvented again... 

Something of a new dream, new 

And improved like magic with 

The waves of a hand just like 

Tribal spirits breathing the 

Breathe of new life... 

I am now redeemed... 

Waling the river's edge and 

Feeling love for the first time 

In my life... 

My heart is at peace with it's 

Self-tonight... 

Kiev in the shadow of moonlight 

And the cool, cool early April 

Air... 

Cosmic forces have ushered 

In good favors as Jupiter 

Enters Aries again... 

Climbing the stairs to the 

High bridge and looking 

Down into the dark waters 

There...the poet begins again 

Oh reinvented again like 

Something out of a dream 

Just like a fated breathing 

Deep the spirit of life...I am 

Now redeemed and once 

Again, the poet begins 

Again!
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 Come Live With Me 

How long has our relationship been going strong 

Long enough to take that next step wouldn't 

You say, I don't think it would change anything 

Anyhow, so why don't we playhouse as if we 

Were newlyweds, I'm sure it's a sure bet anyways... 

So why don't you COME LIVE WITH ME and 

We can have it all in or out of the money, all we 

Need is each other honey and we can have each 

Other anytime we damn well please oh so why, why 

Don't you COME LIVE WITH ME... 

Who cares what people say, it's none of their 

Business what goes on between us and that 

Also goes for our family's too now that we are of 

Age, there's nothing nobody can say that can 

Change our love and I'm sure our love is a sure 

Bet so why don't we take that next step now 

Baby and COME AND LIVE WITH ME!
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 Nothing Is Set In Stone

Standing here at the crossroads  

I can't help but to feel a little apprehensive 

About which path I should take but I just 

Can't stand here after many mountains, valleys  

And rivers crossed. I guess it's just a leap of 

Faith I'll have to take now where as in the past 

You may of held me back...I'm no longer the 

Person I used to be, believe you me! 

I've come to embrace the future without fearing 

Tomorrow 'cuz I realize now I will survive until 

I am no more and Nothing Is Set In Stone, be it 

love or war!  

Everything is in transit, constantly changing  

each and every minute of each and every day,  

I just have to remind myself from time to time 

joy is the absence of worry. It's all in God's hands 

now and whatever will be will be! 

When you learn to let go of yourself it only 

allows you to be what you may become.  

Everything has a place and a time and no nothing,  

NOTHING IS SET IN STONE!
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 Leave Me Alone

No thanks...I don't feel like doing that today 

Tomorrow isn't good for me either...can't you 

Take a hint I just wanna be alone but you keep 

Trying to change me and my life well it may not 

Be much of a life but it's my life... 

You say you love me and you hate seeing me 

This way, take a long hard look at yourself before 

You start preaching to me about what's good 

For me and what's wrong oh yeah why don't you 

Just Leave Me Alone and take care of your own... 

You say I should quit smoking, exercise more 

And get out of the house to clear my head, you say 

I should go to bed at nightfall and get a good night's 

Rest instead of staying up all night long well I'll 

Go to bed when I wanna go to bed, who the hell 

Do you think you are trying to tell me what to do 

'Cuz if I know you like I think I know you, you just 

Wanna act like you know everything and everything 

Is perfect in your world...you're just a fool 

Leave Me Alone and take care of your own... 

Now don't get me wrong I know somewhere deep 

Down inside you have my best interest at heart 

But I happen to like things here the way they are 

So I wish you'd find someone else to try to change 

You sound like a broken record and I'm getting tired 

Of hearing the same ole thing, worry about own life 

What you keep secret the wrong, stop giving me 

The third degree and Leave Me, just leave me the 

Hell alone, take care of your own and Leave Me 

Alone!
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 Thor

Many a God dwells in the great world tree of the Asgards 

But the strongest one of them all is the one who holds 

The power of storms wrathful in the palm of his hands 

You can hear his voice in the thunder as the sky grows 

Darker and darker, he swings his hammer to the land and 

Lightning comes down with such a force it shakes the 

Very core of Valhalla...drowning out the screams of 

The orcs that go trying to cross the echoing bridge... 

Well he comes swinging his hammer and strikes them 

Down, they drop to the forest floor frozen in the snow 

Covered ground...you cannot yield his power, you can 

Not have a hand on his gleaming hammer...he says in 

A voice of thunder "I am the keeper of the gate, the 

Keeper of law and order, keeper of Valhalla in good 

Fate...I will protect the innocent but woe to the Orcs 

Who challenge my power...I will swing my hammer 

To the ground and strike you down" he says in a voice 

Of thunder "I am Thor of Asgard, I am Thor, Thor" 

As it is written in the stars!
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 His Loss 

Darlin' why do you still want him 

After all he's put you through... 

Well I say to had it with him, you 

Don't need his kind no, you need 

Someone who is true blue to you! 

So don't cry one more tear over him 

It's His Loss...look at me honey 

I'm trying to tell you something long 

Overdue, I have always loved you! 

Oh and if you'd just give me the 

Chance to prove it I swear I won't 

Disappoint you, for many a year and 

Months too you've been the Apple 

Of my eye, the smile on my face and 

Every heart beat like thunder inside! 

Oh so if you could only will yourself 

To trust me I swear these things I 

Tell you are not lies...if only, if only 

You'd give me the chance to prove 

My love for you I swear I will not 

Disappoint you 'cuz I have always 

Loved you! 

Oh so please baby please don't 

Shed one more tear for him, don't 

You know it's His Loss if he can't 

See what I see in you...I'm trying 

To tell you something long overdue 

I love you!
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 Walking Out the Door

Well all my friends tell me I should leave you  

But that's something I can't seem to do  

I've come to need you with every breath I  

Breath and my love for you deeper than any  

Deep blue sea!  

I've heard all the rumors and story that you  

Are not the faithful kind and you'll come to take  

Me for granted it's just a matter of time but I'm  

Not a child anymore so win or lose it's a chance  

I'm willing to take now with this heart of mine!  

I can still hear you saying: "who cares what  

Everyone thinks yours is the love I have prayed  

For so many times and as long as you want me  

I will be your lover and your friend 'til eternities  

End and even more" well I could still hear you  

Saying Walking Out the Door.  

I should of listened to my friends I always did  

Before but I believed your lies looking into your  

Eyes now I'm the one who's crying and it feels like  

Dying now watching you walking out the Door  

Call me a fool but I'd take you back tomorrow if  

You came back a knocking on my door! 
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 Firebird 

Every night by candlelight I go to you on the wings of

 a Firebird and you are there waiting for me in your

 red cape where fire burns outside the snow...

 you reach out for me without saying a word, I reach out

 to touch your face and I whisper in your ear, "I love

 you more than life it's self..."

 Sorcerer don't go casting a spell on anyone else and

 don't go breaking this spell at least not in this

 lifetime...

 you're every dream the Gypsy Witch has ever invoked

 through flights of fancy in a fine stardust like

 design well and in all my fiery attire I close my eyes

 and go to you on the wings of a Firebird, skyward and

 Heaven bound, eastward descending down into your

 burning liar of desire intensely setting the ice on

 fire without a spoken word...

 Sorcerer of my heart, you are master of my dreams and I

 come every time, every time you call Firebird!
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 Mother and Child 

Well I wonder what she was thinking 

Just before her car went over the bridge 

And into the cold frozen creek below 

Well only God knows, only God knows 

Although I think this story should circle 

The globe and never be forgotten that 

A miracle happened in Utah in early 

March of 2015... 

When the men in blue arrived at the 

Scene they swore they heard a woman's 

Voices screaming help me, help me 

Save my baby, save my baby and as 

They got down to where the car was 

Turned upside down they couldn't believe 

Their eyes, a young woman was dead 

Inside but her child was barely alive but 

Nevertheless the baby was still alive... 

I wonder if God kept the tunnel open 

Long enough for help to arrive or if she 

Sacrificed her journey to the other side 

Just to make sure her little girl would 

Survive... 

Now I wonder if she's still with us or 

Smiling down from up above 'cuz a miracle 

Happened in Utah in early March of 2015 

Some people may say oh please those men 

In blue were only hearing a wild winters 

Wind echoing through the trees well there 

Are more things in Heaven and on earth? 

That can be explained or are as they seems 

And the love between a mother and her 

Child is a very powerful thing and I believe 

Heaven was there for this MOTHER AND 
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CHILD, yes I believe Heaven was there 

All the while watching over this MOTHER 

AND CHILD...
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 You\'re Crazy 

Well and You're Crazy if you

 think I'm gonna let you bring me

 down again, if you think you

 can just come back into my life

 after being gone so long and

 expect me to take you back 

 just like that...You're Crazy

 if you think I'm still in love with

 you after all the hell you put

 me through , You're Crazy

 You're Crazy baby if you think

 I'm gonna let you bring me

 down again and just forgive

 and forget and start all over

 again...well You're Crazy

 you're just freaking crazy

 So want you just get out of

 my life once and for all...there

 ain't nothing left to be said so

 stop asking me if you can call

 when will you get it through 

 your hard head there's just 

 nothing left to be said except

 You're Crazy if you think I'm

 gonna let you bring me

 down again, if you think you

 can just come back into my life

 after being gone so long and

 expect me to take you back 

 just like that, if you think I'm still 

 in love with you after all the hell 

 you put me through You're Crazy

 You're just as Crazy as a loon
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 something of a Bevis and

 Butthead cartoon...I don't need

 your childish games, I'm no 

 longer the same innocent victim

 you once had on a ball and chain

 and I'd be completely insane if

 I let you put me through that hell

 again so if you think I'm gonna let 

 you bring me down again, if you 

 think you can just come back into 

 my life after being gone so long and

 expect me to take you back 

 just like that...You're Crazy

 you're one hell of a crazy ass 

 froot loop!
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 Hills of Snow

Last night you said you loved me 

But you still have feelings for him 

Well you can't have your cake and 

Eat it too...it's either me or him 

And I'm not gonna sit around 

Waiting for you to make up your 

Mind if that's what you think 

I'm gonna do...I deserve to be 

Happy although it's been a long 

Time since I can remember 

Those golden years...still I have 

Faith and hope of the heart 

This year is the year all the 

Past disappointments, loneliness 

And regrets will disappear...my 

Angel will come whispering in 

My ear words of wisdom and 

Dry all my tears...as the cold, 

Cold wind blows and I go 

Crossing over these silver blue 

Icy Hills Of Snow, down and 

Over these Hills of Snow!
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 Wishing On Stars

Well there is more to me than meets

 the eye but it seems like nobody can

 see the beauty inside...I'm so sick and

 tired of players and their games it's

 enough to make you wanna give up

 on love but I can't give up on love

 maybe I'm a dreamer from an era long

 gone when holding hands meant something

 and a kiss came straight from the heart

 maybe I'm old school and just a hopeless

 romantic... the few that are still alive

 but I still wanna believe there's someone

 out there for me but it seems so, so long

 alone...how long can I go on Wishing On

 Stars trying to keep faith of the heart and

 Wishing, just Wishing On Stars!
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 Staring Down Desire 

You look at me; I look at you. We both know

 what our eyes are trying to say.

 But this could be dangerous. Somebody should

 look away but nobody looks away.

 The eyes seem to say you are the angel I

 have always dreamed of and I am so deeply

 touched!

 Oh but we could never be together. We are

 already spoken for each other. And so somebody

 should look away now, this could be dangerous

 Staring down Desire and starting a forbidden

 fire!
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 Love is Forever 

Season's change 

People change 

But LOVE IS FOREVER 

There's no distance 

Too far the heart can 

Not bridge if two 

People are meant to be 

Together and in my 

Heart of hearts I believe 

I believe it was our 

Destiny, forever love 

You and me... 

I might be a hopeless 

Romantic but I believe 

In love, a true love 

That never dies and 

We are the other 

Half of each other 

Friends and lovers oh 

Yeah my love well I 

Can feel it in your 

Touch, I can see it in 

Your eyes... 

I could never love 

Anyone else 'cuz in 

My heart of hearts 

I know it's our destiny 

Written in the stars 

Somewhere, love forever 

You and me... 

Well I know seasons 

Change, people change 

But LOVE, LOVE IS 
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FOREVER!
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 I Have To Know 

I have to know why you swore you'd love me forever 

And then tried to lie about cheating on me, why you gave 

I a ring to wear then told your friends we weren't a pair, 

Why you took me to Heaven then dragged me through 

Hell Well I Have to Know 'cuz I'm still under your spell 

I thought we had something special but oh boy was I 

Wrong...when I looked into your eyes I thought I saw 

The promise of tomorrow there but I can't count the nights 

You left me all alone with just my tears of despair so want 

You come clean now and tell me why you lied and why you 

Destroyed me heart and soul...I have to know, I Have to Know 

Maybe you never cared for me at all but I never fell for 

Someone so hard before like I fell for you well I think if we 

Could just sit down together and put all our cards on the 

Table maybe we could settle our differences and I could finally 

Learn to let you go...oh if only if I knew the reasons for you 

Being so warm hearted yet turns so cold well I Have to Know 

Before I can let go I Have to Know!
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 Prophecy of Pisces (Dream of Water)

The dream of water, in a spiritual awakening... 

And the journey of Pisces through the astro sea 

in the shadow of Neptune. 

The travels of Apollo in the company of Horos 

and Aphrodite persuaded by the great and 

terrible creature Typhon they turned themselves 

into fish and tied their fins together then swam 

away. The journey of Pisces since four thousand 

years and a day. 

The dream of water in a spiritual awakening... 

Tenfold and rightfully so hence the amethyst and 

the blood stone. Just like a magician your intuition is 

strong! Divine confirmation of the great cycle as the 

wheel of life circles through the deep blue trigon. 

You remain distinctive in all your mysterious 

ways. Since four thousand years and a day! 

Well it is just the Prophecy Of Pisces and the 

Dream Of Water... 

And this is a spiritual awakening...
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 They Cannot Stand Between Us 

Well ever since high school I have loved you 

You gave me your class ring to wear which just 

Goes to prove you loved me too but the 

But those were those who were jealous of us 

And our love and still trying to keep us apart 

But you can't change what you feel deep down 

In your heart, I know they still talk bad about me 

But at the same time who care 'cuz I know you 

Love me and will always love me... 

So why don't you tell them to go to hell, you won't 

Be blackmailed into walking away the dream of 

Years and the one thing you hold most dear 'cuz 

We are one in the same and that's something 

That'll never change... 

Throughout many lifetime I have been yours and 

You have been mine, so enough is enough 

They can only stand between us if we let them 

Stand between us so they mine as well give it up 

Because there is no end to our love and so no, no 

THEY CANNOT STAND BETWEEN US!
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 Lilith

Well millions of years ago she came 

To be the first woman born of dirt and 

Earth and no her name was not Eve... 

She was willful, vain and demanded 

Equality but Adam refused her dark 

Hearted soul and asked God to banish 

Her from the garden but as she made 

Her way to the sea she spoke aloud 

God's real name and said swore 

She'd never step foot in the garden 

Again if he'd give her wings, he agreed 

And so in a fit of rage she took to 

The wind and became one of Satan's 

Whores and it is said every night 

She copulates in the desert with 

Countless demons birthing and bringing 

Forth a thousand new evil spirits all 

Before the sun sheds light on her 

Wicked ways, this Queen of the seven 

Levels of the underground...in the form 

Of a succubus stealing the souls of 

Men that can't resist their lust and 

She's having a field day in these dark 

And strange times 'cuz there is a legion 

Of men now with cold, cold hearts to 

Be found...to join the liar of where 

Lilith dwells, in the deepest and fiery 

Region of Hell!
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 Hawaiian Love Story 

How did this island stranger find 

The white rose of Tennessee 

I don't know but I'd love to get 

To know you better oh HAWAIIAN 

HAWAIIAN STRANGER... 

Well I can't believe it's true but 

The dream of dreams is finally coming 

True, a prophecy like a web that's 

Been spun over an early morning sun 

Oh my heart, oh my heart every time you 

Are around and your eyes stare me up 

And down, in my heart oh in my heart 

I know you are the one, the golden one 

And now there is no stoppin' this dream 

That has begun like Alice in wonderland 

And the white rabbit that is on the run... 

Oh and maybe I'll see you again today 

And you'll say let's go somewhere where 

We can talk, well and we talk and talk 

Without running out of things to say, 

Then you whisper in my ear all the things 

I've been waiting to hear, I just smile 

Back at you and say well hell why not 

Your place or mine, time is precious but 

Or you I'll find the time... 

Oh HAWAIIAN STRANGER I really wanna 

Get to know you better oh HAWAIIAN STRANGER 

I wanna be your friend and your lover 

'Cuz I can see a future for us, I can hear the 

Call of love oh HAWAIIAN STRANGER you shine 

Like a star in the dark oh HAWAIIAN STRANGER 

You got a hold on my heart oh HAWAIIAN STRANGER 

But not really a stranger now that we have 
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Found each other and we are friends and lovers 

Oh my heart, oh my heart...every time I am 

In your arms can't you hear my heart louder 

As loud as thunder, now there is no stoppin' 

This dream of dreams just like Alice in wonderland 

And the white rabbit that is on the run...
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 Pure Love

No matter how many times I give my heart to someone they always seem to break it still that never
does seem to keep me down for long tho I have had my share of tears through the years I seem to
always find the strength to carry on because I have faith in Heaven above, I have faith in A Pure
Kinda Love 

Somewhere out there I know there's a special someone who dreams of finding me and then it will be
the two of us because I believe yes I still believe in A Pure Kinda Love! 

Well and no matter how many times I've been played the fool it's just because I refuse to give up on
finding my soul mate, the other half of me by destiny's rule if it takes me around the world and back
again I will find it one fine day I know but only God knows when, only God knows when yet... 

I have faith in Heaven above, I have faith in A Pure Kinda Love somewhere out there I know there's
a special someone who dreams of finding me and then it will be the two of us because I believe yes
I still believe in A Pure Kinda Love!
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 If Not For You

Well we may not be together tonight 

But you are here in my heart...  

No and don't think I ever, ever take   

You for granted...  

I thank God every day and every night   

For all the blessings you've brought 

Into my life...  

Well and we may not talk everyday  

But when we do we talk the hours  

Away, never running out of things   

To say...  

Although you are several hundred   

Miles away we always seem to find   

A way to get together and get away   

Three or four quarters a year and its   

Just like magic everywhere, magic in   

The air every time, every time I see   

Your smiling face I know, I just know   

This love affair will never grow old...   

I break down and cry when u come,   

I break down and cry when you go   

I know it's not forever, no I know   

Someday we will be together forever   

'cuz If Not For You I would be lost   

to say the least, I would be incomplete   

If Not For You I wouldn't know love   

like I do...   

Oh no, no I wouldn't know love   

like I do, If Not For You and me   

thank God every night for all the   

blessings you've brought into my   

life 'cuz where in the world would   

I am If Not For You, If Not For You!
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 I Am Who I Am and It Is What It Is

Well I AM WHO I AM and you can like me 

Or leave me I really don't give a damn 

I am a hot-blooded Aries through and through 

And I will have my way if it's the last thing I do 

Don't you ever underestimate me, I will prove 

You wrong every time and once I get something 

In my head you cannot change my mind, no not 

Even if you were the Pope or the President 

Of The United States, no one and I do mean 

No one decides my fate... 

That's just the way of an Aries, that's just the 

Way of the Ram 'cuz I AM WHO I AM and you 

Can love me or leave me I really just don't 

Give a damn... 

Unless you are a Greek God or a Sagittarius 

Those are two of my weaknesses I've yet 

To resist for what it's worth 'cuz I AM WHO 

I AM AND IT IS WHAT IT IS!
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 Me and My Baby

Down from Helsinki 

Late night walks on 

The beach of the Gulf 

Of Bothnia Sea Me And 

My Baby although the 

Sky is starless and there 

Is a strong breeze from? 

Out of the south coming 

Quickly we are lost in 

The moment we are lost 

In ecstasy holding you 

Holding me, kissing you 

Kissing me with great 

Intensity tonight down 

From Vaasa oooh Me And 

My Baby lightning flashes 

All around us but pressed 

Together our hearts beat 

Louder than the thunder 

As our desire burns out 

Of control...well the rain 

Begins to fall but it can't 

Put out this fire raging 

Inside you and me with 

Such great intensity 

Tonight down from Helsinki 

In the breeze of the Baltic 

Sea just Me and My Baby 

Me and My Baby.
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 Still Waiting 

Well we were over years ago

 I just wish somebody would tell

 my heart...you've moved on with 

 your life and I know our love will

 never come again so why can't I

 learn to let you go and get on

 with my life again...

 instead of always just sitting home

 alone by the phone hoping you'll

 call and dreaming that there's still

 a chance for you and me but i must

 be crazy 'cuz I know I'm only 

 dreaming, dreaming of an old, old 

 flame...wasting my time, hoping

 you'll change your mind but I'm

 Still Waiting, waiting and waiting

 in vain...

 what's wrong with me I know

 you belong to someone else now

 but if I could I would cast a spell

 on you to make you love me again

 but I must be crazy 'cuz I know I'm

 only dreaming, dreaming of an old,

 old, flame...wasting my time, hoping

 you'll change your mind but I'm 

 Still Waiting, waiting, waiting in vain!
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 Every Time I\'m Around You

Well I can just imagine being your one and only and spending the rest of my life with you baby I can
see it all so clearly in my mind in some magic place in time but you don't even notice me I'm just like
a ghost you seem to see through every time you gaze my way what in the world would it take to
make you love me 'cuz Every time I'm Around You I just wanna reach out and touch your face...I just
wanna reach out and kiss you but it never ever seems to be the right time or place so I never do...I
wonder if I'll ever get to 'cuz I'm just so crazy 'bout you...how could you not know when you can't
hide a fire in the dark, how can you not hear the beating of my heart every time, Every Time I'm
Around You!
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 Come Monday

Well just you wait Come Monday 

 I'm gonna leave a trail of fire up 

 one side and down the other, you 

 won't even know what hit you but 

 that's the power and the fury of the 

 Tiger and as we all know a Tiger does 

 not back down from a fight so I think 

 you'd better run, run for your life 'cuz 

 Come Monday you mine as well go 

 ahead and dig your grave...you shouldn't 

 of unleashed the beast but now that you 

 have blood will be slung and splattered 

 everywhere...you've caused too much 

 damage to be repaired so Come Monday 

 they'll be no more second chances, Come 

 Monday a fire will rage so go ahead and 

 dig your grave...you made it now your 

 gonna lie in it Come Monday!
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 One Rose

One heart so full of love 

One sky so pretty from 

Sunrise to sunset, one 

Moon sometimes silver 

Sometimes red, sometimes 

Gold, one voice singing 

I love you whether or not 

You love me yet... 

Oh ONE RAISED, one red 

Ribbon card, one love 

That will live forever in 

My heart oh ONE ROSE, 

ONE ROSE and a dream 

Come true, ONE ROSE 

ONLY ONE ROSE and 

Only one you... 

Well and there is only 

One wish I wish, one 

Best friend, one mother 

Of a lover... 

Oooh and this is serious 

The anointing of destiny 

And this picture says a 

Thousand words but its 

Hard to get passed those 

Blue grey eyes that's why... 

There only ONE ROSE, one 

Red ribbon card, one love 

In my wild, wild heart 

ONE ROSE, ONE ROSE 

And a dream comes true 

ONE ROSE, ONLY ONE ROSE 

And only one you!
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 Paybacks Are Hell

Well and Paybacks are hell aren't they 

But you can't say you didn't have it 

Coming... 

Respect me and I'll respect you 

Disrespect me and I'll disrespect you 

It works both ways... 

Don't make it harder on yourself now   

Than it has to be...check your facts 

Before you go and make yourself look like 

A jackass, but you are never wrong are you? 

Well I swear you are a royal pain in the ass 

But hey Paybacks Are Hell aren't they and 

You can't say you didn't have it coming... 

So here's an eye for an eye as they say 

Karma's a bitch and it cuts both ways... 

Respect me and I'll respect you... 

Disrespect me and I'll disrespect you... 

Paybacks Are Hell aren't they...?
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 Nightstorm 

So I find myself once again in the shadow of the crescent moon 

Back to the marshlands in the throes of an ancient gossamer 

Forest...well I can still hear your voodoo beckoning the spirits 

And I too can feel the power here where I stand as lightning 

Flashes and reveals the silhouettes of the undead walking these 

Cursed and sacred grounds and as the thunder rolls it almost 

Drowns out the drums echoing sounds...I take refuge at St. Mary's 

Over the way and here in the candlelight is where I'll stay 'til 

The break of day for I know I'll be safe here until the Nightstorm 

Ends although I too shake as violent as the walls bend from 

The furious winds and the Zombies trying to get in but I have 

Faith in the Lady and that she'll keep me safe from them and 

This ominous Nightstorm as when dark turns into light again 

I'll just have to ride out this Nightstorm a couple more hours and 

See this nightmare to the end!
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 I Love an Alien 

Well and in the season of the Crows Moon 

In the year of the rat and Lyra twice as bright 

I was in for the surprise of my life...somehow 

I managed to transmit my souls desire and 

Passion up into outer space and to a planet 

In the Andromeda Galaxy well and you heard 

My secret confessions and you had to find 

Out more about me...traveling faster than the 

Speed of light you tracked me down in just 

One night, I turned around and saw you and 

Your dark eyes saying I love you and I can 

Offer you more than any human ever could 

Now want you come and live with me where 

You'll be the center of attention and never 

Grow old baby take my hand and set yourself 

Free don't you know I can take on any image? 

You wish, I said somehow I know, I just know 

Your intentions are true so yes I will take 

Your hand and come and live with you... 

Goodbye big ole blue I Love an Alien 

Whether or not this is too much for you to 

Believe, I love An Alien and an Alien loves 

Me, I love An Alien, I Love an Alien from 

Another Galaxy!
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 Going For the Gold

Well now and I'm Going for the Gold 

Not standing in the shadows  

Giving it my heart and soul  

Up the mountain, down the road  

New found determination, no  

Competition, first edition  

Not standing, not standing  

In the shadows 'cuz here I go  

Here I go going for the Gold  

Well and I will not settle for  

Second best go on now and put me  

To the test, I will not give up, I will  

Not give in no, and I will not give up  

I've still got too much life to live  

And love to give so hold on 'cuz  

Here I go, here I go  

Going For the Gold  

Not standing in the shadows  

Giving it my heart and soul  

Up the mountain, down the road  

New found determination, no  

Competition, first edition  

Not standing, not standing  

In the shadows 'cuz here I go  

Here I go going for the Gold  

It's just not in my nature to  

Back down from a challenge  

No, I can do anything I set my mind to  

Just stand back now and watch me  

Make all my dreams come true  

If it's the last thing I do  

When I get something in my head  

That's that so you just stand back  
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And watch me, watch me now  

Going For the Gold  

Not standing in the shadows  

Giving it my heart and soul  

Up the mountain, down the road  

New found determination, no  

Competition, first edition  

Not standing, not standing  

In the shadows 'cuz here I go  

Here I go going for the Gold 
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 As In a Dream 

Miracle love developing, 

Instant love unfolding, 

Erotic love awakening, 

Almost too good to be 

True it does seem As In 

As In a Dream... 

Well and we know there 

Is a great force at work here 

It must be fate because there 

Is magic in every beat the 

Heart takes now... 

Romance overpowering 

In the shadow of candlelight 

And we find ourselves giving 

Into the passion every time 

Day by day, night after night 

Whoever said love was blind 

Must have been blind because 

In my soul I know this is... 

Some kind of a miracle 

Love developing 

A wild and intense love 

Ummm baby all senses 

Awakening 

Almost too good to be 

True it does seem As In 

As In a Dream...
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 Burn Out the Night 

BURN OUT THE NIGHT... 

Live it up, live it up tonight 

Go wild, go crazy, and go insane 

It's all good, do what you 

Want to do and BURN OUT 

THE NIGHT... 

Have ya some of this and 

Have ya some of that, unleash 

Unleash the beast you've 

Been holding back and 

BURN OUT THE NIGHT... 

Live it up, live it up tonight 

Get your mojo on, get 

Get your juices flowing? 

Get your bodies moving? 

Get your body moving and 

BURN baby BURN OUT 

THE NIGHT... 

You've worked yourself 

To death all week long 

Now it's your time to shine 

And set yourself free so 

Go baby go and BURN OUT 

THE NIGHT... 

Live it up, live it up tonight 

Go wild, go crazy, and go insane 

It's all good, do what you 

Want to do and BURN OUT 

THE NIGHT... 

Who gives a fuck about? 

Tomorrow the moment is 

Here and now and the night 

Is just getting started and 
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You're just getting started now 

So... 

BURN OUT THE NIGHT... 

Live it up, live it up tonight 

Get your mojo on, get 

Get your juices flowing? 

Get your bodies moving? 

Get your body moving and 

BURN baby BURN OUT 

THE NIGHT... 

Have some fun, get you some 

And BURN OUT THE NIGHT 

BURN OUT THE NIGHT!
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 In the Year of the Clover

In The Year of the Clover and the luminous black sun my life did get better all the dreams I ever held
dear to my heart have just begun... Apprentice to the Wizard in the shadow of candlelight and a
black metallic cape pulled up around me tight gives me a new found freedom in the dead of night,
just like the life giving Ankh around my neck silver bright. Well I walked the three star garden path
that led me back to the Emerald Mountain again and I can still feel the spirit of St. Patrick from way,
way back then just like the sacred green horned owl somewhere among the these ancient trees in
the wind that echoes this is just where the journey begins... In The Year of the Clover and the
luminous black sun I came to know the golden age of love, luck and miracles, surely this is just the
best yet to come now In the Year of the Clover, In the Year of the Clover.
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 Hanging on a Honey Suckle Vine 

Swaying in the hot August breeze 

HANGING ON A HONEY SUCKLE VINE 

Back and forth, suspended in time 

Heart over mind... 

Well I feel almost like 15 again 

And I knew just how much you 

Loved me just by the way you'd 

Look so intensely into my eyes... 

Well and I feel just as much in 

Love with you as the years go by... 

And this sweet in the hot August 

Heat, HANGING ON A HONEY SUCKLE 

VINE, back and forth, back and forth 

Suspended in time, heart over mind... 

Oh 'cuz there's nothing but a big, big 

Blue sky up above and a blue bird 

Singing the along to the wind chime's 

Song, sippin' on homemade strawberry 

Wine and feelin' fine... 

Just swaying in the hot August wind 

Back and forth, back and forth 

Suspend in time, heart over mind and 

HANGING ON A HONEY SUCKLES VINE... 

HANGING ON A HONEY SUCKLES VINE!
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 Be Somebody?s Angel

Shoot for the moon even if you miss you'll land among the stars take the time to stop and smell the
roses even if you're traveling slow you will go far go out of your way to be nice to someone today
and love will come back to you tenfold 'cuz what goes around comes around always Don't you know
it's not what on the outside that matters and you can never judge a book by its cover alone so if you
need a friend be a friend, if you're lonely end someone's loneliness then somewhere out there
somebody right now needs a helping hand for sure why don't you give them yours you just might
find your problems don't seem so bad anymore Be Somebody's Angel end someone's hell Be
Somebody's Angel good always conquers evil without fail so shoot for the moon now even if you
miss you'll land among the stars Be Somebody's Angel and show them the way 'cuz what goes
around comes around always so Be Somebody's Angel, Be Somebody's Angel today!
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 Full Moon over Werewolf 

Full moon in the sky, curse of the werewolf on the rise 

And the poison runs through his veins and then 

The man becomes the beast once again... 

FULL MOON OVER WEREWOLF going in for the kill 

Tearing through the mountains and hills, on the heels 

Of his next bloody meal, all the stories you've heard 

Are true, so please don't go out tonight if you don't 

Have to if you value your life 'cuz there is a FULL 

MOON OVER A WEREWOLF tonight... 

And across the country side you can hear the 

Tormented howling, let that be a warning for the 

Curse of the werewolf can happen to almost anyone 

In any neck of the woods, I sure would hate to 

See it happen to you... 

Evil comes in many forms and this one is the Devil's 

Pet, FULL MOON OVER WEREWOLF hungry and 

Starving to death... 

Full moon in the sky, curse of the werewolf on the 

Rise!
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 Rock 84001

Well and some scholars say we are 

The genetic offspring of Rock 84001 

From Mars...Well I believe we were 

Born out of Gods' very own heart and 

Mind still they say Mars was a dying 

Planet and the inhabitants there came 

To earth and their blood still courses 

Through our veins by means of hybrid 

Experiments and that's how life as we 

Know it did begin...they say just compare 

The red face pyramid to the Spinks in 

Egypt now how can that just be a 

Coincidence...still I am not sold on Martian 

Genesis, no I believe we are the offspring 

Of Adam and Eve not Rock 84001 or 

Aliens from this or that galaxy but I'm 

Not ruling out the possibility that maybe 

We are just the dream of God...
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 Like The Dickens 

Well whist in the world happened to

 drive us so far apart my friend...

 I miss you and I pray someday

 we'll be as close again as we were

 way back when...

 'cuz it's been a long, long time since

 we were together I'm sure we both

 have changed but in my heart you

 remain the same, that's one thing 

 that'll never change...

 well and although my life is a busy

 one and something is always needing

 to be done I'd make time for you,

 anytime, anywhere, I still love you

 more than I've ever loved anyone...

 we had something special that can

 never be replaced, impossible to be

 gone without a trace...

 so I will make one last attempt to

 bring us back together again 'cuz

 I miss you, I miss you my dear, dear

 long lost friend Like The freakin' 

 Dickens, maybe we can't go back

 but we sure as hell can start over

 again...

 please don't say it's the end and 

 you'll never pass this way again

 oh can't you just open your heart 

 and let me in again...

 surely we haven't drifted so far apart

 we can't rediscover each other and

 like suspended in time last October...

 oh God I miss you, I miss you Like
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 The Dickens and now after you the

 rest is slim pickens and I miss you,

 I freakin' miss you, Like The Dickens,

 Like The Dickens!
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 Patriarch of My Heart

Well you are the Patriarch of My Heart 

For many moons now you've had me 

Under your spell...I wonder if you somehow 

Overheard that old, old wish of mine standing 

By that big 'ole magic wishing well who 

Knows for sure but now you are my only 

Reason for being and with every beat of my 

Heart I love you more and more I swear don't 

You know I'd die if I ever lost your love but 

I dare not dwell on such, I thank my lucky 

Stars and Heaven above...only in my wildest 

Dreams did I ever dream I'd find someone as 

Wonderful as you but now you are living 

Proof dreams do come true it's now I know 

They do oh Patriarch, Patriarch of My Heart!
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 Hot-blooded Aries

I hate to admit this and some of you may not like it either 

But you know it ain't no lie no matter what we say it's just 

Our nature and we can't deny how we feel deep down 

Inside...our fire we cannot hide 

We love to be loved but our true desire comes from the 

Thrill of the chase...once we get what we want we 

Become restless and we begin to roam again to conquer 

What we've yet to conquer if it's just for one night our hearts 

Beat stronger in the arms of new lover...well there may be 

Somebody in the shadows, just an illusion of love because 

It's just the way of you and me, it's just the way of a 

Hot-blooded Aries... 

We really don't mean any harm nor do we want to 

Break anyone's heart we just can't help it...we're just 

Driven by a strong, strong passion that cannot be 

Suppressed...it's just who we are, you and me and 

It's just the way of a Hot, Hot-blooded Aries!
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 It Must Be Jesus

Music of the harp and a host of angels  

Singing of his glory. Well I am touched by  

Your compassion and because of you my cup  

Runs over. My spirit has been set free! It Must  

Be Jesus, It Must Be Jesus giving his whole  

Heart without reservation! Well am I am in  

Your debt for sure, dear Lord! And I dare not  

Ask for more. You have put me back together  

And I know I am stronger than I ever was  

Before. And no I am not afraid anymore. It Must  

Be Jesus, It Must Be Jesus still loving me for  

Reasons only he knows for sure. But I have  

Always believed that if I died today I would  

Be lifted up to Heaven above. So I have no  

Fear in the grave because of you I will live  

Forever by the power of the blood. The sweet  

Lamb of God! And It Must Be Jesus, It Must Be  

Jesus giving his heart in the noblest way!  

Yes It Must Be Jesus!
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 I\'m Not Afraid Anymore

Music of the Harp and the Holy Trinity 

10,000 Angels watching over me 

Mother Mary doing all you can for me 

Well I am in your deepest debt and 

Grateful I am for sure! In sorrow when 

There was no light to be found my soul 

Was uplifted like a dove come down, 

Now I am stronger than I ever was before 

And no I'm Not Afraid Anymore! 

As you sing me your sweet song of love 

I am deeply touched by your compassion 

Here on the dawn of a new revelation 

I am no longer who I was... 

When there was no light to be found 

My soul was up lifted like a Dove come 

Down, Now I am stronger than I ever was 

Before and no oh no, I am not afraid 

I'm Not Afraid Anymore!
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 You Can?t Steal a Man?s Thunder 

Did I ever tell you of that time I watched 

You skinny dipping in Wauconda bay...  

The moon was full and bright, nothing was  

Hidden outta sight...I swore someday  

Somehow in this lifetime I would make  

You mine...  

Well and you can't underestimate a  

Man on a mission, You Can't Steal  

A Man's Thunder, it took some doing  

But here we are doing what lovers do  

Wearing out these twisted covers oh  

Holding me, holding you...  

Well and did I ever tell you of that  

Time I took your sister to the prom  

Just to make you jealous but the  

Whole time I couldn't keep my off of  

You and once or twice I could see  

You are making eyes at me too...  

Well and you can't underestimate a  

Man on a mission, You Can't Steal  

A Man's Thunder, it took some doing  

But here we are doing what lovers do  

Wearing out these twisted covers oh  

Holding me, holding you...  

It took a bold move on my part  

With a little help of some Tequila  

To finally get up the nerve to ask you  

For a dance, leaving it all to chance...  

You asked me what took you so  

Long surely you knew I've always  

Had a major crush on you...now  

Here we are just like I swore  

Years ago even if it took a lifetime  
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Someday I'd make you mine 'cuz  

You can't underestimate a  

Man on a mission, You Can't Steal  

A Man's Thunder, it took some doing  

But here we are doing what lovers do  

Wearing out these twisted covers oh  

Holding me, holding you...  

I guess it's true when they say  

Good things are worth waiting for  

And sooner or later everything comes  

Together especially when it a man  

On a mission well you just can't  

Steal his thunder, You Just Can't  

Steal A Man's Thunder! 
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 To Hold You Again 

A time there was you needed my love 

And I was there to hold you and it did 

A world of good for me too but now it's 

Been a long time gone still my love for 

You goes on and on oh what I'd give 

To Hold You Again so safe and warm 

In my arms again...well we might of 

Been teenagers but it wasn't puppy 

Love we know tho family, so called 

Friends, time and distance finally came 

Between us oh what a shame but 

There's still the flicker of a flame after 

All these years the ghost of our love 

Hasn't disappeared oh Lord what I'd 

Give To Hold You Again so anytime 

You think you might think you need 

Me again I will not forsake you then... 

Do you ever wish things were like 

They were way back when...well what 

I'd give To Hold You, just To Hold 

You Again!
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 Piano

Room full of candles casting shadows on the French

 doors in a gust of wind they swing open and the

 leaves blow in In the dead of the night the Piano

 plays our song all by its self Almost scared to death

 I try to go but I'm paralyzed there not believing what

 my ears are hearing. It's been a year since I lost

 you but tonight the ghost of you is here I know 'cuz

 the Piano ain't been played since they put you in

 your grave. Well Lightning flashes and as I relight

 the candles there you are right before my eyes As if

 you had never died you ask me for this dance looking

 into my eyes saying God I've missed you but death

 can't kill whatever dies. I put my head on your

 shoulder holding you tighter like trying to hold on

 to this moment forever but eventually you slip from

 my fingers and disappear in a flash of lightning

 outside the rain I ponder the notion of going insane

 but the Piano begins to play all by its' self again

 and I know the ghost of you was as real as the scent

 of you still on my skin and in the shadow of

 candlelight I dance to the Piano until morning light 

In the movement of Kiev!
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 Generation X

Atlantis reborn we are the ancient ones who have returned 

Generation X timeline 69 to 79 and we will raise our young 

To be genius of mind and care for the baby boomers until 

Their spirits are rapture on down the line 

Generation X turning the tide, the giants of earth and sky 

Forceful yet loving, daring yet caring and ready for whatever 

Comes next...well we are, we are Generation X 

And this is just a sample of our anthem in the making 

As we come of age the world is ours for the taking 

We've got the magic touch and there's just no stopping 

Us now that we are back, the leaders of the pack and this 

Is just a sample of our anthem? 

Generation X turning the tide, the giants of earth and sky 

Forceful yet loving, daring yet caring and ready for whatever 

Comes next...well we are, we are Generation X.
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 I Get a Kick Outta All That Kinky Stuff

Well and I Get A Kick Outta All That Kinky Stuff

 You do to me, the way you blow and stick your tongue

 In my ears, the way you spank me and make me

 Beg for more, the way you pour honey all over my body

 And lick me clean ooh wee well I Get a Kick Outta

 All That Kinky Stuff you do to me, the way you kiss

 And bite my neck, the way you tickle me 'til I almost

 Piss myself, the way you tie me to the bed and run ice

 Down my happy trail just sends me into orbit well and

 I know you get a kick out of it yourself especially when

 You use that toy on me; I swear you get into it as much

 As I do...I've never had such an innovated lover before

 Ooh wee baby, oooh wee I Get a Kick, I Get a Kick

 Outta All That Kinky Stuff you do to me, ooh wee

 Ooh wee baby I want more, more, more yeah make

 Me sore, I Get a Kick Outta All That Kinky Stuff!
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 In Other Words 

Well when you broke my heart

 you might of thought you broke my spirit

 but you couldn't be more wrong

 don't you know the song must go on

 through the good and bad, happy or sad

 although it may be hard to smile through

 the tears there is faith over fear..

 In Other Words I'll be fine given time

 ... I know I'll find my way back to myself

 and I won't need anyone's help 'cuz

 don't you know Heaven helps those who

 help themselves, In Other Words

 I'll be fine given time, I'll be stronger

 than ever when this nightmare is over

 Just because you broke my heart

 you couldn't destroy my hopes in 

 a long and happy life, whatever Hell

 May come my way tonight, I will find

 a way to rise above it and maybe, just

 maybe tomorrow the hurt will just fade 

 away although right now it's hard to 

 smile through the tears, I still have faith,

 faith over fear...

 In Other Words I'll be fine given time, 

 I'll be stronger when this nightmare is

 over and I will find my way back to myself

 'cuz Heaven helps those who helps

 themselves and I will be just fine, just

 fine in time!
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 Just A Little Lower Than the Angels

Well what's wrong with the world that 

We can't all just get along? 

Surely this is the dream of the Angels and 

Jehovah's never ending song. 

Love and compassion go a long, long way 

So embrace your brother with warm and 

Tender grace today! Have heart, be a light 

In the dark. Yes you can make a difference 

Somewhere out there right now someone 

Needs a helping hand, someone to talk to 

Who will understand? 

We've got to start thinking of others before 

Ourselves, no one is any better than anyone 

Else and we've got to stand up as soldiers of 

The lord and fight for peace 'cuz in the end 

Love is all that matters so love like you'd want 

To be loved and be a light in the dark of course 

We can't change the world overnight but it's 

A start. We can create miracles just by prayers 

We say 'cuz we are just A Little lower than 

The Angels, Just a Little Lower Than the Angels 

So be somebody's Angel today!
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 Saved By a Mermaid 

Well I was going down for the third time 

In the deep blue sea after our ship caught 

Fire mysteriously then I felt a hand taking 

Mine and a voice saying everything's gonna 

Be ok, everything's gonna be fine, I heard your 

S.o.s and cries of distress, lucky for you I 

Just happened to be in the neighborhood 

Man in gold dangling things and white, 

Man with eyes as dark as the night... 

No you are not dreaming, I am for real 

I am what you humans and sailors call a 

Mythical sirens but look at me and tell me 

Do I resemble some stupid sea lion, dolphin 

Or seal, I don't think so, get real... 

Soon tho you will wake up on the nearest 

Distant shore, you'll think it was just all a dream 

From the bump on your head and from loosing 

Consciousness but I guess that's for the best, 

The best for both of us... 

For they'll think you've lost your marbles and 

Call you a mad man and I'm not allowed or supposed 

To interfere with the fate of humans you understand 

But hence from this day forward every time you close 

Your eyes I'll be there, you will remember the feel 

Of my soft silky skin and the taste of my forbidden fruits 

You will recall the ecstasy you knew in the deepest 

Depths and all the magic that was there all around you 

Everywhere... 

Who knows maybe someday we'll meet again, if or when 

You ever return to the sea and maybe the next time 

I'll take you to my water world to forever live with me 

Until then just keep our little secret and keep on 

Believing, keep on believing in me... 
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One more kiss before I leave and return back to the sea 

Just remember this day, always... 

The day your imperial ship sank, you were saved... 

SAVED BY A MERMAID!
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 Me, Me, Me 

Why can't we think about others before thinking about

 ourselves, why should it always be Me, Me, Me...it's a

 crying shame people are too self-absorbed these days to

 care about anything else now I'm not saying it's that

 way with all of us God knows I try to help those I can

 and God knows I try to love everybody the way I'd

 wanna be loved still I ain't no saint I have my moments

 too but all in all I still believe there should be more

 compassion than always Me, Me, Me...well and in those

 dark and chaotic times it seems as though we'd rather

 place blame on others than accepting the fact that it's

 us that could be wrong...it's a sad, sad world we live

 in today when it's constantly Me, Me, Me I wonder how

 much longer this world can go on this way...well why

 don't you be somebody's angel today 'cuz don't you know

 what goes around comes around so why don't you put a

 smile on somebody's face when you are feeling down!
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 Fate Vindicated 

Love letters from L.A. so sweet 

Every line makes my heart skip 

A beat, I know someday we will 

Be together because I believe 

The heart can bridge any distance 

No matter the miles that separate 

Us today, no and not even the 

High Sierra can stand between us 

Although I really don't know what 

You see in me, I'm just a simple 

Country boy from Chattanooga 

Tennessee but you say that not 

Makes me love you, you have a 

Heart unlike most people do and 

We have so much in common and 

That is what draws me ever so 

Closer to you... 

Maybe we were predestined since 

The beginning of time, only God 

Knows but you are the only one in 

This heart of mine... 

I know we will be together soon, 

Very soon forever, just like a real life 

Loving fairy tale, FATE VINDICATED 

Like a wish come true made on an 

Old wishing well, under Cupid's spell 

FATE VINDICATED, FATE VINDICATED 

Just like a real life loving fairy tale!
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 Michael and Mark

Well these two darlin' boys of 4 and 6 

 Were so full of life and as close as two

 Brothers could be...Michael and Mark

 Of Athens, TN had their fun in the sun

 And played their games as most children

 Do but one stormy night the dream of

 Two small caskets awake Granny Lou

 And it wasn't long before then prophecy

 Came true...their father came to pick

 Them up for the weekend right on time

 And everything seemed to be fine as they

 Headed up to that cabin in the Blue Ridge

 Mountains but as darkness fell that night

 A demon must have took hold of him as he 

 Griped the barrel of a gun and ended

 Their sweet little lives...well God only knows

 What went on their for the dead can't speak 

 For themselves but an eye for an eye and a 

 Tooth for a tooth he shot and killed himself

 Farewell to bad rubbish but we'll always miss

 Michael and Mark just very much but

 We know they're safe in the arms of the Lord

 Now these two darlin' brothers so beloved!
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 In The Land of the Red Rising Sun

Well and was this another seal broken 

As the Pacific Ocean came crashing 

Down over the red rising sun... 

You stumble around on shaking 

Grounds...so much disaster and 

Destruction you wonder what else 

Is to come as the night sets in... 

The darkness is like a Demon you 

Cannot escape and every broken 

Road is a dead end...in terror you 

Cry out where is my mother, where 

Is my father, where are my children 

And where are my friends... 

Well could this just be a prelude 

To the mystery of 2012 as the 

Ocean comes crashing down again 

Upon the red rising sun...you find 

Shelter in the ruins of a broken down 

Temple and closing your eyes you 

Pray to your secret God and that seems 

To give you a little hope but you know 

How bad things are and will become... 

In The Land Of The Red Rising Sun... 

The night turns to day but your tears 

And fears have not gone away...as you 

And those stumble over the rubble 

Where there used to be streets in the 

Land, In the Land of the Red Rising 

Sun! 

  

~Dedicated to the people of Japan~
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 Am I Still Your Boyfriend

Well we've been through a lot these 

Past few years...on again, off again 

And again but I still love you 

Baby...Am I Still Your Boyfriend 

Well I know you've been faithful to 

Me when I'm not around don't ask me 

How I know but I do and it gives 

Me a reason to believe you need me 

As much as I need you. Although we 

Both know it hasn't always been 

Sunshine and good times I still love 

You nonetheless and darling' I must 

Confess I think it'd kill me if our 

Love was ever to end...of course not 

Even true love is perfect and our 

Biggest fight was just last night but 

You said honey I'm sorry first thing 

This morning and held me so close 

To you and again I had to ask... 

Am I Still Your Boyfriend?
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 Angelique 

Oh immortal sorceress, daughter of Lilith 

She is a prism in the moonlight, a deity  

Darker than the Sargasso sea, her fury is  

Unforgiving as the Titans came to  

Recognize all because of their jealousy  

Over her lineage and limitless validities  

War was declared and with one wave  

Of her hand mount Olympus went down  

In flames she just laughed and laughed  

Devouring their celestial transcendence  

Future generations should have learned  

From the fall of the Titans fall but them  

Didn't learn anything at all...  

Cleopatra tried imprisoning her so she could  

Discover the secrets of everlasting life to be  

Queen of not only Egypt but the whole wide  

World but the daughter of Lilith turned herself  

Into the cobra that would be Cleopatra's  

Demise, you thought it was Rome well  

You were wrong; it was her all along...  

Angelique from Martinique, a timeless  

Beauty that even Venus would envy  

Frozen rose suspended in time, high  

Priestess calling out to you, messin'  

With your mind, she'll tell you she loves  

Then she will rip out your heart...  

'Cuz hell has no fury like a woman scorned  

And her magic is like lightning you never  

Know when it comes, her spells are forever  

Binding and she feels no shame in her game  

She'll make you regret the day you were  

Ever born, she may look like an angel but  

She is the devil in disguise and she will have  
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You right where she wants you with just one  

Look into her icy blue eyes 'cuz hell has  

No fury like a woman scorned especially  

When the woman is ANGELIQUE, ANGELIQUE  

From Martinique...  

Oh immortal sorceress and daughter of Lilith  

She is a prism in the moonlight, deity darker  

Than the sea than lies below widow's hill  

You may think she is just a legend but me  

Assure you she is very real...  

ANGELIQUE from Martinique, a timeless  

Beauty even Venus would envy, frozen rose  

Suspended in time, high priestess calling out  

To you, messin' with your mind, she'll tell you  

She loves you then rip out your heart...  

'Cuz hell has no fury like a woman scorned  

Her magic is like lightning you never know  

When it comes, she'll make you regret the day  

You were ever born 'cuz hell have no fury  

Like a woman scorned especially when that  

Witchy woman is ANGELIQUE, ANGELIQUE  

From Martinique! 
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 Mother of Pearl 

You may not know my name 

But we are friends just the same 

You have watched over me 

While in my sleep 

You have watched over me 

While in thought so deep 

You've been with me from 

The day I was born 

You will be with me 'til 

The day I die... 

The Ocean sings your song 

As the Mountains relive an 

Ancient dream in your shadow 

Under the night sky 

Well you have been a companion 

Of mine through many lifetimes 

And I feel you like Heaven's 

Grace, in a sweet embrace 

Oh kindred spirit now there is 

A sense of thine higher self 

Past, present and future come 

Together God forbid you 

Should disappear forever 

Well you have been a friend 

Of mine ever loving and kind 

From the day I was born 'til 

The day I die in which every case 

I can feel you just like Heaven's 

Grace, you wrap me up in your 

Loving arms and I have never felt 

So safe but it was my birth's sake 

In the sign of 69, off spring of mother 

Pearl and the three star crossroads 
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She is the essence of thine mind, body and 

Soul, all around the world and my little 

Corner of the world, MOTHER, MOTHER 

OF PEARL!
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 Your Love is Like a Merry-Go-Round

Well you're one hopeless romantic 

Almost a border line lovesick fanatic 

But I wouldn't change you not if I could 

I love your wet and sappy kisses 

And the way you hold me so tight 

I think I'm gonna pass out from lack 

Of oxygen...some people may say 

Hey, hey, ok, ok but I think it's cute 

Maybe a little childish but you always 

Pick me up when I'm feeling down 

Just like A Merry-Go-Round 

'round and 'round of your love 

Never stops and never slows down 

Sometimes I think I'm at the circus 

The way you make me laugh 

Playin' the clown the way you pick 

Me up every time I'm feeling down 

Well your love is like A Merry-go-Round 

But I wouldn't change a thing about 

Your carnival ways if I could...yeah 

Sometimes I think I'm at the circus 

The way you just have this way of 

Making me laugh playing the clown 

Well your love is just like A Merry-Go- 

Round, never stops and never slows 

Down, your love is just like a Merry-Go- 

Round, A Merry-Go-Round never stopping 

Never slowing down!
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 Summerland Island 

Well I'm taking a midnight flight out of Harrison, TN tonight 

I just gotta take a break from old man winter and my 

No good for nothing lazy ass lover, so just like a night bird 

In flight I am leaving you and this cold frozen dead tree 

Town tonight arriving in SUMMERLAND ISLAND morning 

Light... 

Oh SUMMERLAND ISLAND where the weather is hot and 

I can flaunt what I got and maybe, baby just maybe I'll 

Find out just what sex is all about in the arms of a new 

Lover oh one hell of a lover, as wild as a freakin' ass Tiger 

I have every intention of coming back sooner or later 

But then again maybe I'll stay and live out the rest of my 

Days here in SUMMERLAND, SUMMERLAND ISLAND 'cuz 

God knows I need some excitement in my life but I 

Wouldn't expect you to understand and don't even try to 

I'm afraid you'll hurt yourself but as for myself I'm out of 

Here tonight... 

I'm out of here tonight, like a night bird in flight and by dawn's 

Early morning light I'll be having the time of my life and maybe 

Even more than I can even stand oh when I get to SUMMERLAND 

ISLAND, where the weather is hot and I can flaunt what I got 

In the clear blue water, blue water and bright white sands of 

SUMMERLAND, SUMMERLAND ISLAND!
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 Ceremony of Dionysus 

Dancing the intoxicating dance of Dionysus 

Ummm well I got that special feeling now 

Somewhere deep in the mountains overlooking 

Athens, sounds of ecstasy echo through the  

Night as a pillar of fire grows higher and higher 

Feeding the soul full of desire... 

And by the light of the moon we work ourselves 

Up into a sexual frenzy, we exchange partners from 

One group to another, just one really big orgy all 

Night long as if in a trance and everybody gets 

Their chance... 

Well this is what you call t-total bliss, my skin on 

Your skin and these lips find many more places to 

Kiss its pleasure out of this world as someone's cup 

Overflows and fills you up inside, this is eroticism and 

Passion in over drive... 

Oh yeah and ooooh baby, baby you work me up in 

A damn hot sexual frenzy as the shadows from the 

Altar's hand burns a fire, higher and higher ummmm 

And feeding the soul full of desire, during the 

CEREMONY OF DIONYSUS, enough wine, show me 

Yours and I'll show you mine... 

Well it has nothing to do with love, it's just the 

CEREMONY, CEREMONY OF DIONYSUS!
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 You\'ve Got Class

Oooh somewhat of a Charles Dickens 

Character from your hat to your boots 

Well I can tell you're different than most 

People these days but hey that's a good 

Thing it's got my goat if you know what 

I mean, yes you got what it takes, you 

Got what it takes, you just seem to radiate 

Oh yeah and baby You've Got Class 

You've got it going on dear freshman 

I just gotta ask do you want me 'cuz 

I want you whether it's right or wrong 

You've got me in a state of ummhmmness 

Well you've got it going on, you've just 

Got it going on and I am a gasp at your 

Jaw dropping kinda class 

Cool, confident and self-assured you 

Could charm the pants off of anyone 

Anywhere, anytime but you know that 

Don't you well your eyes make that clear 

But hey that's a good thing just go ahead 

Baby and lay it on the line it's got my goat 

Yeah it's got my goat by the throat, it's 

Got me feeling hotter than a pepper sprout 

Over you now 'cuz you've just got what it 

Takes and you radiate, you just seem to radiate 

'Cuz you just got this certain kinda class 

Dear freshman and I want you, I want you 

Right or wrong you've got me in a state of 

ummhmmness well you've got it going on, 

You've just got it going on and I am a gasp 

At your jaw dropping kinda class, damn baby 

You've Got Class!
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 Golden Age

A million years ago when I was 17 

I was one with the garden... 

I was free to come and go as 

I pleased...in the breeze of angel 

Wings... 

Well it was The Golden Age of 

Innocence and serenity, it was 

The Golden age of sweet grace 

And blessed divinity...there wasn't 

Much more a soul could ask for... 

Thousands and thousands of years 

Ago in the Golden Age of tranquility 

In the Golden Age of Eden's luxury... 

Oh yeah and millions of years ago 

When I knew your nakedness 

Only pleasure was in my heart... 

One together from the start... 

Friends and lovers and we thought 

It would last forever... 

But we were banished from ever 

Returning again because we defied 

Our only no, no...But here we are 

Again and it's A Golden Age, A 

Golden age for us, for love just like 

Then when it was genesis!
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 You\'re My Hero

Well and you are one of a kind 

There's no one in the world like you 

I know 'cuz you lift me up so high 

When I'm down so low... 

That's why you're My Hero and I 

Know I ain't got nothing to fear 

When you are around 'cuz 

Not even the Lone Ranger has 

Nothing on you and not even 

Superman can do the things you do, 

You've saved me from myself many 

Countless times don't you know? 

That's why you're My Hero! 

What in the world would I do? 

Without you, you are my saving 

Grace quite surely, 

God must have known I would come 

To need you and sent you to me 

Now there's no shadow of a doubt, 

No real reason to be afraid with you 

In my life everything will always 

Work its way out 'cuz 

You're My Hero, my friend and 

My hero, don't you know... 

You have saved me from myself 

Many countless times and allowed 

Me to live to see another tomorrow 

That's why you're my Hero, 

Yes You Are My Hero!
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 Astoria 

ASTORIA rising with the darkness 

Stepping into the velvet of the 

Night and like a night bird she takes 

To flight, dark in the shadow of 

Moonlight as the magic begins again 

Deep in the heart of the big black 

Forest... 

Well ASTORIA stares deep into her 

Crystal ball and reveals all the visions 

She just saw then she reads from her 

Big black book of miracles, standing in 

The circle of life, the fire burns bright 

All through the night... 

ASTORIA dances the dance of the 

Dragon and she sing one of her 

Favorite songs from a time long, long 

Gone... 

Well lightning strikes and lights up the 

Night sky and thunder rocks the whole 

Mountain side where she comes to meet 

Her coven every Monday night until the 

Dawning of day light then ASTORIA says 

I love you all but I gotta fly... 

Well and ASTORIA takes to the wind again 

Pulling her cape up around her tight and 

Dark up upon light... 

ASTORIA the high priestess of dragon wings 

And firelight, ASTORIA, ASTORIA, ASTORIA 

Gypsy witch of the three star tower that 

Burns like a fire in the moonlight, the misty 

Moonlight!
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 Naughty Baby

Naughty Baby working me up into frenzy 

Naughty Baby oooh Naughty Baby 

Making a man out of me, taking me to the 

Heights of ecstasy oooh baby, baby 

I'm so hot and its good yeah don't stop, 

Don't stop, give me all you got and don't 

Stop baby, oooh baby, baby...it feels so 

Damn good, skin on skin, over and over, 

Again and again ooh baby, baby, baby... 

I can feel it building up inside like a 

Volcano about to explode...get ready, 

Get ready baby...well you're one hell 

Of a lover definitely a cut above the 

Rest, I don't even smoke but you make 

Me wanna a cigarette...and here we 

Go again, working me into a frenzy 

Baby oooh baby, Naughty, Naughty 

Baby!
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 You Came Along Just In Time

Just when I was ready to give up on love  

You Came Along Just In Time  

When I didn't think there was any real  

Reason to carry on you put back together  

The broken pieces of this heart of mine  

When I thought I'd be lonely forever  

You Came Along Just In Time!  

Now I just can't imagine going back  

To those sad, sad days when I was  

Without you darling don't you know  

You are the dream of dreams come true!  

You are the only one for me and I need  

You like the sky needs its blue now I  

No longer feel the pain of like I used to  

Yesterday when I was ready to give up  

On love oh no because...  

You Came Along Just In Time  

When I didn't think there was any real  

Reason to carry on you put back together  

The broken pieces of this heart of mine  

When I thought I'd be lonely forever  

You Came Along Just In Time!  

Don't you know you have put a hold a  

Hold on my heart thinking of you from  

Morning until dark. I never knew I could  

Love someone as much as I love you  

From the start my love you are unlike  

Anyone else and now I feel my true self 

And it's all due to you because, because...  

You Came Along Just In Time  

When I didn't think there was any real  

Reason to carry on you put back together  

The broken pieces of this heart of mine  
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When I thought I'd be lonely forever  

You Came Along, You Came Along  

Just In Time!
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 Paybacks Are Hell

Well and Paybacks are hell aren't they 

But you can't say you didn't have it 

Coming... 

Respect me and I'll respect you 

Disrespect me and I'll disrespect you 

It works both ways... 

Don't make it harder on yourself now   

Than it has to be...check your facts 

Before you go and make yourself look like 

A jackass, but you are never wrong are you? 

Well I swear you are a royal pain in the ass 

But hey Paybacks Are Hell aren't they and 

You can't say you didn't have it coming... 

So here's an eye for an eye as they say 

Karma's a bitch and it cuts both ways... 

Respect me and I'll respect you... 

Disrespect me and I'll disrespect you... 

Paybacks Are Hell aren't they...?
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 Labyrinth 

Well and there is danger  

Around every corner you turn  

Trials and tribulations  

Like a Ferris wheel turns  

Many dark entities just waiting  

To devour you and drag  

You down to the great depths  

Of hell where it may take you a long  

Time, many incarnations to solve the  

Riddle of the dragon and leads you  

Out and back to the temples return  

Every time you're born you will know  

The twisted path that lies ahead  

But listen carefully to your intuition and  

That divine inner voice that comes from the  

Heart and not the head and through the  

Grace of God you will find your way  

Through this Labyrinth as in the maze of life  

Sometimes you may come to a dead end and have  

To back track but keep up your spirits and one day  

You will find your way through this Labyrinth  

And back into the light!  

Well and even if you are alone you're not really alone  

You can't feel the wind but it is there so too are your angels  

And they give you the strength you need when you do  

Not feel so strong and your faith will be tested to the limit  

Don't be afraid, no just let hope lead the way and you  

Will find your way through the vast and ominous  

Unknown...  

By the grace of God you will find your way  

Through this Labyrinth like in as the maze of life  

Sometimes you may come to a dead end and have  

To back track but keep up your spirits and one day  
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You will find your way through this Labyrinth  

And back into the light! 
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 Aphrodite 

Goddess awakening, born of the sea 

In a burst of golden light a voice 

Spoken like thunder saying behold 

The apple of my eye APHRODITE 

The Goddess of love and beauty... 

APHRODITE, APHRODITE OH 

APHRODITE... 

Bend an ear this way and grant 

My plea... 

I wanna fall in love with someone 

Who really wants to fall in love with 

Me, I want to feel hot kisses of fire 

Romance, passion and desire, I want 

Someone I can talk to and never 

Runs out of things to say, someone 

Who knows my soul inside and out 

And still loves me anyways oh a 

Blonde haired, blue eyed air to the 

Throne with a body to die for well 

Who can ask for more... 

I could but this is all good... 

OH sweet lovely dove of Zeus 

Born of the sea, in a burst of golden 

Light well you came to life and a 

Voice spoke like thunder saying 

Behold the apple of my eye... 

My daughter, APHRODITE oh 

Goddess of love, Goddess of love 

And beauty...APHRODITE!
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 Sweet Memories

I remember you and all the things we used to do 

You'd think I'd cry going back in time recalling us 

But I'm over that now and all that remains are 

Sweet Memories, Sweet Memories of a past love 

Although you are still deep in my heart you are 

The closest thing I've ever had to romance and it's 

Quite a mystery how we ever did drift apart 

When did we dance our last dance, my first love? 

Well sometimes it seems just like yesterday when 

I held you in my arms but it has been years since you 

Went away now I'm over the tears but oh my first love 

I remember you and all the things we used to do 

You'd think I'd cry going back in time recalling us 

But I'm over that now and all that remains are 

Sweet Memories, Sweet Memories of a past love 

And here I go again remembering us and the way 

It was you'd think I'd hate you but I guess that's 

One thing time has taken care of and all that remains 

Now are Memories, Sweet Memories of a dear and 

Precious past love!
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 Virgo 

Well you are the Virgin of Chasity 

All fired up in a warm shade of Indigo 

You are the unification of cosmic 

Forces in the shadow of Mercury 

An adaptable soul but you never 

Compromise your virtues 

Born of the earth and the sardonyx 

You are a beautiful maiden of 

Royal dainties at summer's end 

Your fruit is ripe and by a harvest 

Moon your table is set with 

This and that and it's never 

Old hat oh at summer's end 

On a fat Wednesday night 

Well you are a wonderful 

Humanitarian touching many 

A heart and many a life yes 

You are the unification of 

Cosmic forces in the shadow 

Of Mercury and the last few 

Days of summer all fired up 

In a warm, warm shade of Indigo 

In the wake of September 

Enter, enters VIRGO!
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 When You Kiss Me

When you kiss me you  

Set my heart on fire!  

You send me into frenzy,  

A frenzy of sweet burning  

Desire!  

When You Kiss Me I am  

Like putty in your hands  

It's nothing short of ecstasy  

Sheer ecstasy and love,  

Love that makes a stand!  

Every time you kiss me,  

Baby every time you kiss  

Me, I get the feeling this  

Is forever and everyday  

It just keeps getting better  

And better!  

My love, I've waited a long  

Long time for you...  

Through many lonely day and  

Nights but now here I am in your  

Arms holding you, holding  

Me tight!  

And When You Kiss Me  

You set my heart on fire!  

You send me into frenzy  

A frenzy of sweet burning  

Desire!  

Every time you kiss me baby  

Oh every time you kiss me! 
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 Delicate Dream

Oh as delicate as a rose in full bloom 

As delicate as a multicolored butterfly 

Could this be the dream I dream of 

With both eyes opened wide oooh 

Makes my heart go boom, boom, boom... 

Every time you hold me in your arms 

And kiss me here, there and everywhere 

I almost find myself losing my cool but 

No I can't be a fool and rush a good thing 

I gotta take extra special care in this 

Brand new love affair, can you feel my heart 

A flutter like a thousand Angel wings, a sweet and 

Beautiful thing, A DELICATE, A DELICATE 

DREAM... 

Well don't you know I've had my share 

Of jokers, players and wolves in sheep's 

Clothing, I've had my share of heartbreak 

Misery and pain...Lord I pray you ain't 

The devil in disguise...oh God I hope you're 

The golden one, a fire and not just a flame 

But for now I know we should just take it 

Slow and see where it goes... 

Who knows maybe you are the one I have 

Always dreamed of with eyes opened wide 

You take me in your arms and kiss me here 

There and everywhere... 

A new love from out of the blue has got a 

Hold on me oh but I gotta keep my cool 

And not rush into anything like a fool, I have 

To take extra special care in this brand new 

Love affair, can you feel my heart a flutter like 

A thousand Angel wings, a sweet and beautiful 

Thing, A DELICATE, DELICATE, DELICATE 
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DREAM...
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 Landon 

Well and now you are somewhere on the  

Highway to Heaven or in the golden fields that  

Never need a plowing either way you should  

Be a saint by now 'cuz you were an angel  

When you were alive, you were an inspiration  

To so many...a man of your word, a man not  

Afraid to cry yeah you were one in a million  

Kind of guy and I know the whole world  

Mourned you when you died...  

Well I hear tell your childhood and teenage  

Years were hard pressed to say the least  

Still you managed to put those  

Cumbersome issues behind you somehow,  

Somewhere between Middle America and  

Hollywood but all in all you never did let  

Fame goes to your head...your smile was  

Always genuine no matter how bad things  

Got your faith always saw you through  

The hard times and if someone needed your  

Help you'd go out of your way to help them  

'Cuz you were just that good and kind...  

Well I wonder if you're still on the highway  

To Heaven or in the golden fields that never  

Need a plowing either way you should be a  

Saint by now 'cuz you were an angel, you  

Were angels here on earth!
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 Sweet Angel 

How could someone like you? 

Ever love someone like me... 

Well you must be an Angel 

A miracle sent to me from 

Heaven above as hard as it 

Is to believe, just when I had 

All but given up on love you 

Came into my life and vowed 

Unconditionally that you would 

Love me 'til the end of all 

Eternity... 

Oh SWEET ANGEL unlike anyone 

Or anything, oh SWEET ANGEL 

Born from a fantasy straight 

Out of a dream, SWEET ANGEL 

Oh SWEET ANGEL you make my 

Heart wanna sing 

How did I get so lucky to be all? 

Your rave well I must confess 

I must be seriously blessed for 

You are not only my whole world 

Now but the love of my life, morning 

Day and night... 

Oh SWEET ANGEL unlike anyone or 

Anything, born from a fantasy straight 

Out of a dream, you make my heart 

Wanna sing... 

SWEET ANGEL, SWEET, SWEET ANGEL 

You are Heaven sent... 

You are my everything!
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 Angry Eagle

Loyal to the mount and the sky above 

The Eagle really only wants to soar high 

On the wings of love 

Oh but lest he be provoked he can be your 

Worst enemy or your worst nightmare... 

He is a force to be reckoned with I swear 

Now he is fast on your heels moving in for 

The kill because you brought death and 

Destruction to his star spangled paradise 

Well that wasn't very wise now you're in 

For some big, big trouble and there ain't no 

Where you can run or hide, there's no way 

Now you'll make it out of this alive... 

Yeah you're gonna regret the day you 

Were ever born 'cuz there's nothing like 

An American eagle scorned... 

He wants nothing but peace but you're 

Gonna pay for what you've done. So you 

Better get ready 'cuz here he comes and 

You will surely beg for mercy, unlike the mercy 

You showed us; here he comes like a terrible 

Storm above, a dark winged shadow over 

Your head and you won't know what hit you 

Before your rivers run red and you are dead... 

You're gonna regret the day you were ever 

Born 'cuz there's nothing like an American 

Eagle scorned... 

He wants nothing but peace but he knows 

Sometimes there has to be a time for war 

If you wanna live in peace and so now 

Here comes the ANGRY EAGLE fast on your 

Heels, moving in for the kill!
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 We Need A Miracle...Today!

I know it takes money to find cures 

For disease but how much more time 

And money will it take for these so 

Called scientist to find a cure for 

Leukemia, Aids and Cancer...I think 

They need to get off their lazy asses 

And start working a little harder and 

A little faster...truth be known they've 

Already found cures for these disorders 

Now it's just a matter of feeding their own 

Selfish greed 'cuz if you think about it 

It didn't take them no time to eradicate 

Polio and TB...well it just makes me cry 

To see innocent men, women and children 

Suffering when they don't have to...think 

About it could just as easily be me or you 

So I think it's time somebody said to 

These so called scientist stop focusing 

On your bio-warfare and start thinking of 

The human races...think about all the people 

You could save now be what supposed to be 

And give us a miracle, We Need A Miracle... 

Today!
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 For Soldier

To our brave men and women in uniform. 

  

Well and tonight the candle burns bright for soldier. You are in my prayers and your angels follow
you everywhere! I salute you and the red, white and blue. You are my hero and I just wanted to let
you know you are honored by measures untold! Whatever road you find yourself on God is already
there tomorrow! But tonight I burn a candle bright for soldier, in my appreciation, in and gratitude
Well you got what it takes make no mistake and when I count my blessing I count you twice! And
again tonight the candles burns bright For soldier you are the spirit and the breath of American life
and the song of  the eagle echoes forever freedom, loud and strong!
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 You Are Who You Are

Don't feel insecure 'cuz 

If someone's gonna love 

You they're gonna love 

You for who you are 

Don't you know it's not 

What's in the mirror but 

What's in the heart so 

Dry your tears and let 

Go of your fears stop 

Tearing yourself apart 

Because if someone's 

Gonna love you 

They're gonna love 

You for who you are 

So if your good ain't 

Good enough then maybe 

They're not good enough 

For you and you're better 

Off alone than to suffer 

Superficial fools 

Don't let it get you down 

'Cuz if someone's gonna love 

You they're gonna love 

You for who you are 

Don't you know it's not 

What's in the mirror but 

What's in the heart so 

Dry your tears and let 

Go of your fears stop 

Tearing yourself apart 

Because if someone's 

Gonna love you 

They're gonna love 
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You for who you are 

You're only human 

You ain't got anything 

To prove to nobody 

Learn to love yourself 

And the rest will follow 

Live for today and forget 

Tomorrow 

Don't lose the faith 

'Cuz if someone's gonna love 

You they're gonna love 

You for who you are 

Don't you know it's not 

What's in the mirror but 

What's in the heart so 

Dry your tears and let 

Go of your fears stop 

Tearing yourself apart 

Because if someone's 

Gonna love you 

They're gonna love 

You for who you are 

That's just the way it is 

And the way it's meant to be 

Well...you are, you are 

Beautiful to me baby 

So dry your tears and let 

Go of your fears stop 

Tearing yourself apart 

Because if someone's 

Gonna love you 

They're gonna love 

You for who you are 

Learn to love yourself 

And the rest will follow 

Live for today and forget 
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Forget tomorrow!
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 Funny Feeling 

Well I've got a FUNNY FEELING 

I'm gonna be crying the blues 

Tonight because you will not be 

Home to hold me tight, I've just 

Got a FUNNY FEELING I'm gonna 

Be laying here in our big ole bed 

All alone waiting, just waiting for 

You to phone, I've got this FUNNY 

FEELING but it's not really funny 

At all when the tears start to fall... 

Well I just don't won't to believe 

You could be out there somewhere 

Tonight cheating on me and I am 

The furthest thing on your mind, 

As I toss and turn, I think to myself 

Will I ever learn, 'cuz deep down inside 

I know there could be only one reason 

Why you're not here with me tonight 

Holding me tight and I guess me 

Wouldn't think too much about it if 

It wasn't the first time, I guess it's 

Just that I can't accept the fact 

You're out there somewhere tonight 

Having the time of your life not 

Giving a second thought about me... 

Oh and no nobody has to tell me 

I know I'm a fool for staying this long 

Maybe in the morning I'll be gone 'cuz 

I'm tired of your lies you think you can 

Disguise, I know what's going on I just 

Wish I were wrong, I just keep praying 

Maybe if I love you more and more 

Every day you will change because my 
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Love for you hasn't changed because 

Nobody could ever love you the way I 

Love you, oh Lord Want you tell me what 

To do 'cuz... 

I've got a FUNNY FEELING I'm gonna be 

Crying the blues again tonight because you 

Will not be home again to hold me tight I've 

Just got a FUNNY FEELING I'm gonna be 

Laying here in our big ole bed all alone just 

Waiting for you to phone, I've got this feeling 

I've just got this FUNNY FEELING but it's 

Not really funny at all when the tears start 

To fall, I never thought our love would come 

To this or this could ever happen to us but 

I have a FUNNY FEELING it is happening 

To us after all!
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 This Is Now

Well this could be the Renaissance or This Could Be Now... 

a circle dance in the hour of the Northern Mockingbird... 

Venus in Pisces by chance...a wild and crazy romance 

serenaded by sweetest sonnets ever sung... 

enchanted by fragrances of Jasmine and Meer... 

well in the shadow of moonlight we celebrate our 

reunion once again tonight never minding those 

and the summer festival down by the river side... 

Well and this could be the great golden age of 

Poe or This Could Be Now...a circle dance in the 

hour of the Great Horned Owl...Jupiter in Mars 

by chance and a wild and crazy romance astonished 

by Tulsa's bright neon lights at the first world's 

fair...enticed by the smell of pop corn and cotton 

candy in the shadow of starlight we celebrate 

our reunion once again never minding those and 

the carnival clowns running all around... 

Well This Could Be the roaring twenties 

and the party to end all parties or This Could 

Be Now. Well whenever time space it is, it's 

always you and me and This Is Now, you and 

I...reunited once again in the age of Aquarius 

in the hour of the House Wren...a circle dance 

that does not end and again we are now, we 

are now!
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 When In Rome 

Uptown or downtown somebody 

Wants to touch your body 

Somebody wants to get a little 

Naughty so who ever you're with 

May not be your fantasy lover but 

When you have a rock hard, hard on 

It tends to have a life of it's 

Own so when it's all up in your face 

Take what you can get and have fun, 

Yeah just have fun and get ya some 

Uptown or downtown whenever WHEN 

IN ROME... 

You could be a young boy or girl on your 

First date, two freshmen roommates, an 

Older doctor and a hot and young sexy 

Nurse finding themselves alone together 

Working late or a policeman on patrol 

Looking for someone willing to give him 

A blowjob just to get out of a ticket, he 

Doesn't care who just someone willing to 

Cooperate and accommodate... 

Everybody's looking to get them some 

So go on now and have some fun yeah 

And get ya some... 

Uptown or downtown somebody 

Wants to touch your body 

Somebody wants to get a little 

Naughty so who ever you're with 

May not be your fantasy lover but 

When you have a rock hard, hard on 

It tends to have a life of it's 

Own so when it's all up in your face 

Take what you can get and have fun, 
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Yeah just have fun and get ya some 

Uptown or downtown whenever WHEN 

IN ROME...
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 Let Your Love Come Alive 

Well I just don't understand people these days 

Always in a hurry, kind less and rude for 

One reason or another, I'm not saying I'm 

Perfect by no means but I try to treat people 

The way I'd want them to treat me... 

Life is just too beautiful to be ugly 

Life is just too short to waiting for that 

Second chance to make it up to 

Someone tomorrow so why walk 

Around always feeling down and 

That anger you carry around will 

Eat you up inside oh don't you know 

Life is just too beautiful not to be 

Happy and LET YOU'RE LOVE 

COME ALIVE, LET YOUR LOVE 

COME ALIVE... 

Now there are people I know that 

Are just full of the devil and will 

Never change, it's hard sometimes 

To separate the weeds from the 

Roses, it's hard sometimes to trust 

A total stranger when you've been 

Burned one too many times, it's a 

Never ending raging river that's deep 

In the muddy waters of negativity 

But it really doesn't have to be that 

Way if we all just believed in the power 

Of togetherness we could set our 

Spirits free there's no greater power 

Than you and me... 

Life is just too beautiful to be ugly 

Life is just too short to waiting for that 

Second chance to make it up to 
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Someone tomorrow so why walk 

Around always feeling down and 

That anger you carry around will 

Eat you up inside oh don't you know 

Life is just too beautiful not to be 

Happy and LET YOU'RE LOVE 

COME ALIVE, LET YOUR LOVE 

COME ALIVE...
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 Born Of God and the Virgin Mary 

Sweet Prince of peace conceived in love 

Born Of God and the Virgin Mary 

And in the light of a star bright 

Angels came saying: "Behold tonight 

In the city of David a savior is born 

Most holy, Born of God And The 

Virgin Mary 

And as the Shepherds who watched 

Their flock on a faraway hill came to the 

Manger so quiet and still and fell to their 

Knees and praised the Lord 

And as they slowly left the nativity they 

Went spreading the word then people did 

Come from all around from the lowly to the 

Three kings to see the infant Emmanuel 

And they also fell to their knees and 

Worshiped the Lord 

Sweet prince of glory conceived in love 

Born Of God and the Virgin Mary 

In the ancient city of Zion 

Where Heaven gave birth on Earth 

And in the light of a star bright 

Angels came saying: "Behold tonight 

In the city of Bethlehem a savior is born 

Most holy, Born of God and the Virgin Mary 

2000 and something years ago we were 

Given one more second chance through the 

Grace of the sacred Trinity when Jesus 

Was born, Born of God and the Virgin Mary.
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 I Wish I Could Save You

Well it just breaks my heart 

To see you in tears and a 

Drinking yourself to death 

Trying to erase the past and 

Calm your fears... 

Well I Wish I Could Save You 

Put my arms around you 

And take away your pain 

But I can't save you if you, 

If you don't want to change 

Still it kills me to see you 

All hung over from another 

Night flying higher than a 

Kite, wasted again and 

Wasting your life away 

Digging yourself into an 

Early grave oh Lord 

I Wish I Could Save You 

Put my arms around you 

And take away your pain 

But I can't save you if you, 

If you don't want to change 

I wish I knew what turned 

You this way but it's a 

Mystery to me even tho 

We've been friends for 

Years and years I can't 

Break this chain, I can't 

Set you free but... 

I Wish I Could Save You 

Put my arms around you 

And take away your pain 

But I can't save you if you, 
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If you don't want to change 

No I can't save you if you're 

Not willing to change!
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 Horse of a Different Color

This is the Horse Of A Different Color you've always

 heard tell about...well and this season it's a

 celebration of the heart...ceremony of the horseman as

 the gypies danced you kissed me and I lost all reason

 and as they partied all night long we made love 'til

 the break of dawn...then as the clan sat out for the

 promise of gold summers wetland you took my hand and

 climbed up real close to me...I said hold on tight, I

 said getty up Midnight going down the golden mountains

 and blue green streams...somewhere along the way you

 whispered in my ear I want you right now, right here

 let them go their own way we'll find ours...now how

 could I resist that well I guess California can wait

 another day or two we've already come thus far and

 heart to heart I knew we'd live the rest of our days

 for richer or poorer never to part...ceremony of the

 horseman, ceremony of the heart and this is the Horse of

 A Different Color you've always heard tell about!
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 You Know Me 

Well YOU KNOW ME and what makes me smile 

YOU KNOW ME and what makes me cry 

YOU KNOW ME and you still love me all the while 

YOU KNOW ME and how quite difficult to get 

Along with sometimes still you stand by my side 

I guess it's 'cuz YOU KNOW ME, YOU KNOW 

ME better than I know myself and still you love 

Me more than you even love yourself... 

Well it just blows my mind, you seem to know 

What I'm gonna say even before I say it 

Well darling are you some kinda psychic or 

Can you just look into my eyes and read my 

Soul well I don't know but you got me riding 

High on magical rainbows and it feels good 

Oh how did I ever get by before without you 

It can't be anything other than divine intervention 

That brought us together and it's now I know 

We'll always be together, forever together 'cuz 

How else can you explain how you knew I was 

The one for you from the word hello you just 

Knew all you'd ever need to know, it's just like 

You looked into my eyes and read my soul for... 

YOU KNOW ME and what makes me smile 

YOU KNOW ME and what makes me cry 

YOU KNOW ME and you still love me all the while 

YOU KNOW ME and how quite difficult to get 

Along with sometimes still you stand by my side 

I guess it's 'cuz YOU KNOW ME,YOU KNOW 

ME better than I know myself and still you love 

Me more than you even love yourself...
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 Alive Again 

From winter to summer and back to winter again 

I hate these cold and gloomy days, the snow and 

The icy cold wind in my face that just seems to take 

My breath away and to make things worse all your 

Stuff and left me today for him but I knew it was a 

Long time a coming way back when before summers 

End, somehow our lives crossed paths for a short 

Time then took different roads but you wanna know 

What I don't think I'll really miss you truth be told... 

Oh no, no not anymore now that there is a new love 

In my life whose kisses set me on fire on these cold, 

Cold winter nights and every time we make love it's 

Like the 4th of July, drowning in sweet, sweet flames of 

Desire I never thought I could feel this way since 

Nobody has ever lived up to my first love, all my lovers 

Since then were just a means to an end until you 

Walked into my life and made me feel alive, ALIVE 

AGAIN... 

Well isn't destiny a funny thing, it's either feast or 

Famine and those bridges that move us on into 

Tomorrow but tonight outside the snow we are 

Cozy and warm wrapped up in each other's arms 

So who cares if winter lasts all winter long as long 

As I have you to hold onto... 

From winter to summer and back to winter again 

It used to be all hum-drum with so many lovers 

Who were just a means to an end oh until you walked 

Into my life and made feel alive, ALIVE AGAIN!
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 Like a Ghost Passing Through the Night 

Moon of gold and a storm on the horizon 

My cape like gossamer wings in the wind 

Oh starlight, star bright first star I see tonight 

Send me somebody to love before the reaper 

Comes and takes my life... 

Well I know it's out there somewhere maybe 

Just across the Tennessee River or the sierra 

Mountains that touch the sky, where do I look 

If there's somebody for everybody like they 

Say or does anyone really love anybody deep 

Down inside... 

Well I hear the sound of thunder and turn 

Around in a flash of light, in tears my dreams 

Are shot down again like an innocent eagle 

In flight... 

Well I try this spell, this magic potion and 

Invoke the ancient spirits of passion and desire 

Hell if I not meant to be loved in this lifetime 

Then at least send me a lover who can quench 

My fire well I'll take one if I can't have the other 

Because I don't know how much longer I can go 

On all alone every damn night, I feel just like a 

Ghost lost and confused and reliving the past 

And who says it's just one of those things ghost's 

Do at night but looking at this moon of gold 

With my cape pulled up around me tight, I jump 

Back in a flash of light as the thunder grows 

Louder around midnight... 

Well I feel like nothing but the shadow, the shadow 

Of A GHOST PASSING THROUGH THE NIGHT, every night 

Just like A GHOST PASSING THROUGH THE NIGHT!
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 I?ll Wait Forever 

How many boyfriends have you been through 

While I stood by your side wishing you were 

Mine the whole time, how many times have I 

Helped you pick up the pieces of a broken 

Heart, break up after break up, you say I can't 

Really say I've ever been loved, we'll all you have 

To do is to look deep into my eyes to see you 

Are truly loved... 

Maybe all you see in me is an old friend and 

Nothing more but I'd you'd only give me a 

Chance I could love you like you've never been 

Loved before... 

I guess I'm just too scared of losing your 

Friendship to tell you how I really feel about 

You, I just keep wishing and hoping someday 

You'll think of me as more than just a friend... 

Never would I ever break your heart oh no on 

The contrary I'd bend over backwards to make 

You happy so if I have to wait forever, I'll WAIT 

FOREVER, until maybe you look at me through 

Loving eyes and realize it was always you and me 

That was destined to be together so if I have to 

Wait forever, I'll WAIT FOREVER, I'LL WAIT 

FOREVER until you love me!
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 Dusk 

Oh and as the sun begins to set I come alive 

The moon comes curling around the mountains 

Like a blue lamp in a dusty pink sky... 

I step into the velvet of the night that I love 

In my red velvet cape and black gloves, still carrying 

A torch for some distant past ancient love and 

As the wind carries my spirit high through the dark 

Clouds above I am in a state of euphoria just 

Thinking about the taste of your in toxic blood... 

When the sun goes down it's my time to rise, my 

Time to fly, as the moon comes up and the day 

Turns to DUSK the magic comes alive... 

Thirsty and dry, time to rise, time to fly and the 

First one to catch my eye in the DUSK will die 

Well that's just the way of the vampire as the sun 

Goes down and the moon comes up... 

Out of the shadows of dusk!
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 Ghost Town 

Standing in the among the ruins of what 

Used to be a thriving little gold fever town 

I swore I heard music and laughter coming 

From the half-moon saloon, I walked around 

But nobody could be found still I could of 

Sworn I just saw a cowboy walk chasing 

An Apache in a cloud of dust well I felt a 

Chill run up and down my spine and it is a 

Hot, hot day in August maybe it's the heat 

And the sun getting to me, I'd say that if 

I just didn't stumble up on crooked head 

Man swinging from dead man's tree... 

Apparently they don't call this a GHOST TOWN 

For nothing, and they're everywhere, one 

Here and one there, voices of the dammed 

Keep telling me you will not leave this town 

I try to run for my life but they gather around 

Me and pull me to the ground, now here I am 

Confused as I go stumbling around this 

Cursed town, this GHOST TOWN... 

Whose blood do you have on your hands...? 

You stare off into space with cold and evil dark 

Eyes... 

Does the gun in your hand make you a man...? 

Now what cowboy, now that I'm roped and tied 

Surrounded by your hell hounds in this devil desert 

Town... 

Apparently they call this a GHOST TOWN just because 

It's a GHOST TOWN!
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 Just Because We?re Over 

JUST BECAUSE WE'RE OVER 

Doesn't mean we still can't 

Be friends, JUST BECAUSE 

WE'RE OVER doesn't mean 

We can't still get together 

And have some fun every 

Now and then... 

After all the years we shared 

Together it would be silly now 

To just go our separate ways 

Forever when we used to be 

The best of friends and the best 

Of lovers... 

So JUST BECAUSE WE'RE OVER 

Doesn't mean we have to part in 

Hopes of maybe seeing each other 

Again, not JUST BECAUSE WE'RE 

OVER doesn't mean we can't be 

Friends, JUST BECAUSE WE'RE 

OVER, JUST BECAUSE WE'RE 

OVER...
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 A Real Jack the Ripper in a Small American Town 

Gladys was a devote Baptist and a 

Sweet old lady who never had anything 

Bad to say about anybody so when this 

Young man moved into the neighborhood 

They said you can just look into his eyes 

And see he's nothing but bad news but 

Gladys said now didn't our Lord say he 

Who is without sin cast the first stone? 

Little did she know she had just dug her 

Own grave for it wasn't a year to the day 

On a dark and starless night close to 

Summer's end he snuck into her house 

And up behind her while reading the good 

Book and with one forceful stroke slit 

Her throat, she fell face down on the kitchen 

Table and one cheek resting over the 

Words of the Lord... 

That was fifty years ago and nobody would 

Of known it was him if it hadn't of been for 

The funny cowboy boots he wore that 

Left their imprints on the bloody kitchen 

Floor... 

Well that was fifty years ago but last night 

He escaped from his padded cell and now 

A demon is on the loose again, like a bat outta 

Hell, in a small, small American town... 

A REAL JACK THE RIPPER that can't be found 

A REAL JACK THE RIPPER leaving dead bodies 

All around, in a small, small American town... 

A REAL JACK THE RIPPER that cannot be found!
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 Hung Over 

Well you swear up and down this morning

 I told you I love you and I wanna spend the

 rest of my life with you last night...

 Well I must have been drunk off my ass and

 desperate to get me some 'cuz hon you're

 really not my type...

 I'm not trying to be mean or cruel but we're

 just friends and that's all there ever could

 be between me and you, don't look at me 

 so sad and for God's sake please don't cry

 I don't see any reason why you'd lie but

 I'm really not that kinda guy, I guess alcohol

 and friends really don't mix especially alone

 together, you say yeah but you sure were good

 couldn't we be friends and lovers, I don't think

 that would be fair to you what if I met someone

 tomorrow and you suddenly were yesterday's

 news...

 I'll always be you're friend but that's where it

 ends and please let's not have this conversation

 again...

 let's drop it ok before we end up really mad at

 each other and I really can't handle this right now

 I'm just way too hung over!
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 Love Me for Me (The Real Me) 

See me not caring anymore

 see me walking out the door

 you've hurt me for the last time

 and I'm tired of you trying to

 mess with my mind, so see me

 not caring anymore, see me

 see me walking out the door...

 Someday somebody will find me

 and fall head over heels in love

 with me, somebody who will

 appreciate me for me...

 I thought you were the one now

 I know I was wrong but oh well it

 wasn't the first time, it won't be the

 last time, 'cuz I know I'm not always

 a very good judge of character but

 someday maybe I will find my soul

 mate and live happily ever after until

 then I just have to believe someday

 somebody will find me and LOVE

 ME FOR ME...

 It's unbelievable how many times

 I've been played the fool but I guess

 that's how it goes when you think 

every body's has a heart of gold but

 I'm tired of being used and played the

 fool so you are the last one from this

 moment on until I know my soul

 mate finally comes along...

 Yeah 'cuz I just gotta keep believing

 someday, somebody will find me and

 LOVE ME FOR ME, LOVE ME FOR

 ME...THE REAL ME.
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 My Little MO JO Bag

Well I got an Rx from Marie Lave au 

In the backwoods of New Orleans... 

A sacred blue voodoo MO JO BAG 

She said I made this just for you, just 

For you now Bo...carry it in your left 

Pocket at all times and it will bring you 

The luck, the love and the peace of mind 

You've been trying to find... 

No harm or evil will befall you anymore 

Oh no, on the contrary this bag will make 

All your dreams come true and thus more 

It will bring you prosperity, creativity and help 

You to fulfill your destiny a little quicker on 

Your life's journey and you will no longer be the 

Victim of any kind of physic negativity 

Again...anything you touch now will turn to 

Gold, she said trust me honey child I'm not the 

Voodoo queen for nothing don't you know, but 

Most of all I give you this MO JO BAG for all 

Around well-being and as a matter of fact it will 

Give you the gift of longevity, just wear this 

MO JO BAG in your left pocket every day, you feel 

Me, I know you are a sensitive so I know, I know 

You feel me, and don't listen to what the non- 

Believers say 'cuz don't you know they don't call 

Me the voodoo queen for nothing, just trust me, just 

Trust in me and only me Bo, from this day forward 

Everything you touch will turn to gold, if my name 

Isn't Marie, Marie Lave au!
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 I Wanna Know the Answer to Everything 

I wanna know what secrets the library of Alexandria 

Held before it was burned to the ground, I wanna know 

What happened to Atlantis and Lemuria before the 

Ocean drug them down, I wanna walk and talk with 

Angels and find out what the hereafter is really all 

About... 

I WANNA KNOW THE ANSWERS TO EVERYTHING 

No matter how complex or extreme, every little 

Controversy since Adam and eve to generation x, y 

And z, I wanna know 'cuz they say history repeats its 

Self just like the twilight zone or an x-files but the real 

Thing so I WANNA KNOW, I WANNA KNOW THE ANSWERS 

TO EVERYTHING, EVERYTHING... 

I wanna know all about the aliens the government 

Any knowledge of and once and for all what part 

The Kennedy's played in the death of Marilyn Monroe 

And I wanna know what mysteries at yet to be 

Discover at the bottom of the Bermuda triangle, too many 

Ships, boats and planes just seem to disappear like a ghost 

In the fog, something like a thief of lost souls... 

I wanna walk with spirits of the dead new and old 

And tell me everything they know, no spare me no details 

Even if you don't think I can handle it, don't hold back nothing 

No matter how complex or extreme... 

I WANNA KNOW, I WANNA KNOW THE ANSWERS TO 

EVERYTHING, EVERYTHING!
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 Masquerade 

Well and as the music plays and everybody 

Dances to Mozart inside I stand out here 

On the terrace all alone outside 

All alone except for the owls, the moon and the stars 

I might feel left out and down on myself 

Wishing I was someone in there, someone other than 

Myself but the night is young so who's to say 

I just might not be going home all alone 

Maybe I'll meet the one, the one I've waited and 

Dreamed of for so, so long, who knows but I guess 

I won't meet anyone if I don't make my presence known 

'Cuz the night is still young and I wanna have 

Some fun, after all it is a MASQUERADE BALL 

And I should be having the time of my life, tonight... 

Tonight I could dance with anyone and 

Remain a stranger, a complete stranger if I really 

Want to, but then again, tonight I could be in the arms 

Of the one, the one who can see pass the mask 

And into the eyes that can't disguise the soul 

After all the eyes are the windows to the soul 

And if destiny rules all my dreams 

Will come true, you will know me and I will 

Know you, tonight if destiny rules, if destiny 

Rules, even for a little while here tonight 

At this MASQUERADE, MASQUERADE BALL 

There is a certain something magical 

Happening here I haven't felt since 89, as you take 

My hand my heart says this might be the one, 

The one who will be holding your hand now 

And for a lifetime, but I wouldn't had known it 

If I hadn't of swallowed my pride and 

Danced one dance tonight here at this fairy 

Tale, enchanted fairy MASQUERADE BALL!
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 Bad Ass

Oh yeah uh-huh you're such a Bad Ass 

Deep down inside I bet you're just a 

Frightened little child and behind closed 

Doors you're not such a Bad Ass... 

You try to bring everyone down, down 

To your level and if it isn't one crazy thing 

It's something else, oh my God I bet 

You can't even stand yourself...well I'm 

Not gonna suffer your misery, you can 

Act like a Bad Ass all you want but 

You don't scare me...I think it's sad 

You're so cold hearted and sometimes 

I wonder what made you that way, why 

And how it all started...well regardless 

However you might intimidate 

Some people but I'll be damned if you 

Cause me one sleepless night...I 

Learned a long time ago how to live a 

Peaceful and carefree life so go on 

With your bad self but really the joke 

Is on you, you jackass...you aren't 

Really such a Bad Ass!
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 New Madrid 

Well I love Tennessee, the mountains, the rivers and the valleys. 

Knoxville, Chattanooga and Nashville. But Memphis is a disaster 

Waiting to happen again like it did in the late 19th century when the 

New Madrid first made its presence known. The Mississippi river 

Ran backwards for days and days and Thousands of Indians and 

Pioneers lost their lives and homes as the liberty bell tolled the hour. 

The whole east coast felt its power! 

Heaven have mercy on our souls because it is overdue to shake 

Things up again! Only God knows when but it's destined to come 

Around again... 

It seems like not too many people are unaware of the NEW MADRID 

And the devastation at hand or is it we are just too preoccupied with war and 

The carrying on of the other lands well I don't know but I do know one thing for sure history 

Has a peculiar way of repeating its self. So let's not be so quick to put this book back on that 

Shelf. Take care in all you do don't you know we are not promised 

Tomorrow and the NEW MADRID is a bombshell about to split America into 

Could be the gates of hell and we're all as good as screwed!
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 Sleepwalking 

Well there's a chimpanzee playing 

 in my flower bed, there's a ghost in my

 attic raising mortal hell, I must be 

 going crazy 'cuz I haven't even taken

 any pills and this can't be real, I tell

 myself you know this just can't be

 real...

 I ask everybody if they see what I 

 see and they say uh no we don't see

 anything, it's like some kinda like an

 Alice in wonderland movie it seems

 surely I'm just tripping on a dream

 and hallucinating all this

 SLEEPWALKING...

 someone please wake me up from this 

 impossible dream 'Cuz I'm sitting here 

 eating brains like spaghetti with a zombie 

 and Heath Ledger just walked out my

 back door and if that's not enough there's 

 some kinda wild Greek orgy going on down on

 my living room floor...

 Well am I going crazy or is this just

 kinda Alice in wonderland dream, I ask

 everybody if they see what I see, they

 just gasp and say uh no we don't see

 anything, has my mind finally flown the 

 coop or am just tripping on a dream

 this is all to unreal to be the real deal, 

 someone please wake me up from this 

 hurly-burly comatose state I seem to be in 

 and stop my SLEEPWALIKNG

 stop my Alice in wonderland

 SLEEPWALKING!
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 Light Hearted 

Somewhere beyond this there's recovery 

Somewhere between the heart and the mind 

Sooner or later we will find peace, love and 

Joy...we just have to believe even in our 

Darkest hour there a light within that always 

Shines so don't be so hard on yourself 

This too shall pass, keep the faith 'cuz what's 

Past is best left in the past...allow yourself 

To be Light hearted, let go and let God 

Everything happens for a reason so enjoy 

Life and all the beauty that surrounds you 

This season...there's really no real reason to 

Be afraid no matter how bad things seems 

Everything will be ok...so be Light hearted 

Give yourself a chance, sing a new song 

Dance a new dance 'cuz somewhere beyond 

This there's vindication somewhere between 

The heart and the mind...we will find grace of 

Sweet redemption...so be Light hearted and 

Let your spirit shine!
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 Blue Revelation

Blue Revelation 

Dark fate 

Blue tears 

Oh the heartbreak 

Well and now the ones I 

Loved are all gone and I am 

All alone just like a ghost 

In my own home as the days 

And nights just drag on 

Somewhere in between 

Darkness and dawn 

And the world keeps bringing 

Me further down than usually 

No one, nowhere to save me 

No one, nowhere to love me 

And it's driving me crazy...well 

And this Blue Revelation here 

Of dark, dark fate 

Of the bluest blue tears 

And great, great heartbreak 

No I can't find anything to hold 

Onto anymore crying naked on 

The floor there is no open window 

With the closing of the door 

The soul and the heart at war 

And it's all because of this 

Blue Revelation here 

Of dark, dark fate 

Outside the cold, cold rain 

Where the bluest of blue tears 

Fall in pain from this hard pressed 

Heartache!
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 If You Need a Friend 

He looks like he could use a friend 

Every time I see him he always looks in 

A sad, sad way. 

Well I try to talk to him but the kinda 

Hard to talk to. How do I tell him I think 

He's really, really cool? 

It just kills me to see him so morose 

Every time I see him again I wish I could 

Tell him you don't have to be lonely... 

Don't be lonely now 'cuz If You Need A 

Friend I'll Be Your Friend! 

If you need a buddy to share your 

Secrets with I'm all ears and if you need 

A buddy to do things with I promise 

I'll never disappear. If you need a brother 

Like the brother you never had...well your 

Brother is here! 

If you need a kindred spirit to quite your 

Fears I will do my best to make your nightmares 

Disappear and when you can't think straight 

I will guide you 'til you know why you are here. 

I could be wrong but you look like you need a 

Friend. How do I tell you then If You Need A 

Friend I will be your friend, never expecting 

Anything in return. If You Need a Friend 

I will be your friend 'til the end!
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 Make the Best of Today 

Nobody knows what tomorrow will bring 

Could be sunshine, could be rain 

Could be pleasure, could be pain 

But you got to have faith over fear 

Even in your darkest hours and 

Drowning in your own tears, keep the 

Faith, faith over fear and 

MAKE THE BEST OF TODAY before 

It slips away, like the sands of time 

Slipping through your fingers, every 

Moment, every hour of everyday but 

It all comes down to you, to find the beauty 

In something if you really want to and 

MAKE THE BEST OF TODAY before it all 

Slips away, like the sands of time that seems 

To slip through your fingers faster and faster 

Every day, MAKE THE BEST OF TODAY... 

Because you never know where tomorrow 

Will find you, you could be here one minute 

Then gone the next just like everybody 

Else, time waits for no one, white rabbit on 

The run... 

Rich or poor, in peace or war well only 

Heaven knows for sure but I know a 

Window will always open with the closing 

Of any door but even in your darkest hours 

Drowning in your own tears, have faith, faith 

Over fear and...  

MAKE THE BEST OF TODAY before 

It slips away, like the sands of time 

Slipping through your fingers, every 

Moment, every hour of everyday but 

It all comes down to you, to find the beauty 
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In something if you really want to and 

MAKE THE BEST OF TODAY before it all 

Slips away, like the sands of time that seems 

To slip through your fingers faster and faster 

Every day, MAKE THE BEST OF TODAY... 

Time waits for no one and the white rabbit 

Is on the run!
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 I Will Love You Forever 

Well every now and then I have to pinch 

Myself to see if I'm not dreaming for even 

In my wildest dreams I never dreamed 

I'd ever find someone as tender hearted 

And sweet on me like you...I guess it just 

Goes to show you never do know 

Where life is going to lead you but it's 

Now I know it's you and me now happily 

Ever after together...and I WILL LOVE 

YOU FOREVER, nothing on God's green 

Earth will ever change that my darling, 

My friend, my lover...two hearts one 

Together and my love I swear I WILL 

LOVE YOU, I WILL LOVE YOU 

FOREVER...I don't think I'll ever run out 

Of words of showing you just how much 

I care, whether here or there, my love, 

My friend, my lover I WILL LOVE YOU 

FOREVER and ever and ever, I WILL 

LOVE YOU ALWAYS AND FOREVER!
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 Funky Monkey 

Oooh FUNKY MONKEY on a John Deer

 tractor in a pair of blue overalls

 everybody that gets a load of you just

 has to have their picture taken with you

 Now you're a movie star with agents on

 speed dial chilling out by the pool in a

 pair of shades that makes you look so

 Hollywood Kool and everybody there

 wants your autograph and their picture

 taken with you...

 Ahhh FUNKY MONKEY getting down 

 on the dance floor, dressed to the 9's

 drinking banana cocktails some blonde

 said give me some sugar and a little

 tongue but another said bitch I'll kick

 your ass you need to your ass to the

 back of the line, this kiss is mine...

 Mmmm FUNKY MONKEY driving

 a Porsche and a supermodel home

 you go FUNKY MONKEY let me know

 if you need any help well oh ok then

 go on with your bad self...

 lucky FUNKY MONKEY, lucky, 

 lucky FUNKY MONKEY!
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 My Pleasure

I'm one lucky guy to have you in my life

 it had to be in the cards, written in the stars

 and I don't care what anybody says about

 love at first sight, I know it was love at

 first sight, you are the best thing that has

 ever happened to me and now I only live

 to make you happy, to make you happy

 baby...

 'Cuz there's nothing, nothing I wouldn't do

 for you, pleasing you pleases me too, just

 to see you flash that beautiful smile, makes

 my life worthwhile, just to see you on top

 of the world gives me new meaning for being

 and when you kiss me, well it's all over, my

 friend, my lover, pleasing you is my pleasure

 MY PLEASURE...

 Well and my love I ain't asking for nothing

 in return but your sweet, sweet love, that's

 good enough for me, no honey you don't have

 to climb any mountain or swim any deep blue

 sea, I know you love me, I know you love me...

 Can't you see I'm the lucky one, my friend

 my lover and pleasing you is my pleasure, 

 MY PLEASURE, IT'S MY PLEASURE!!
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 Judy Garland 

Hollywood Angel, Somewhere over the rainbow 

And on down that yellow brick road through 

The years and stage to stage well That's Entertainment 

Still going strong, although she's been gone for 

So long her spirit still lives on... 

Like a journey to a star, maybe once, maybe twice 

MGM favorites would come to see her show from 

L.A. to New York City standing in the shadow of 

Her name in bright neon lights... 

Then the curtains would rise and the applause was 

Louder than thunder, she'd just stand there with her 

Arms crossed under the spotlight 'til the moment 

Was right but as soon as she'd start singing Call the 

Press, call the news the crowd would go wild again 

But she had such a powerful voice she could sing over 

The, singing Zing Went The Strings Of My Heart, Come 

Rain or shine, Judy's Ollies, Pretty Girl Milking Her Cow, 

Just in time and of course Somewhere Over The Rainbow 

But that was never the end of the show, she'd ask the 

Audience what they'd like to hear now, she would never 

Leave them for less than what they came for, from 

Las Vegas to Singapore... 

From The Wizard of Oz to A Star Is Born, the world 

Remembers and still mourns, Francis Gum otherwise 

Known as JUDY GARLAND, a timeless legend like a 

Journey to a Star, way up high where the blue birds 

Fly!
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 Widow?s Hill 

Even when the night air is calm

 and still you can hear the wailing

 of women from the past that flung

 themselves off of WIDOW'S HILL

 to the cold, cold ocean below and

 legend has it at Collinwood they're

 waiting for another jaded woman

 to join them at the bottom of

 WIDOW'S HILL where their restless

 spirits wonder still...

 Well listening to this tragic story

 gave Victoria Winters the shivers

 and she couldn't sleep a wink

 that night, she wondered what in the

 world could be so bad that these 

 women would take their own lives...

 The Mistress of Collinwood said "oh

 my dear I'm sorry if I upset you, pay no

 more mind to these silly stories and

 that's all they are nothing but silly old

 stories" but Vicky said I must be crazy

 but I feel like they're trying to lure me

 to my death I don't know why that's

 just the way I feel and I can't help

 myself, especially after seeing the

 shadow of a lady in white at the top

 of WIDOW'S HILL last night"...

 The mistress of Collinwood said "oh

 darlin' it must of been your imagination,

 I've never heard or seen anything out

 there but if that's how you feel then please

 promise me you'll take someone with you

 if you must go out there" Vicky agreed but 
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 she knew the Mistress of Collinwood was

 lying and just trying to relinquish her fears

 Vicky knew the stories were true just as

 she knew she had heard their wailing on

 this cold October night and it wasn't the

 wind because the night air was calm and 

 still, yes she knew it had to be the restless

 spirits of those poor, poor widows that still

 haunt the high ledge and rocky ocean

 below WIDOW'S HILL!
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 Don?t Make Me Use Voodoo on You!

Well you better treat me good or I will

 throw out an ancient Voodoo spell on you

 dead men tell no tells especially when

 at the bottom of a black water bayou

 so you better treat me good, I'm a telling

 you if you don't want to end up as

 Alligator food and if you don't want me

 to cast any Voodoo, hoodoo on you...

 'Cuz this past year the bond I thought

 we had is wearing paper thin and my 

 patience is wearing thin, typical Leo

 you say you know me better than I know

 myself well you better think again

 I'm nobody's fool so I'm warning you

 I'm warning you...

 you better treat me good or I will

 throw out an ancient Voodoo spell on you

 dead men tell no tells especially when

 at the bottom of a black water bayou

 so you better treat me good, I'm a telling

 you if you don't want to end up as

 Alligator food and if you don't want me

 to cast any Voodoo, hoodoo on you...

 You're lucky I haven't hurt you already

 I guess I'm just a witch with a heart, can

 you imagine that, you say I'll do better

 please believe me, you bewitched me

 and it was love at first sight the first time

 I saw you in your dead tree garden, in the

 shadow of the moon's shadow sometime

 around the stroke of midnight and I haven't

 even casted a spell on you but still you

 say you are the one, the one I've been
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 looking for my whole life, even tho you know

 what I am you say I don't give a damn,well

 maybe I'll keep you around for another lunar

 cycle and we'll see if you can keep your

 promises in the dark but I'm warning you,

 I'm warning you, you better not break my heart

 I'm warning you, I'm warning you...

 you better treat me good or I will

 throw out an ancient Voodoo spell on you

 dead men tell no tells especially when

 at the bottom of a black water bayou

 so you better treat me good, I'm a telling

 you if you don't want to end up as

 Alligator food and if you don't want me

 to cast any Voodoo, hoodoo on you...

 Don't make me use my voodoo, hoodoo on

 you!
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 Gaia?s Paradox 

Metallic spacecraft's cloud the sky

 Griffin's, Dragon's and Fairies' 

 spread their wings and fly

 Mermaid's come on the back of 

 Dolphin's singing their sacred song

 of Precedent

 Well I wouldn't of believed it either

 if I hadn't of seen it with my own

 two eye's like many different peril

 dimensions intertwining with ours

 at the same time breathing deep

 the spirit of yours and mine!

 I've always heard nothing is 

 impossible and this just goes to 

 show as the Mountain's crumble into

 the Sea's and now there are Lake's

 where Desert's used be hot and cold

 and Desert's where the Lake's used

 to run and flow

 It's just Gaia in a strange kind of

 Paradox 

 Did someone really mean to open

 Pandora's Box?

 'Cuz now Night is Day, Day is Night

 it's hard to believe this is happening

 but it's happening alright

 The ghost of Atlantis rising again

 just like the Phoenix come back to 

 life, Vampire's, Werewolves and the

 Dead walking among the living in

 plain sight!

 Well I wouldn't of believed it either

 if I hadn't of seen it with my own two 
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 eye's all we can do now is just survive!

 as the Mountain's crumble into

 the Sea's and now there are Lake's

 where Desert's used be hot and cold

 and Desert's where the Lake's used

 to run and flow

 It's just Gaia in a strange kind of

 Paradox 

 Did someone really mean to open

 Pandora's Box?

 Gaia (guy-ya) 

 is the spirit of Mother Earth

 she is the giver of dreams and

 the nourisher of plants and 

 young children.
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 Tonight?s the Night 

Looking into your icy blue eyes

 has me beside myself and

 heart over mind, you sweep me

 off my feet every time we meet

 and your voice just makes wanna

 melt like butter, my heart is all a

 flutter...

 You could be trouble for me if

 you keep leading me on, someone's

 gonna end up taking somebody

 home and getting it on...

 It can't be wrong when it feels so right

 and whatever you're into I'm sure I can

 get into that maybe twice...

 Feeling the heat in me, feeling the heat

 in you, touching me, touching you oh yeah

 well doesn't that feel good...

 How can it be wrong when it feels so right

 TONIGHT'S THE NIGHT we can make our fantasies

 come to life, TONIGHT'S THE NIGHT yeah oh yeah

 TONIGHT'S THE NIGHT!
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 Craig de Num

Dog Soldiers of the secret Scottish regimen 

Go in op of your creatures that lurk in 

The shadows I know you've found more 

Monsters than the world knows and the 

Labyrinth of your coven remains legend 

Since many hundred years ago and the 

Rumor goes your lair has many bottomless 

Pits of where dragons, werewolves and 

Selchies dwell within the gates of hell... 

Well so I've heard and it's been told in the 

Scroll and if any Dog Soldier breaks his oath 

Of silence he'll find himself food for the 

Wild and savage ones I used to think it's 

Was folklore until I myself became joined 

The brotherhood well what have I done 

I thought it would be all in the name of fun 

Somehow they found out I was an English spy 

For Queen Victoria, somebody will be swinging 

By a tree tonight in Craig de Num but I'm not afraid 

For her royal highness and England so go ahead and 

Kill me but you'll only be diggin' your own graves 

In case of my death the British army has orders to move 

In and invade your secret society of dog soldiers and 

Ancient Scottish regimen!
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 Give Credit Where Credit is Due 

We'll have you ever wondered why they

 give Columbus the credit for finding

 North America when he never set a foot

 on the promise land, no it was the Vikings

 that came here first and we have proof

 after finding their settlements we now

 know it pre-dates any other civilization

 except the Indians known to man...

 So I think it's time to re-write the history

 books 'cuz

 Shouldn't we GIVE CREDIT WHERE

 CREDIT IS DUE, don't you know not

 everything you hear or read is true

 it might be what some people want you

 to believe but don't be a fool, seek, research

 and find the truth, no don't be a fool and

 GIVE CREDIT WHERE CREDIT IS DUE

 Columbus day should be changed to 

 Viking day now wouldn't you say...

 Why do we permit our children to be

 lied to in school especially when we

 know it's not true...?

 I think it's time we GAVE CREDIT

 WHERE CREDIT IS DUE...

 Now let's GIVE CREDIT WHERE

 CREDIT IS DUE!
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 Don?t Tell Me What I Cannot Do 

DON'T TELL ME WHAT I CANNOT DO

 I'll do what I want to just to show you 

 even if it is to spite you, I'm not a child

 anymore in jr. high school, I know I might

 be too old to know better but I'm still too

 young to care so I'm warning you...

 DO NOT TELL ME WHAT I CAN NOT DO...

 Well I know I can be stubborn and when

 I get something in my head, I'll find a way

 or bust hell wide open, whether or not it

 means walking a real fine line, it's my life

 it's my life and if you were minding yours

 you wouldn't be minding mine...

 I know I might be too old to know better

 but still too young to care and nobody will

 tell me what I cannot do no, not even you

 DON'T TELL ME,DON'T TELL ME WHAT

 I CAN NOT DO or I will do it just to spite

 you, I will do whatever I want to do...

 Well and you can just go get screwed!
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 Garden Of Love 

Well and your love is like a warm summers rain to my soul 

 making the amaranths of hope and dreams grow.

 Oh and the emotion is as colorful as a neon rainbow

 my love for you is not a secret anymore. It's like a 

 butterfly that pleases where ever it goes!

 Oh and the fountains of true blessings run deep

 Winter, Spring, Summer and Fall in this Garden 

 without gates or walls. It's almost like a dream except 

 it is real and it is just exactly as love should feel! 

 Well this Garden Of Love must be a place created 

 by none other than God up above! 

 The dream was the seed before you came along and 

 watered it just enough with your sweet magic touch

 now it is a beautiful, beautiful sacred 

 Garden Of Love!
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 The Year I Was Born 

THE YEAR I WAS BORN

 we were still fighting the

 Vietnam war, Nixon was all

 caught up in the drama

 of Watergate then forced

 to resign by summertime

 handing his key to the

 White House over to vice

 president Ford, 38th

 president of the United

 States...

 THE YEAR I WAS BORN

 the chart topping songs

 were Band On The Run, 

 Cat's In The Cradle and

 You're Sixteen...

 A Love story and The 

 Godfather Pt. 2 were the

 two biggest movies on

 the silver screen...

 THE YEAR I WAS BORN

 a gallon of gas was only 50

 something cents and it was

 only $25 to $35 dollars for

 a month's rent...

 THE YEAR I WAS BORN

 love was in the air despite the

 war still going on in Vietnam,

 we just started putting smiley

 faces on everything, everywhere

 in 1974 we had joy, we had fun, we

 had season in the sun...

 THE YEAR I WAS BORN...
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 THE YEAR I WAS BORN!
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 From My Heart to Yours 

Although we are an Ocean apart

 you are deep in my heart

 I think about you every day

 and dream about you every night

 in this mansion that overlooks

 the Lakelands can sometimes be

 a lonely place but knowing you

 will be in my arms this weekend

 brings a smile to my face!

 From My Heart to Yours

 my love for you is stronger than

 ever it was before...

 wondering if you love me isn't even 

 the million dollar question anymore

 no, so From My Heart To Yours

 here's sending you my love now

 where ever you are From My Heart

 From My Heart To Yours!

 Yes I used to be quite impatient in

 my youth but now that I am a little

 older I believe there is truth in what 

 they say...when they say all good

 things are worth waiting for.

 Time gives and time takes away but

 God willing if we can't be together

 this Valentines then I'm sure we'll

 more than make up for it this coming 

 Saturday! What's a few more days

 when I know I am yours and you are

 mine!

 ...And my darling I love you more

 than words can say so here's hoping

 that where ever you are you are having
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 a happy Valentine's day, From My Heart

 From My Heart To Yours...

 sending my love your way!
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 Dragons from Mars 

In the catacombs of Ares there's

 an ancient liar of Dragons on the

 dark side of Mars, savage and

 giant creatures with enormous

 and powerful wings and with the

 beating of their wings cause

 great sand storms, blocking out

 all light from the Martian moons

 and all the stars...

 Well these cold blooded reptiles

 drink from the magma flow that

 pours out of the Olympus Mounts

 volcano, where the queen turns out

 another hundred or so, as the elders

 take off flying high in a pinkish-red

 Martian sky, terrorizing the Marinerian

 aliens everybody thought had died

 and everybody says Mars is a dead

 planet but that's what they want you

 to think, it's Nasa's best kept secret

 by far and these Dragons, DRAGON'S

 FROM MARS...

 In the shadow of Phobos and Deimos

 and Jupiter on the rise...

 across the catacombs and canyons of

 Ares and Olympus Mons...

 It's like something from a sci-fi movie but

 it is very real, as real as aliens are...

 these DRAGONS, DRAGON'S FROM 

 MARS...

 You ask me well how you know...

 I am a Martian that came to earth a

 thousand years ago...
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 Gulf of Mexico 

Walking the white, white sand

 and watching the sunset makes

 me feel so sad that you're not

 here with me to share what

 all the other lovers are sharing

 intimately well it leaves me

 feeling crazy over lonely in

 the breeze of the sea...

 Somewhere down on THE

 GULF OF MEXICO, seems as

 tho everybody but me has

 someone's hand to hold

 young and old oh how I

 miss you tonight walking

 THE GULF OF MEXICO...

 Well there's no doubt this

 is paradise but it might as

 well be Siberia without you

 oh don't you know I'm as

 blue as the ocean in the

 full moons shadow, I can't

 stop the tears no more than

 I can turn the tide crashing

 down on THE GULF OF

 MEXICO...

 So I contemplate ending

 it all in the dark, dark waters of

 raging in front of me with so

 much intensity, almost like the

 passion you once felt for me...

 Well I am crazy over lonely in

 the breeze of the sea oh how 

 easy it would be to surrender
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 myself body and soul to the dark, 

 dark waters off THE GULF OF

 MEXICO!
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 I Know Somebody Hurt You (But It Wasn?t Me) 

Well and I can tell just by looking into your eyes

 your heart has been broken many times but if

 you could just make yourself believe in love again

 I could prove to you my love knows no end, I could

 be forever yours and you could be forever mine...

 I KNOW SOMEBODY HURT YOU BUT IT

 WASN'T ME no, so come here and let me hold you

 let me love your pain away baby don't be 

 scared to put your trust in me, I know exactly

 what you need...a little TLC, a little sympathy

 a little romance honey, don't give up on love so

 easy, I KNOW SOMEBODY HURT YOU BUT

 IT SURE WASN'T ME...

 So put the past behind you now and you'll

 be glad you did when you discover I can be

 your best friend and your dream lover if you could

 only surrender, surrender to me somehow

 surrender to me now 'cuz...

 I KNOW SOMEBODY HURT YOU BUT IT

 WASN'T ME no, so come here and let me hold you

 let me love your pain away baby don't be 

 scared to put your trust in me, I know exactly

 what you need...a little TLC, a little sympathy

 a little romance honey, don't give up on love so

 easy, I KNOW SOMEBODY HURT YOU BUT

 IT WASN'T ME, IT SURE WASN'T ME!
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 Desert Twilight 

Well and it's once in a lifetime reinvention

 magic kinda like a secret superstition

 miracle of a the souls great salvation

 love found me just in time, the kind I

 thought I'd never find the kind that only

 happens once in a lifetime

 Now there's no question it's all clear

 somehow in the way your eyes' in the

 moonlight say what you can't seem to 

 say, the way you reach out to touch my 

 face and hold me tight sleepless but

 who wants to miss out on this kind of bliss

 to be with you is like being in Heaven

 every night in the cool, cool Desert night

 holding you, holding me tight in the

 Desert Twilight

 If this wasn't real I'd swear it was just

 a dream but lying here in your arms

 I know this is not a dream I have the 

 feeling now this is a great and wonderful 

 new beginning once in a lifetime kinda

 thing

 Now there's no question it's all clear

 somehow in the way your eyes' in the

 moonlight say what you can't seem to 

 say, the way you reach out to touch my 

 face and hold me tight sleepless but

 who wants to miss out on this kind of bliss

 to be with you is like being in Heaven

 every night in the cool, cool Desert night

 holding you, holding me tight in the

 Desert Twilight
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 New Master Magician 

From out of a blue mist comes magic

 the voice of a meadow lark, a song

 straight from the heart...

 well it is magic beyond belief like

 something out of a dream like nothing

 you've ever heard or seen and I still

 don't believe my eyes, how the heck 

 did he make that rose come alive,

 how did he make that 600 pound

 tiger disappear from the cage it was

 in, how in the world did he walk through

 that looking glass, wearing a mask

 like the phantom of the opera and

 come back through without a scratch

 on him, well it's a mystery to me but

 he's got to be the NEW MASTER

 MAGICIAN of the 21st century...

 NEW MASTER MAGICIAN so

 amazing and so very mystifying to

 see and you gotta see the DARREN

 ROMEO Show, it's magic beyond belief

 like something out of a dream, like

 nothing you've never heard or seen oh

 the enchanting DARREN ROMEO that

 can take you to the stars and set your

 spirit free, well it's still a mystery, a

 mystery to me but he's got to be the

 NEW MASTER MAGICIAN of the 21st

 century, NEW MASTER MAGICIAN, 

 a hypnotizing, a mesmerizing 

NEW MASTER MAGICIAN!
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 Starcatcher 

Well and you say I am one of a kind

 it's you that legends are made of

 you say I'm always on your mind

 it's you that suspends me in time

 it cannot be forbidden now if it takes

 a miracle somehow sometimes life

 is stranger than fiction well and here

 I go again fallen in love faster than

 a shooting star from the Heaven's

 above

 Starcatcher your arms now have me

 cradled like a baby it must of been

 fate how I ever came to land safely

 in your hands and did not slip through

 your fingers like tiny grains of sand

 divine intervention or a spell like creation

 well I am yours forever now, I am yours

 forever Starcatcher

 Now I'm gonna sing you my love song

 and bring you some light gonna stay

 always close to your heart every day and

 every night it cannot be forbidden now

 if it takes a miracle somehow without

 logic or question but just the spirit of

 love like a shooting star down from the

 Heaven's above oh

 Starcatcher your arms now have me

 cradled like a baby it must of been

 fate how I ever came to land safely

 in your hands and did not slip through

 your fingers like tiny grains of sand

 divine intervention or a spell like creation

 well I am yours forever now, I am yours
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 forever Starcatcher

 Don't let the magic die...

 keep the light alive...

 keep the fire inside...

 I am yours forever...

 Starcatcher, Starcatcher!
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 Unique 

From the color of your eyes to the sound of your voice 

There's no one in this world exactly like you, no, oh no 

It's in the way you smile, it's in the things you do and 

It's in the things you say well you are Unique in every 

Way 

You are Unique from your head to your feet, inside and 

Out, you are beautiful without a doubt, heart and soul 

Just like a star in the sky or a winter rose not one is the 

Same for sure yes you are Unique from out of the bosom 

Of the Lord 

From the dreams you dream to the way you treat 

Others the way you'd want to be treated yourself well 

It's in the way you laugh, it's in the way you feel love 

In your heart like a fire that never will die well you are 

Unique unlike anyone dead or alive 

You are Unique from your head to your feet, inside and 

Out, you are beautiful without a doubt, heart and soul 

Just like a star in the sky or a winter rose not one is the 

Same for sure yes you are Unique from out of the bosom 

Of the Lord 

You are a light in the dark... 

A willow in a strong, strong wind... 

A perfect example of Heaven within... 

Well you are who you are and you 

Are Unique, you are Unique!
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 Heaven Forbid

Well he's my friend and I'd never 

Do anything to betray him but 

The things you say and do when 

We're alone I get the feeling you're 

Just using him to get to me... 

Well HEAVEN FORBID I'm wrong 

But my intuition is usually right 

On the money...so what can I do? 

I can't go accusing you of being 

Unfaithful just because you're 

Eyes seem to say let's get down 

And dirty, I wanna try you on 

For size...I try to turn away but 

You put your arms around me 

And whisper into my ear damn 

Baby you're so hot, I bet you're 

Packin' give me what you got 

It's tempting I must say but I have 

More respect for my buddy 

Than to go there and I swear 

If you're just using him to 

Get to me well I've got news 

For you I won't betray him... 

HEAVEN FORBID I'm wrong 

'Cuz he's so crazy about you 

Maybe you're just a tease 

And you wouldn't be unfaithful 

To him but if you're just using 

Him to get to me then I hope he 

Sees through you before he 

Gets his heart broken...well 

HEAVEN FORBID I'm wrong 

But my intuition is usually 
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Right on, right on the money 

And if I was someone else you'd 

Probably let me spank that monkey 

Still HEAVEN FORBID I'm 

Wrong, HEAVEN FORBID I'm 

Wrong!
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 I?m a Survivor 

Why do some people wanna make

 your life a living hell, is it because

 they're not happy with their own lives

 well as far as I'm concerned they

 can go to the Devil 'cuz...?

 If you don't like me then that's

 just too bad, I'm not gonna bend over

 and kiss anybody's ass to make

 them like me...

 no so just go on and throw your bitch

 fit, I don't care if you do or if you don't

 get over it, I will not suffer your misery

 I will not let your negative energy rub

 off on me, no matter how hard you try 

 to make me angry I will not stoop to

 your level of immaturity...

 It's a mystery to me why some people

 wanna make other people's lives a living

 hell, I guess it's just because they're not

 happy with their own lives, well I will not

 suffer their misery or be a part of anybody's

 pity party, 'cuz when something knocks me

 down I get right back up and try again, like

 a willow I will bend until I get what I want

 in the end, maybe it's just the way I was 

 raised and a matter of pride but I'M A

 SURVIVOR,I'M A SURVIVOR...

 I will survive!
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 Anthony

Well and the Anthony I knew 

was a scared and lost little boy 

confused about life and sought 

sanctuary by drinking himself out 

of reality...well I thought I could 

save him but he only ended up 

using me so I had to just throw 

my arms up and walk away, years 

ago saying Anthony, I hope in time 

you'll find something in life that'll 

make you happy, look me up when 

you grow up...maybe I should of 

stuck around instead of disappearing 

like a ghost in the night 'cuz now 

I wonder what ever happened to you 

and if you ever learned to love yourself 

in this stage of your life, I wonder if 

you ever stopped drinking and if you 

ever opened up your heart to someone 

that makes you feel complete...well 

don't you know I hope so, cuz I'll never 

forget that sad and lost little boy you 

used to be, I pray you're the man now 

God meant for you to be...well I wonder 

I wonder what ever happened to 

Anthony!
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 The Return of a Lost Lover 

Same dream, different night 

 a sense of De Ja Vu takes 

 me back to another life... 

 my heart beats fast like 

 angel wings, as you come 

 in out of the shadows I begin 

 to remember everything...

 Irish green eyes radiating like 

 an glowing Amber, your eyes 

 say more than words could 

 ever say as you look deep 

 into mine the memories like 

 a jigsaw puzzle come together 

 a masterpiece of eternal love 

 well it's so intense like a night 

 storm come looming up above 

 Lightning flashed behind you 

 and all around me. Thunder 

 shook the leaves off the trees 

 as your long blonde hair swept 

 back and forth like a willow in 

 the wind you took my hand in 

 your hand and what was is again 

 you kissed me and it was genesis 

 all over again. Lightning and thunder 

 the RETURN OF A LOST LOVER...

 RETURN OF A LOST LOVER!
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 Destiny 

Well I remember I was such a shy guy

 when you came into my life but I swore to 

 myself I'd never fall in love with you

 but you kept at me calling me day and

 night wondering if I was still coming over

 to spend the night and no matter how hard

 I tried to resist you we just couldn't keep

 our hands off each other and everywhere

 we went we were always together...

 everybody knew you were falling head over

 heels for me, everybody knew I had you

 wrapped around my little finger but we

 didn't care what everybody thought about

 us we were just too crazy in love...you'd look

 deep into my eyes as if you could see into

 my very soul I'd blush feeling a rush like

 the winds off a hurricane then you'd smile

 at me and I could hear Angels sing...

 everybody knew 'cuz nobody could be so

 blind to see still I needed you and you

 needed me I guess it was written in the stars

 I guess it was our Destiny well I swore I'd

 never fall in love with you but what's meant

 to be is meant to be and it surely had to be our

 Destiny!
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 Spirit Guide 

SPIRIT GUIDE if you are near me, I pray you will show me the way. 

 SPIRIT GUIDE if you can hear me give me a sign today! 

 I wanna breathe your breath of wisdom deep into my soul. 

 Touch me with your perfect healing hands. So I may be whole again. 

 Take my hand and lead me back to the ancient places where I come 

 from. Help me to understand my connection to the great one! 

 Is it through the eyes of the eagle, the bear or the wild cat? 

 Give me strength to face the past and prosper in the things I lack. 

 If only through my dreams reveal to me the things my heart is 

 missing. 

 Put me on the path to true love. If it is written in the stars above. 

 Well it is all I dream of! 

 Oh SPIRIT GUIDE if you are near me I pray you will show me the 

 way. SPIRIT GUIDE if you can hear me give me a sign today! 

 SPIRIT GUIDE I am trying to be brave but the truth is I am so 

 afraid so SPIRIT GUIDE come, come and lead the way!
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 Knowledge Is Power (Listen to Your Intuition)

Knowledge Is Power so listen to your intuition, 

 it is the voices of the Angels so make yourself

 familiar with them, they hold the key to your

 destiny and the light within, to deny them is to

 deny yourself great and marvelous things indeed, 

 don't you know they can perform miracles and

 make dreams come true well and all you have to

 do is to believe wholeheartedly!

 The veil can be lifted and then you will see

 things in a different light, don't you know they

 are just tiny breath away just waiting to answer

 the prayers you've yet to pray...

 Well what do ya got to loose, open your heart

 and let them through now listen to your

 intuition it is the voices of the Angels!
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 Orbs 

Multi-colored Orbs before my eyes...

 what's going on here, are my eyes just

 playing tricks on me...well I rub my eyes

 but they do not disappear I wonder if it's

 spirits in despair or the guardians of mine

 trying to tell me have no fear still I wonder 

 if it could be him or her or something dark

 and sinister I wish I could somehow 

 pierce the veil and see for myself whatever

 it is but it never has tried to hurt me these

 Orbs that consume my room quite frequently

 these Orbs that spin and bounce off the 

 walls...you might think I'm crazy but I dare 

 you to spend one night here then you

 won't doubt me at all 'cuz it's just as much

 as an enigma to me these Orbs, These Orbs

 of great mystery!
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 Sorcerer 

Well and I can see you clearly in my astro 

 sleep state my third eye is wide awake so

 you better tread carefully and save your desire

 for me only or I will turn you into a worthless

 cornsnake 'cuz one way or another it's us

 forever...a submissive slave or a perpetual

 lover you can't break the spell I have you

 under and my every command will be your

 will be your every determination with the

 slightest wave of my hand...so I'm warning

 you while you are out and about tonight

 you better watch yourself 'cuz I'm watching

 you and even though your star shines so

 bright I hold the keys to your destiny and

 you will be mine forever...never underestimate

 the power of the Sorcerer...I hold the keys to 

 your destiny...so mote it be!
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 Blue Moon Tavern 

Well good evening and welcome...

 to the BLUE MOON TAVERN

 what in the world are you doing

 out on this dreadful stormy night

 here sit by the fire while I bring

 you somethin' strong to drink...

 I usually don't take in strangers

 but I have a room upstairs if you'd

 like to stay here tonight...

 he said thank you but I wouldn't

 want to intrude, I said nonsense

 I could use the company to tell

 you the truth, pouring myself

 a strong drink, he said you're 

 too kind, for all you know I could

 be a mass murderer, a demon in

 disguise, sitting down next to him

 I said well I guess I'd be shit out

 of luck huh but I can sense these

 things and you don't give off that 

 vibe...

 We sat there talking for hours and

 hours, drinking ourselves higher than

 kites, we laughed and laughed 'til

 we cried then he got really quiet and

 looked at me with these cold dark 

 piercing eyes, he said thank you for

 your hospitality but I guess you were

 wrong about me, I've been watching

 you and I came here with the intentions

 of killing you tonight and before I could

 utter a word, I felt the cold hard steel

 of his knife quickly thrusted deep into
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 my heart and the smile on his face was

 the last thing I saw before everything

 went dark!
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 Martha Berry 

Pretty and privileged young lady of Rome...

 Rome Georgia that is didn't see the world

 through her rich father's eyes, no she

 saw poor mountain folk struggling to

 survive and barely getting by when she

 could have anything she wanted and

 the best education money can buy

 but that only made her feel selfish, sad

 and bad...many times her father 

 would ask her what's the matter darlin'

 you can't hide from me the tears

 you've cried she said oh father you've

 given me some of the best tutors in 

 the world now I've been thinking I'd

 like to share some of that knowledge

 with our local and less fortunate

 children of the hard pressed farmers

 well he gave her his blessings and in

 her big play house she began

 teaching a hand few of boys and girls

 she knew but soon more came and

 she needed more room so her father

 built her a bigger school house but

 yet again they needed an even bigger

 one and on and on MARTHA BERRY

 dedicated the rest of her life educating

 those less fortunate never asking for

 a cent from anyone and now Berry

 College remains the legacy, the legacy

 of MARTHA BERRY!
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 Out of My Mind 

Well I came to know you just a week or so ago 

And you seemed different than the others but 

After you got what you wanted you didn't want 

Me anymore, I should of known you were just 

Another player... 

And I must of been OUT OF MY MIND just 

Like the last time...I search for love but 

Heartbreak is all I ever seem to find well I 

Should of seen the signs but a fool is blind 

And I must of been OUT OF MY MIND... 

Well and I've been down this road before 

You'd think I wouldn't be as trusting and 

Keep repeating the same mistake but 

When you're lonely you're destined to 

Give in to what you want to hear, again 

And again even tho you know you're 

In for nothing but a broken heart, tears 

In the dark...well I've been down this 

Road before, when will I ever learn 

You play with fire you're bound to get 

Burned but I just help myself thinking 

This time it's for sure... 

I must of been OUT OF MY MIND just 

Like all those other times yeah I should 

Seen all the signs but a fool for love 

Is blind and I must of been crazy, crazy 

OUT OF MY MIND!
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 Down at The Station 

Waiting Down at The Station to catch the 2:05 

I thought I heard your voice calling out my name 

but I guess it was just the chatter of the crowd or 

the noise inside my brain, my tears begin to fall 

just like the Minneapolis rain as I climb up onto 

the train. 

Well I take a seat next to a window half hoping 

you'll step in out of the shadows before the train 

pulls out of the station and beg me not to go but 

I know leaving you was the right thing to do I 

just wish I could convince my heart but that's 

something I can't seem to do. 

I whisper to goodbye as the train begins to pull 

out of the station then again I hear my name, I tell 

myself get a hold of yourself but something made 

me look up and there you were to my surprise! 

You reached out and kissed me taking the seat 

next by my side, saying, "I'm sorry baby, please 

don't leave me but if you want me to leave you 

alone I will but since were already here why don't 

we take that second honeymoon we've been talking 

about" I just smiled and again the tears began to 

fall as the train leaves the station I think maybe, 

just maybe you really do love me after all!
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 And Another Thing...

Well and you can't believe in superstition

 and believe in destiny

 what's meant to be is meant to be and you 

 can't jinx yourself just by revealing your

 dreams no, nor can you curse yourself 'cuz

 curses don't exist for one thing And For 

 Another Thing...

 Pretty is as pretty does don't you know

 it's what's inside that matters most and 

 what matters most is love and faith in

 our Lord above so if your down on 

 yourself now have heart and cheer up!

 We all have our troubles but a smile can be

 a beacon of light to someone in their darkness

 and a broken spirit in need...

 tenderness and kindness is the message of the

 Angels straight from God to us above all

 things And Another Thing...

 They say we have free will and that's true to

 a certain extent but God has a certain plan for

 you and me don't you know everything happens

 for a reason just like rain to the river and the 

 rivers to the sea many paths are taken but the

 past is the past and there's no sense in looking

 back now just make the best of today and do unto 

 others as you would want done unto you that 

 begins the miracle to all things And For Another

 Thing...

 Love is the message of The Angels straight

 from God to every one of us...
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 Over You 

Now That I'm Over You I can move on with my life 

and do all the things I didn't do because all my 

time was consumed sitting around waiting to hear 

from you...yeah now that it's over I'm glad and I can 

breath again, I can spend more time with my friends 

well I thought you'd be the death of me but I survived 

there's only so many tears you can cry until there's 

nothing but a numb and barren heart inside but 

Now That I'm finally Over You at last I can put 

yesterday once and for all in the past...I guess some 

dreams aren't just meant to be but you live and 

learn it's tho it goes from burning to burned but 

still life goes on and Now That I'm Over You I'm glad 

I'm relieved it's over and it's all but dead and gone!
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 Turning the Page 

Well and in my great big book of life their have 

been many, many chapters full of romance 

heartbreak and secrets I'd never wanna come out 

and the death of loved ones that'll always pain me 

but Turning the Page once more again today it 

seems I've learned yet another thing I did not know 

yesterday, some good, some bad but I write them all 

down anyways 'cuz my life has been quite a journey 

I must say and so I turn yet another page in my 

journal I keep under lock and key from prying eyes 

maybe when I'm dead and long gone they can make 

a movie out of my diary but until then my deepest 

thoughts and feelings remain my own through the 

bad and sad, through the happy and sad...yes my life 

has been quite a journey and yet again I have learned 

another thing I did not know yesterday and so again 

I go turning another page, Turning the Page!
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 Book of Love 

Well and here I go again 

opening up our book of love 

to when I was yours and you 

were mine and I still shed a tear 

reliving all those sweet summer 

nights knowing they'll never 

come again...how did our love 

die when our love was something 

we never could hide I was so sure 

it would stand the test of time but 

now you're just a precious memory 

locked away forever in my heart 

just like a rose pressed between 

the pages of us and our great big 

Book of Love...well I get a bitter 

sweet feeling remembering all our 

ups and downs we had as I go 

traveling down memory lane again 

it makes me smile sometimes, sometimes 

it, makes me sad but then I try to put 

you out of my mind and back upon 

the book shelf but it isn't long 'til I 

take it down again and again it's 

almost as if you're really here I swear 

you'll always hold a special place in 

my heart just like the rose pressed 

between the pages of us in our book 

our great big Book of Love!
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 Darren Romeo 

DARREN ROMEO is not your typical magician

 there is magic in his voice, there is music in

 his magic kinda like Las Vegas meets Broadway

 and everywhere he goes he steals the show

 probably 'cuz of his magnanimous spirit and heart

 of gold, no he's not any different on or off stage...

 DARREN ROMEO is living proof dreams really

 do come true but that's only because he kept the

 faith alive, deep down inside then all the right doors

 started opening up for him like he was given some

 kinda magic key but really it was just his own

 souls destiny and after all he's been through he's

 still one really cool ass dude and DARREN ROMEO

 is living proof dreams really do come true...

 Well and now DARREN ROMEO is the new master

 magician, there is magic in his voice, there is music

 in his magic kinda like Las Vegas meets Broadway

 and everywhere he goes he steals the show maybe

 because of his magnanimous spirit and his heart of gold

 well he is as rare as a snow covered winter rose oh

 DARREN ROMEO...

 DARREN ROMEO...
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 A Real Life Loving Fairy Tale 

Well I guess I'm just one in a million few 

that still believes in love and the dream 

of dreams come true when you wish 

upon a lucky star up above... 

Well and I wonder why some people 

give up on love without giving it a second 

chance, maybe they're still hurting and 

broken hearted from a love that never 

stood a chance and although I too 

have been played the fool I just can't 

bring myself to give up on love and 

true romance... 

A REAL LIFE LOVING FAIRY TALE 

the kind that lifts you up to Heaven 

from out of the bowels of Hell, the kind 

that comes along only once in a lifetime 

well and my intuition tells me you're 

just a heartbeat away from finding me 

sitting here by this old wishing well 

dreaming of A REAL LIFE LOVING 

FAIRY TALE and happily ever after 

just you and I, running hand in hand 

through meadows of wild flowers and 

butterflies, underneath a big and beautiful 

rainbow in the summer sky well I close 

my eyes and that gives me hope that 

there's someone for everyone, A REAL 

LIFE LOVING FAIRY TALE and all will 

be well that ends well... 

so I'll wait forever or until you come true 

can't you hear me singing your song all 

the day and night time too, my heart a 

calling out to you... 
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sitting here by this old wishing well and 

dreaming of A REAL LIFE LOVING FAIRY 

TALE... 

we will be happily ever after just you and 

me... 

living the dream, A REAL LIFE LOVING 

FAIRY TALE... 

oh I know someday you will come true 

and we will live together forever in A REAL 

LIFE LOVING FAIRY TALE... 

all's well that ends well, happily ever after 

and ours will be a story to tell of A REAL, 

A REAL LIFE LOVING FAIRY TALE!
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 Love of My Life 

Well we had ten good years together

 but even if we just had one you

 left a special place in my heart

 that'll last forever even as new

 loves come and go I know

 I will love you still...just

 thinking about you feels

 just yesterday to me and

 it probably always will...

 remembering how you used

 to hold me tight has gotten

 me through some very sad 

 and lonely nights well I can

 still see your face frozen

 in my mind and those eyes

 that seemed to see straight

 through this soul of mine...

 I know looks aren't everything

 but oh my goodness you

 were some kind of Greek

 God...it's been a long

 time now since you disappeared

 from my life but you're still

 in my dreams every night

 and I swear you'll always,

 always be the Love Of My

 Life!
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 Forever and a Day 

Well and there is a lover's moon

 up in a starry sky tonight and my love

 for you is something I cannot hide

 so I turn to you and kiss you tenderly

 on your soft lips up on the banks of

 the Tennessee river so deep and wide

 just like my love for you but deeper

 still is the passion you make me feel...

 Oh yeah and it is eternal, two hearts

 one soul, in the twilight's glow I know

 I know and tomorrow I will love you

 more than yesterday, my love rest

 assured my love is here to stay, now

 and always, FOREVER AND A DAY...

 Well and I swear by the stars above

 I will never do you wrong, I'd rather die

 to ever see you cry and no that's not

 a lie, you are my Angel, my Heaven

 one in paradise so believe me when

 I say I'll love you more and more today

 than yesterday, even more tomorrow

 than today, rest assured my love is yours

 now, now and always...

 FOREVER, FOREVER AND A DAY!
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 Playing With Fire 

When I first met you I thought you were cute

 but after that I didn't think too much about it

 'til you started coming around asking me out

 and texting me everyday, I thought hmm well

 ok why not we can go out for dinner and let

 that be that but you were so charming and

 sweet you swept me off my feet in a big, big 

 way, one thing led to another and then of

 course we ended up lovers, the best of friends

 and the best of lovers even in public places

 I would never had considered with any other

 but I have to admit getting caught in the act

 was an exhilarating feeling I had never 

 experienced before now I can't count how 

 many times we've gone at it, today alone and 

 you still want more...

 Now we find ourselves on a grey hound, thinking

 we it was just the two of us, little did we know

 a sexy blonde was getting into our little act

 you asked me do you care if they join in, I said

 THIS IS PLAYING WITH FIRE but what the Hell

 you've already unleashed a beast in me like a

 starving tiger burning with desire, so what the Hell

 you Devil you but you're so good even if playing

 with you is like PLAYING WITH FIRE...

 yeah it's like PLAYING WITH FIRE...FIRE!
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 These New Strange Times 

All the things I never said before 

really doesn't matter much anymore 

the world is changing me like never 

before like a ghost in the thick of 

fog...well truth is stranger than 

fiction just like a fire burning 

somewhere out to sea...it seems 

the world is going crazy and it's 

trying to do the same thing to me... 

THESE NEW STRANGE TIMES 

there's no peace of mind, we're 

more stressed out and impatient 

than ever before, we're more like 

robots than human beings and 

I for one can't take it anymore in 

THESE NEW STRANGE TIMES 

there's just no rhyme or reason... 

Well and if I could I would run 

for cover but if I disappeared on 

you I'm afraid you'd never 

survive so I stay and I lie and 

I cry...it's crazy 'cuz I know 

I'll never get out of your love 

alive but oh well what the hell 

we'll all be dead in twenty- 

twelve and it's coming up on us 

like a tiger on the run in 

THESE NEW STRANGE, 

STRANGE TIMES!
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 This Season

Well and maybe This Season 

A dream or two may come true 

And peace of mind will follow... 

This heart of mine that's been 

Broken for so long may finally 

Forget you and be as new, as 

Good as new oh yeah This 

Season maybe I can put the 

Past behind me...keeping 

Faith over fear and God will 

Make the one path crystal 

Clear well I have to believe 

My soul will be delivered, delivered 

Like a phoenix rising out of 

Many dark years...if it takes 

A miracle, a new cause, a new 

Reason for being well maybe 

A dream or two will come true 

This Season, This Season!
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 A Million and One Hearts

Well and at least A Million and One Hearts 

wants the hurting to stop and the loneliness 

to end but right now somewhere somebody 

just got their heart broken again...in these 

new strange times it's more about looks than 

what's within and all around the world you 

can feel the misery of it in the wind it makes 

the sound like thunder but gives no helping 

hand oh don't you know love is the dream of 

the Angels for every woman and man but 

love through the ages has become like tiny 

grains of sand slipping through our hands 

and there is no light in the dark everyday 

and every night for A Million and One 

Hearts that'd give anything to find a love 

that'll last to the end of their lives!
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 Neptune

Spiritual regeneration and universal intelligence

 Neptune in the 9th hour invokes lucid dreams

 and third eye visions of intuitiveness oh

 Lapis Lazuli in the shadow of a frosted moon

 I become omniscient like the great horned owl

 to Samhains' coming Ostara as the ebb and flow

 of sacred aqua return now from the Titus-Bode

 In this verve century of Emir and the pious

 bloodstone a new cognizant cycle begins

 signifying the great divine Eden once again

 so does sayeth Sanskrit and the winged prophet

 in the midst of indigo radiant and hallowed oh

 in the 9th hour of lucid dreams I become visionary

 just like Enoch in the shadow of the moon

 spiritual regeneration and universal intelligence

 of Neptune.
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 Avalon 

Well and as night turns into day

 I walk the three star path just like I

 did way back when, when Merlin

 was a young man in trainin'...

 a lot has changed since then but

 it's still paradise like it's always

 been where ancient magic still

 lingers like the sweet smell of

 Jasmine in the wind...well and to

 know the Lady of the Lake is to

 know the secret of the sisters of

 fate and Morgan Lefayes devious

 ways but the village men and 

 women are safe from the dragons

 and the wraiths that dwell across 

 the haunted marsh only the brave

 hearted Knights fight the good

 fight as the cliff dwellers sing the 

 sacred song of Avalon...

 it's faith over fear and Edens own

 Phoenix...well and again I walk the

 three star path back to Avalon!
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 In the Hour of the Northern Mockingbird 

Cashmere, super playboy cologne and a little bit of gold and silver

 well I'm beginning to see everything in a whole new light

 this rainy Monday...

 Yesterday was not my day but now I know everything's

 gonna be alright, everything's gonna be ok, even though

 it is dark and grey and the rain keeps pouring down

 I won't let it get me down...

 I'm just way too busy entertaining a fantasy to let anything

 bother me IN THE HOUR OF THE NORTHERN

 MOCKINGBIRD...

 Well and she called and asked me if I'd like to have some

 company, I said sure that's fine with me, then she said is it

 ok if I bring a friend, I said why not and no hon you're not

 putting me on the spot, the door is open so when you get

 here just come on in, come on in...

 You walked in with her and it was love at first sight, yes and

 I fell head over heels in love with my best friend's new friend

 IN THE HOUR OF THE NORTHERN MOCKINGBIRD...

 Instinctively I just knew at that very moment I had found

 the love of my life on that dark and grey, rainy Monday, you

 stole my heart, you stole my heart away IN THE HOUR,

 IN THE HOUR OF THE NORTHERN MOCKINGBIRD...

 Now I see everything in a whole new light, it was love, 

 love at first sight, IN THE HOUR, IN THE HOUR OF THE

 NORTHERN MOCKINGBIRD!
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 My Heart Skips a Beat 

Eyes of jade and hair like the golden sunshine

 a body like a work of art and a smile so sweet

 and kind...

 Well MY HEART SKIPS A BEAT every time we

 come face to face, it's erogenous in Ephraim

 state of grace and it's so hard to catch my breath

 when you reach out to touch my face, I can hardly

 speak, every time we meet MY HEART SKIPS A 

 BEAT, MYY HEART SKIPS A BEAT...

 But your beauty is just the half of it, you've just

 got this special way of all the things you do and

 say...

 And every time we come face to face, it's so hard

 for me to catch my breath, it's like another world

 another time and place, every time we come face

 to face, MY HEART SKIP, SKIPS A BEAT

 and I get so weak in the knees, every time you are

 near me whoa I just get so excited baby and

 MY HEART SKIPS A BEAT, yeahh it's so erogenous

 MY HEART SKIPS A BEAT, MY HEART SKIPS A

 BEAT every time, every time we meet!
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 If You Could See Me Now 

They say if somebody loves you once they will always

 love you...Well you loved me many moons ago now do you

 regret letting me go...aren't you the one that said you

 loved everything about me, you just couldn't get enough

 of me well I can still hear you saying but maybe you

 never did really love me either way life goes on with

 or without you anyhow oh but If You Could See Me Now

 you just wouldn't believe your eyes, you'd lay awake at

 night thinking of a way to get me back and ditching

 that other guy, you'd write me the sweetest love letters

 begging me to give you one more chance, you'd send me

 roses in hopes of me giving into the romance...'cuz

 like a fine wine I've only gotten better with time, I'm

 not trying to brag but I got 'em knocking down my door

 I've got 'em standing in line like never before so it's

 a shame you're nowhere to be found 'cuz If You Could

 See Me Now you'd really love me this time around If You

 Could See Me, If You Could See Me Now!
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 Stronger 

Hear the music beatin' Stronger 

Feel the brandy kickin' in Stronger 

See me gettin' hotter and a growin' 

Stronger 

Well and as the candles burn brighter 

the dream comes to light once more 

faces crystallize but I really don't know 

them anymore. 

I draw on my wisdom and magic 

now, and let the heart go oh 

like a ghost in the fog dragging 

a long silver chain in the shadow 

of my shadow, I still love you so 

Well could it be this is my destiny 

could this be a secret set free? 

Hear the wind a blowin' Stronger 

Feel the heartbeat a beatin' Stronger 

See me growing older and gettin' 

Stronger!
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 I Will Die For You! 

Well and if you should come while I am asleep Lord 

I want you to know I never meant to fall off the band 

Wagon. If I have to live through the 7 year tribulation 

And Christian persecution, famine and war I will not 

Hide my light under a bushel no, I will stand up and 

Proclaim your name...Jesus Christ my Lord and I Will 

Die For You. 

I will not take the mark of the beast 

Never, no not ever... Let 'em kill me if that's what it 

Comes down to I will do whatever I have to do to 

Prove my love for you and God even if it means 

Being a martyr! 

If I'm left behind I want you to know 

I never meant to lose my way...Please forgive me Lord 

I pray! 

If I have to live through the days of terror 

And evil I will be strong and steadfast, not giving 

Into the devils temptation and I will be a better 

Person than I ever was in the past, I will not fear any 

Kind of evil in the valley of terror! 

If I have to live through the 7 year tribulation and countless 

Days of cold bloody wars. I will proclaim your sacred 

Name...Christ Jesus My Lord, I will, I Will Die For 

You!
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 The Seven Sacred Truths 

Well and this comes from the deepest

 depths of my soul and heart straight to

 yours as in knowing the first of the seven

 sacred truths is that we are all one and 

 two or more gathered in his name miracles

 happen for sure and when we honor one

 another there is nothing we cannot do

 together!

 That leads to the second sacred truth and

 the love of one's self, have faith in yourself

 and the rest will naturally come!

 Love is divine power to the third sacred truth

 and there is nothing to ever really fear

 don't you know you are never really alone

 when there are angels always near!

 Surrender your own will to the blessed

 Trinity so says the fourth sacred truth, seek

 only the truth for the truth shall set you free

 that is the sixth sacred truth, live in the moment

 whatever will be will be now is the seventh

 sacred truth well this comes from the deepest 

 depths of my heart and soul straight to yours

 I love you and I know, I know there's nothing

 we can't do when we come together as one

 'cuz we are one and I love you forever...

 Whether or not you believe the way I do

 or in these Seven Sacred Truths I love you

 I will always love you!
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 Lost Souls 

Well I see them here, I see them there

 I see them everywhere but nobody knows

 nobody knows I can see and communicate

 with the dead but if they did I know they

 would think I was a little touched in the head

 but I'm not crazy I just have one foot in this

 world and one foot in the other...

 It's like a curse and a blessing, I listen to

 their stories and then I try to guide them

 toward the light, one after another but

 unfortunately some souls refuse to believe

 their dead and will not hear otherwise

 they just go on trying to do all the things

 they used to do when they were alive, some

 are good, some are bad but they all have the

 same personalities they had when they died

 Well and you say well I think It'd be cool

 to talk to the dead, I say yeah that's what you

 think but most people think you're crazy, a little

 touched in the head, having one foot in this

 world and one foot in the other, it's more a curse

 than a blessing but still I try to guide them 

 toward the light, one after another but I cannot

 make them go if they don't want to go...

 It's good to know the Angels are just as busy

 as I am trying to save these LOST SOULS...

 one way or another these LOST SOULS will not

 linger in purgatory forever oh no someday these

 LOST SOULS will be found and taken to live

 in paradise, in the presence of God's love light

 for all eternity then and a half past forever!
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 Jealous Me, Jealous You 

Well jealousy is a sorry state of affairs

 they say if you love someone you'll trust

 them completely or it'll destroy the very

 foundation of any relationship and I know

 oh boy do I know I mean just look at us

 jealousy has always been a big problem

 for us, just a matter of trust for me and you

 maybe the love we thought we had wasn't

 love at all and time is taking its toll on us

 nothing left but heartbreak for me and you

 'cuz jealous are we two, it's sad but it's true

 it has always been JEALOUS ME,

 JEALOUS YOU...

 So where are the reasons why it should be

 an shameful emotion we should entertain

 oh well it's such a shame, such a crying

 shame, I try not to let your coming and goings

 worry my heart so but I just can't live like this

 anymore, you'd think I'd be more open minded

 by the way you question me to death about

 who was that on the phone, who were you

 talking to...

 Well without trust our relationship is doomed

 and I feel it coming sooner now than later, we 

 just can't go on this way not trusting each other

 since the very beginning jealousy has been a

 problem, a big, big problem for me and you

 where is the reasons why, JEALOUS ME, 

 JEALOUS YOU, jealous, jealous are we two

 oh JEALOUS ME, JEALOUS YOU!
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 Avalanche 

Well and the voice of you keeps echoing, 

 echoing in my head, swearing by the moon

 and stars above now that you found me

 there could be no other love yes I can still

 hear your voice and those words you said

 echoing in my head but it's just the memories

 of you, the memories of you and me like when..

 when we used to play in those fields of gold

 before those mountains grew heavy in snow

 now only in my dreams do you ever come back

 to me, I must be crazy to keep that an old

 flame burning in my heart, it's just like an 

 AVALANCHE falling down to the ground and

 now I'm in over my head frozen in my tracks 

 and left for dead...

 oh but I can still hear your voice echoing in

 in my head, saying I'll always be here standing

 right by your side, well how was I played the fool

 no it's not the first time but this time I really fell

 head over heels for you just like an AVALANCHE

 coming down hard and fast, just like an AVALANCHE

 and in over my head, in over my head and left, left

 for dead!
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 Bridge Burning Down 

Well you ain't been nothing but a thorn

 in my side since you came into my life

 I thought by now you'd take a hint

 I don't really want you in my life but

 still you insist on coming over to my

 house every dang night...

 Well I know my mama told me not to

 burn your bridges and so I guess it's

 my fault you keep hanging around, I 

 thought maybe someday I'd grow to

 love you but there's still no love here

 anywhere to be found so I guess it's

 time to burn this bridge and burn it to

 the ground, burn it, burn it down...

 Well 'cuz you're nothing but a nightmare

 in my life that just won't go away, every

 night, every day, I just clench my teeth

 every time you touch me and oh God 

 Heaven forbid you try having your way

 with me, how many headaches can one

 person have til you realize I'm not in love

 with you and I just wish to hell you'd set

 me free...

 Well I know my mama told me not to

 burn your bridges and so I guess it's

 my fault you keep hanging around, I 

 thought maybe someday I'd grow to

 love you but there's still no love here

 anywhere to be found so I guess it's

 time to burn this bridge and burn it to

 the ground, burn it, burn it down...

 BRIDGE BURNING DOWN, BURNING

 BURNING DOWN!
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 This Is Not Another Love Song

Well and it's a winter wonderland tonight 

by the light of a bright full moon but 

THIS IS NOT ANOTHER LOVE SONG 

oh no it's more like a dagger through the 

heart and a ghost from the past come home 

well and I am restless, climbing the stairs 

and going from room to room, room to room 

of haunted memories, I haven't felt so sad 

or unhappy since 2003, where are the reasons 

for being thrown for this flip again, de ja vou... 

I've been here before but why was I so blind 

to the signs this time, I swore I would never 

let you betray me again; I guess I was just 

crazy to think you could change your cheating 

ways and love only me now I have come to 

tearfully see nobody really loves anybody 

anymore, you were just a waste of my precious, 

precious time but when you are dead and gone 

I will live on and on, people will ask about you 

but all I'll have to say is that I guess you just 

packed up your stuff one day out of the blue 

and moved on, nobody will ever know the truth, 

nobody will ever know that I shot and killed you 

and threw your body over widow's hill, down into 

the dark ocean below on this cold, cold winter's 

night by the light of a bright, bright full moon, 

laughing to myself well I guess I had my revenge 

in the end but now I know it wasn't the end of 

it all for the ghost of you is back just to torment 

me and drive me insane as I go climbing the stairs 

down the dark halls and from room to haunted room 

full of memories, well I've never known heart pounding 

fear like I do tonight, I pray God forgive me but didn't 
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you have it coming to you, I was just trying to spare 

someone else the despair you put me through, 

well and so it might look like a winter wonderland 

tonight by the light of a bright, bright full moon 

but THIS IS NOT ANOTHER LOVE SONG oh no 

you might be dead but the ghost of you has come 

home, I know it's a fine line between love and hate 

but this is more like some kinda sick and twisted fate 

yeah you might be dead now but you just won't 

leave me alone...the ghost of you has come home 

and this is hell on earth for me now, I should of just 

left well enough alone, oh but this never was, THIS 

NEVER WAS A LOVE SONG!
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 Vampire Toy

Well and his eyes are so hypnotizing you just can't turn away 

He has total control now over your mind body and soul 

He wants you now and what he wants he gets, yes him 

Always finds a way... 

He says take my hand and give you to me, bid farewell 

To the sunlight forever and for all eternity, you'll get accustomed 

To the moonlight so don't be afraid just give yourself to me, give 

Yourself to me tonight and be done with this worthless mortal life 

Take my hand now and just hold on tight, hold on tight... 

Well and you may not know it but he loves you with all his 

Lifeless heart and it was love at first bite, how the scent of your 

Perfume aroused him wild with desire now you beg to feel his 

Breath on your skin and that poison kiss again, makes him so 

Excited just like a little boy with a new toy and you, you are 

His new Vampire Toy...and you roll your eyes in the back of 

Your head every time!
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 Nightfall

Nightfall and fog off the lake lands.

 The ghostly touch of a cold and icy hand

 fills you full of fear and loathing.

 Creature of the night where are you going?

 I follow your shadow through the dark

 and cloudy night like a black widow for the

 love of your life.

 There is a whole lot of mystery to your

 prowling and howling.

 My web quivers as the wind blows across

 the river but I am silent approaching the

 stranger.

 In the Nightfall and fog off the lake lands

 like the touch of a ghostly cold hand and

 a deadly kiss leaves nothing left for you at 

 all in the Nightfall.
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 Lakelands Manor

Ships at bay come and go every day and every night at Lakeland Manor and sailors are welcome to
stay but only if they are brave...It is a beautiful castle but like they say you can't judge a book by its
cover oh no 'cuz this place has many demons since many centuries from another and the mystery
outnumbered...Lady in the garden, weeping as if in mourning, Faint voices whispering, Rocking
chairs a rocking, Piano playing, Doors opening and closing all by themselves. It is not somewhere
you'd want to be all by yourself...Oh and I did catch the glimpse of something out of the corner of my
eye, The slightest trace of perfume in a cold spot passing by...Well I get the feeling inside I am being
watched and it makes my hair stand on end I am a believer now if I never was and you can't pay me
enough to spend another night there again at Lakeland Manor!
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 Graveyard Witch 

Oh no and I will not forget tonight! If you loved me you'd treat me well oh but what the hell, don't you
know pay backs are hell! You will be sorry when I work my spell on you, yes you will be sorry for the
rest of your cursed life! 'Cuz it's back to the Graveyard once again. Too late now to make amends.
Try as you may you cannot win! Oh the curse of the Gypsy witch will haunt you 'til the day you die.
Some things cannot be forgiven and this is one of those things. I've taken all I'm gonna take from the
old Lion and blue grey eyes. You have no one else to blame but yourself, now the ends justify the
means on great dark wings. And it's back to the Graveyard once again.

 Too late now to make amends. Try; try as you may now you just can't win! You are no match for the
Graveyard Witch and yes it is back to the Graveyard once again!
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 Hekate 

In the shadow of moonlight 

My cape pulled up around 

Me tight, standing at the crossroads 

Under the tree of life, eyes like fire 

In the night... 

I call upon the spirit of HEKATE 

As thunder rolls and lightning strikes 

She rises up from out of the underworld 

Like a phoenix out of the flames and 

Whispers my secret name, speaking in 

An ancient language I knew in a lifetime 

Once a long, long time ago... 

Oh HEKATE supreme and powerful 

Goddess of all witches and the triple 

Crossroads, Oh HEKATE supreme and 

Powerful high priestess of water, wind 

Earth and fire, immortal and ageless in 

Her beauty with one looks in her dark 

And enchanting eyes you feel yourself 

Drowning in a sea of desire, seductively 

She dances the dance of celestial intrigue 

She says clear your mind and come and 

Go with me, you have found favor with me 

HEKATE, Oh HEKATE supreme and powerful 

Queen mother of water, wind, earth and fire 

From out of the Urns of Minos... 

HEKATE goddess of the crossroads 

Oh HEKATE guides me and protects me 

Always...
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 Nightstorm 

So I find myself once again in the shadow of the crescent moon 

Back to the marshlands in the throes of an ancient gossamer 

Forest...well I can still hear your voodoo beckoning the sprits 

And I too can feel the power here where I stand as lightning 

Flashes and reveals the silhouettes of the undead walking these 

Cursed and sacred grounds and as the thunder rolls it almost 

Drowns out the drums echoing sounds...I take refuge at St. Mary's 

Over the way and here in the candlelight is where I'll stay 'til 

The break of day for I know I'll be safe here until the Nightstorm 

Ends although I too shake as violent as the walls bend from 

The furious winds and the Zombies trying to get in but I have 

Faith in the Lady and that she'll keep me safe from them and 

This ominous Nightstorm as when dark turns into light again 

I'll just have to ride out this Nightstorm a couple more hours and 

See this nightmare to the end!
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 Full Moon over Werewolf 

Full moon in the sky, curse of the werewolf on the rise 

And the poison runs through his veins and then 

The man becomes the beast once again... 

FULL MOON OVER WEREWOLF going in for the kill 

Tearing through the mountains and hills, on the heels 

Of his next bloody meal, all the stories you've heard 

Are true, so please don't go out tonight if you don't 

Have to if you value your life 'cuz there is a FULL 

MOON OVER A WEREWOLF tonight... 

And across the country side you can hear the 

Tormented howling, let that be a warning for the 

Curse of the werewolf can happen to almost anyone 

In any neck of the woods, I sure would hate to 

See it happen to you... 

Evil comes in many forms and this one is the Devil's 

Pet, FULL MOON OVER WEREWOLF hungry and 

Starving to death... 

Full moon in the sky, curse of the werewolf on the 

Rise!
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 The Black Forest

Well I am no stranger to

 the kiss of death

 ... the closer the sun sets

 I can hear you calling to

 me creature of the night 

 where the winter roses

 grow in the cold, icy wind

 and falling snow...

 IN THE BLACK FOREST

 I find my way through

 the briars and down the 

 pathway, the ancient ones 

 laugh and say enjoy your

 stay but they don't know me

 very well or the magic passed

 on to me by Morgan Le Faye

 I am here for one reason and

 one reason only, to raise you

 from your grave so don't dare

 the gypsy of the wild heart

 because the spirit is one with

 the dark and darker than

 THE BLACK FOREST...

 So there is no fear in this

 night as the raven circles

 the grave, I wave my hands

 and bring you back to life...

 Drink of my blood and let it

 rejuvenate your soul as the cold, 

 cold vile wind does blow and 

 echoes the curse of the Vampire...

 Through THE BLACK FOREST

 of Collinwood I walk the secret
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 passage way again to the place

 I swore I would leave you but now

 I have had a change of heart and I

 command you to rise, rise from

 your grave, awaken now it is almost

 day...

 IN THE BLACK FOREST where

 you were made, IN THE BLACK

 FOREST through the briars

 just down the way from the old

 house on the hill, you no longer

 have your own will and I say

 it still...

 Don't dare the Gypsy of the wild

 heart...the spirit is one with the

 dark, as dark as THE BLACK

 FOREST!
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 Ghost Town 

Standing in the among the ruins of what 

Used to be a thriving little gold fever town 

I swore I heard music and laughter coming 

From the half-moon saloon, I walked around 

But nobody could be found still I could of 

Sworn I just saw a cowboy walk chasing 

An Apache in a cloud of dust well I felt a 

Chill run up and down my spine and it is a 

Hot, hot day in August maybe it's the heat 

And the sun getting to me, I'd say that if 

I just didn't stumble up on crooked head 

Man swinging from dead man's tree... 

Apparently they don't call this a GHOST TOWN 

For nothing, and they're everywhere, one 

Here and one there, voices of the dammed 

Keep telling me you will not leave this town 

I try to run for my life but they gather around 

Me and pull me to the ground, now here I am 

Confused as I go stumbling around this 

Cursed town, this GHOST TOWN... 

Whose blood do you have on your hands...? 

You stare off into space with cold and evil dark 

Eyes... 

Does the gun in your hand make you a man...? 

Now what cowboy, now that I'm roped and tied 

Surrounded by your hell hounds in this devil desert 

Town... 

Apparently they call this a GHOST TOWN just because 

It's a GHOST TOWN!
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 Dusk 

Oh and as the sun begins to set I come alive 

The moon comes curling around the mountains 

Like a blue lamp in a dusty pink sky... 

I step into the velvet of the night that I love 

In my red velvet cape and black gloves, still carrying 

A torch for some distant past ancient love and 

As the wind carries my spirit high through the dark 

Clouds above I am in a state of euphoria just 

Thinking about the taste of your in toxic blood... 

When the sun goes down it's my time to rise, my 

Time to fly, as the moon comes up and the day 

Turns to DUSK the magic comes alive... 

Thirsty and dry, time to rise, time to fly and the 

First one to catch my eye in the DUSK will die 

Well that's just the way of the vampire as the sun 

Goes down and the moon comes up... 

Out of the shadows of dusk!
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 The Devil?s Triangle  

South Atlantic an ancient and

 ominous death trap awaits unexpecting

 ships and planes and tonight it has

 claimed many lives again...well it is a

 mystery that most likely will remain

 unexplained buried deep in sin...however

 I have heard it's the remnants of Atlantis

 and a great and powerful crystal...a portal

 to another dimension well whatever it is

 I don't believe it's a myth or any kind of

 delusion...out of the blue come a green and

 sinister fog spanning San Juan, Bermuda

 and Miami engulfing the Sargasso sea

 well I pray God watches over you in your

 ship or plane as you enter and cross

 over The Devils Triangle and his demonic

 waters!
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 Roanoke

Well and they came by sea in the 17 century. They had the highest of hopes as they did come
ashore the wild wood lands. And setting up housekeeping they were in the best of spirits in the
beginning. But in need of more supplies, eventually. Some sailed back to England only to return to a
great mystery! Roanoke had just disappeared without a trace. Nothing to be found in the whole quiet
place. And to their puzzlement no one dared to even conceive what it could have meant. Because
Roanoke had just vanished like it was never there. Somebody said, "well the whole blessed colony
couldn't have just disappeared into thin air"! But they did feel something sinister had happened
there! And they called it the devil that had stolen Roanoke right out from under them never to be
found again.
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 Lady in White

Well and does she have some kind of unfinished business 

Here and What is she looking for? What makes her weep? 

And weep? Does she not know she lives no more? 

Oh Lady in White in the darkness in the night. 

Lady in White of effervescent light. Reminiscing life 

And Lovers return by moonlight. Oh Lady, Lady in White. 

Well have you seen her in the gardens? Did her mournful 

Song befalls your ears? Have you seen her outside your window? 

Did it strike you as curiosity or fear? How long has this been going on? 

Is her haunting timeless? Do you mind her company? 

Is her restlessness endless? Oh Lady in White in the darkness of the night. 

Lady in White of effervescent light reminiscing life and 

Lovers return by moonlight. Oh Lady, Lady in White.
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 Edinburgh Castle 

Cold spots and disembodied voices

 echo in the ancient castle as shadows

 come from out of nowhere, soldiers in

 armor, ladies in waiting well and but

 then they disappear almost as they

 appear oh don't you know living in

 EDINBURGH CASTLE can be

 a living nightmare...

 They say the only thing you have to

 fear is fear it's self well but I guess

 they never spent one night at

 EDINBURGH CASTLE if they

 had they wouldn't say that I'm sure

 for Heaven's sake I knew there was

 something evil and sinister here the

 moment I walked through the iron 

 gates of EDINBURGH CASTLE...

 Well the hair on the back of my neck

 stood straight up feeling the cold, cold

 breath of something not of this world

 on my skin, well I swear if there's any

 portal to Hell it's gotta be it's gotta be

 this castle if there is any, it's gotta be

 EDINBURGH CASTLE...

 And the feeling of delirium is enough

 to drive you outta of your mind even for

 a short time, living at EDINBURGH

 CASTLE is like living in a nightmare

 I swear it can be your worst nightmare

 oh but no they will not let you leave

 once you get there, once you walk through

 those big, big doors of EDINBURGH

 CASTLE, EDINBURGH CASTLE!
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 The Jersey Devil

Well something of a Blair Witch documentary 

The three of us on dark, dark October night 

We parked our car and took our flashlights 

Deep into the pitch black woods trying to prove 

Or disprove the legend of the ghost man 

Well maybe it's just the idea of it all but I do 

Feel like I'm being watched, don't you feel it to 

Wait a minute, stop, look and listen don't you hear 

That, it sounds like it's coming from over there 

And all around us, I said hello is there anyone 

There, you said boy do you really wanna know 

Well I don't know about you but why don't we 

Just forget about this and go home but she 

Became speechless and as we turned around we 

Came face to face with THE JERSEY DEVIL... 

I never ran so fast in all my life trying to make 

It back to the car and the old dirt road and to be 

Honest with you I forgot all about them 'cuz it's 

Now I know there are things in the darkness 

Wicked and abnormal, thank God for watching 

Over us but I don't think I'll ever sleep again... 

Oooh Jeepers creepers and now here we are 

Again after twenty years going down that same 

Ole dirt road and I'm just sitting on pins and 

Needles, you'd think me crazy if I told you why 

Sometimes you just have to prove yourself wrong 

Because after all these years you still can't believe 

You saw what you saw with your own two eyes 

And but if I saw what I think I really saw well 

I can't believe I'm still alive and if you don't 

Believe me just go ahead and ask them, ask them 

The night from out of the twilight zone, the night 

We came face to face with THE JERSEY DEVIL 
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I remember it as tho it were yesterday even to this 

Day I still have nightmares of that dark, dark October 

Night, the night we came face to face with the 

JERSEY DEVIL and ran, ran for our lives!
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 Angelique 

Oh immortal sorceress, daughter of Lilith 

She is a prism in the moonlight, a deity  

Darker than the Sargasso sea, her fury is  

Unforgiving as the Titans came to  

Recognize all because of their jealousy  

Over her lineage and limitless validities  

War was declared and with one wave  

Of her hand mount Olympus went down  

In flames she just laughed and laughed  

Devouring their celestial transcendence  

Future generations should have learned  

From the fall of the Titans fall but them  

Didn't learn anything at all...  

Cleopatra tried imprisoning her so she could  

Discover the secrets of everlasting life to be  

Queen of not only Egypt but the whole wide  

World but the daughter of Lilith turned herself  

Into the cobra that would be Cleopatra's  

Demise, you thought it was Rome well  

You were wrong; it was her all along...  

Angelique from Martinique, a timeless  

Beauty that even Venus would envy  

Frozen rose suspended in time, high  

Priestess calling out to you, messin'  

With your mind, she'll tell you she loves  

Then she will rip out your heart...  

'Cuz hell has no fury like a woman scorned  

And her magic is like lightning you never  

Know when it comes, her spells are forever  

Binding and she feels no shame in her game  

She'll make you regret the day you were  

Ever born, she may look like an angel but  

She is the devil in disguise and she will have  
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You right where she wants you with just one  

Look into her icy blue eyes 'cuz hell has  

No fury like a woman scorned especially  

When the woman is ANGELIQUE, ANGELIQUE  

From Martinique...  

Oh immortal sorceress and daughter of Lilith  

She is a prism in the moonlight, deity darker  

Than the sea than lies below widow's hill  

You may think she is just a legend but me  

Assure you she is very real...  

ANGELIQUE from Martinique, a timeless  

Beauty even Venus would envy, frozen rose  

Suspended in time, high priestess calling out  

To you, messin' with your mind, she'll tell you  

She loves you then rip out your heart...  

'Cuz hell has no fury like a woman scorned  

Her magic is like lightning you never know  

When it comes, she'll make you regret the day  

You were ever born 'cuz hell have no fury  

Like a woman scorned especially when that  

Witchy woman is ANGELIQUE, ANGELIQUE  

From Martinique! 
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 Widow?s Hill 

Even when the night air is calm

 and still you can hear the wailing

 of women from the past that flung

 themselves off of WIDOW'S HILL

 to the cold, cold ocean below and

 legend has it at Collinwood they're

 waiting for another jaded woman

 to join them at the bottom of

 WIDOW'S HILL where their restless

 spirits wonder still...

 Well listening to this tragic story

 gave Victoria Winters the shivers

 and she couldn't sleep a wink

 that night, she wondered what in the

 world could be so bad that these 

 women would take their own lives...

 The Mistress of Collinwood said "oh

 my dear I'm sorry if I upset you, pay no

 more mind to these silly stories and

 that's all they are nothing but silly old

 stories" but Vicky said I must be crazy

 but I feel like they're trying to lure me

 to my death I don't know why that's

 just the way I feel and I can't help

 myself, especially after seeing the

 shadow of a lady in white at the top

 of WIDOW'S HILL last night"...

 The mistress of Collinwood said "oh

 darlin' it must of been your imagination,

 I've never heard or seen anything out

 there but if that's how you feel then please

 promise me you'll take someone with you

 if you must go out there" Vicky agreed but 
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 she knew the Mistress of Collinwood was

 lying and just trying to relinquish her fears

 Vicky knew the stories were true just as

 she knew she had heard their wailing on

 this cold October night and it wasn't the

 wind because the night air was calm and 

 still, yes she knew it had to be the restless

 spirits of those poor, poor widows that still

 haunt the high ledge and rocky ocean

 below WIDOW'S HILL!
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 New Moon Spell 

NEW MOON SPELL 

in the backwoods of the 

Louisiana bayou voodoo 

is alive and well... 

Calling on fire, wind, earth 

and water in the shadow of 

the torch lights as the 

dance of the dead is danced 

caught up in a trance like 

frenzy, the high priest reads 

from the book of rites and 

invites the spirits to breath 

from our cup of life... 

Three times the power 

of three and this month is 

the perfect month as Jupiter 

trines Aries... 

As the dance of the dead 

is danced around the 

sacred crystals, ancient 

skulls and the brewing 

cauldrons and I know these 

things all too well... 

In the backwoods of the 

Louisiana bayou every time 

the moon is new you can hear 

the distance drums beating 

to a voodoo ceremony as 

A NEW SPELL rings out 

through the night hauntingly!
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 Stronger 

Hear the music beatin' Stronger 

Feel the brandy kickin' in Stronger 

See me gettin' hotter and a growin' 

Stronger 

Well and as the candles burn brighter 

the dream comes to light once more 

faces crystalize but I really don't know 

them anymore. 

I draw on my wisdom and magic 

now, and let the heart go oh 

like a ghost in the fog dragging 

a long silver chain in the shadow 

of my shadow, I still love you so 

Well could it be this is my destiny 

could this be a secret set free? 

Hear the wind a blowin' Stronger 

Feel the heartbeat a beatin' Stronger 

See me growing older and gettin' 

Stronger!
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 Different Dimensions 

Tick tock goes the clock or does it now

 could just be an illusion in a world of

 confusion in a man-made world built

 on lies don't you just wish you could

 disappear through a door somewhere

 to another world where everything 

 makes sense and there's never no

 more sorrow to make you wanna cry

 Well I remember hearing a story

 Einstein once told that there's many

 many mirror like Earth worlds of

 infinity of DIFFERENT DIMENSIONS

 the same reflection of you but many

 different outcomes depending on the

 many different roads we choose to

 take, could be destiny, could be fate...

 Well somehow, someway I'm gonna

 find these mysterious pathways to

 these DIFFERENT DIMENSIONS

 no matter how long it takes and start 

 all over again on another Earth like

 world, a DIFFERENT DIMENSION I

 really feel at home in even if I have to

 kill me, myself, my twin in thousands

 and thousands of DIFFERENT

 DIMENSIONS...

 I will find the right one in the end so

 let the journey begin through stars of

 infinity and thousands and thousands 

 of DIFFERENT DIMENSIONS!
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 Outside the Snow 

Breath on my window silently screaming out for a certain Scorpio but it's like you've just disappeared
like a ghost in the blinding snow the fire here inside is warm but I feel a chill craving your hot, hot
lovin', starvin' for the ecstasy in your kisses and in your hands well the passion floods my soul and
curls my toes... but here it is half past 2 and I'm still waiting, waiting and waiting, texting, texting and
texting you oh Lord I need to see you again 'cuz surely you're not so far away you can't cross the
frozen river and swim the snow but your cellphone seems to be off tonight and it's just driving me
crazy wondering if you're holding someone else in your arms so warm and tight but I pray for your
sake you're not if you value your life... can't you hear me silently screaming out for you like a
banshee's echo across the frozen river... OUTSIDE THE SNOW... OUTSIDE THE SNOW...
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 When I Count My Blessings

When I Count My Blessings I count you twice 'cuz it's

 a miracle come true that you're even a part of my life

 I have so much to be thankful for and I thank God

 every day and every night but When I Count My Blessings

 darling I always count you twice...well it's true we

 often get distracted with the world pulling us in many

 different directions but I guess that's life in the

 big city still like a river that always finds its way

 to the sea I always find my way back to you, you always

 find your way back to me...love is not taken for

 granted even when it's not said often enough we are one

 in the same like an ember to a flame and that's one

 thing I know will never change...I have so much to be

 thankful for and I thank God every day and every night

 but When I Count My Blessings I always, I always count

 you twice!
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 Just In Time for the Holidays  

Well and it seems everybody must be doing their last  

Minute Christmas shopping today  

So now I avoid the interstate after the standstill I was  

In this morning  

I've heard your new hit song on the radio twice already  

Babe well maybe you're listening to my new cd  

Christmas Spirit as you makes your way down from  

Providence Just In Time for the Holidays  

Well and I can't wait to see you again! I've been  

Thinking of popping the question this time they say  

Long distant relationships usually don't work out I guess  

We are the exception and if I have to be honest I must  

Say I knew we were meant to be together way back when  

I just knew it in this heart of mine and I'm so excited now  

Knowing soon we'll be together today Just In Time For  

The Holidays  

And back to the Smokey Mountains and our rendezvous  

Cabin their playing your new hit song on the radio once  

More maybe you're listening to my new cd Christmas Spirit  

I sent you just last week as you make your way down from  

Providence through the hard fallen' snow and icy winds please  

Take special extra care baby 'cuz I can't wait to see you and  

Hold you in my arms again Just another hour or two away  

Just In Time For The Holidays!
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 Sagittarius

Well and you are a freedom 

lover if anything so archer 

of my dreams go on and 

spread your wings as 

lightning goes to the sky in 

the blink of an eye you 

disappear again, born of the 

wind...Sagittarius carefree 

and adventurous, traveling 

heavenly roads and now 

only God knows where 

you are but as you go you 

roll like thunder...well I 

pray I'll see you again as 

Spring turns into Winter 

Sagittarius oh Sagittarius 

for me there will be no other 

love and if I have to I'll wait 

for you forever, forever 

Sagittarius...I can still hear 

you saying I will come back 

to you someday but It is my 

destiny to spread peace, justice 

and harmony to the four corners 

of the earth, this is my whole 

purpose and has been since 

the ancient time of my birth 

and as lightning goes to the 

sky in the blink of an eye 

you are gone again somewhere 

up high above the wind... 

Sagittarius oh Sagittarius 

ruler of my heart where ever 
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you are, near or far I know, I know 

you can feel my love, oooh my love 

my sweet, sweet Sagittarius!
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 Men of Letters 

MEN OF LETTERS is a secret underground

 society, some say they've been around since

 the 1930's, some say they go all the way 

 back to the Knight Templars, all I know is

 that they still exist today but don't ask me

 how I know 'cuz I was sworn to secrecy but

 I will tell you what I can without giving it all

 away...

 THE MEN OF LETTERS have thousands of

 files on the supernatural from creatures we 

 thought were myth's, to creatures we've

 never even heard of before, only other secret

 societies are granted permission to go through

 their extensive library from time to time but

 they never have more than hour to find the

 information they come to find 'cuz the

 MEN OF LETTERS have thousands and

 thousands of files on the supernatural but 

 some things will always remain under lock

 and key for only their eyes to see 'cuz it 

 would mean the end of the world if it ever

 got into the wrong hands so THE MEN OF

 LETTERS have to stay one step ahead of

 every new generation that doesn't quite

 understand just how powerful knowledge

 can be but these MEN OF LETTERS

 are the sons of the legacy...

 a pure bloodline passed down over time...

 guardians of the supernatural...

 guardians of knowledge all powerful...

 MEN OF LETTERS...

 MEN OF LETTERS...
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 The World Unseen 

Well there are many, many

 portals and gateways from

 this world of the living to

 the WORLD UNSEEN

 where demons and ghosts

 walk among us not only

 in the night but in the

 daytime too...

 Could be they've attached

 themselves to you just 

 because they find you some

 kind of an amusing new

 kind of plaything and you

 are familiar with the occult

 and the oui, well don't you

 know it is a portal, a gateway

 for them and then the haunting

 begins, cold spots and goose

 bumps on your skin disembodied

 voices telling you to do bad 

 things and your stuff has been

 moved from one room to another

 again...

 You hear wicked laughter behind

 you, you turn around to find no one

 there, could be because of you're

 a sensitive and wise in the ways of

 the occult, no wonder they find you 

 an amusing little plaything but then

 again it can happen to any of us

 demons and ghosts are here, there

 and everywhere 'cuz there are many, 

 many, many portals and gateways
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 from the land of the living to the

 WORLD UNSEEN!
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 Mary King?s Close 

Underground spillover of sickness

 and the stench of death...

 men, women and children confined

 and condemned, condemned to suffer

 even after the hour glass has ran out

 of time, there is an un-natural coldness

 down the long and winding dark halls

 you can still hear their screams 

 reverberating off the walls as Mary King

 still comes to the children to stop

 their crying as it was in the last few

 minutes of her dying, there's just no rest

 for those who die a violent death...

 Well now and MARY KING'S CLOSE has

 changed over the centuries but the ghost's

 remain, remain thirsty in their hunger for life

 oh what unimaginable horror, agony, pain

 and misery in a dreary and heartless plight

 and you can still hear their screams

 reverberating off the walls, you can still feel

 their breath on the back of your neck

 down the cold long and winding dark, dark

 halls,men,women and children confined and

 condemned to linger in their suffering well

 but there is no rest, no rest for those who

 die such a gruesome and violent death...

 Underground spillover of sickness and the

 stench of death, unimaginable horror and

 misery, you can still hear those blood curling

 screams coming from MARY KING'S CLOSE

 MARY KING'S CLOSE...

 under quarantine!
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 After Midnight 

Eerie sounds all around deep in

 the heart of the graveyard AFTER

 MIDNIGHT, shadows appear and

 seem to move, heartbeat like

 thunder in a state of fright, they're

 coming from all around, I try to

 scream but can't make a sound

 wickedness and evil gnawing

 away every bit of life well don't 

 you know the graveyard is no

 place to be AFTER MIDNIGHT...

 The dead are known to come

 back to life, AFTER MIDNIGHT

 you better stay inside and keep

 your doors and windows locked

 up real tight, AFTER MIDNIGHT

 you better pray to GOD for the

 love of your life, AFTER MIDNIGHT

 the bewitching hour begins...

 AFTER MIDNIGHT and the nightmare

 begins again...

 AFTER MIDNIGHT!
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 Gothic

Silver dagger 

 Shadow of a stranger 

 Ominous danger 

 In a dark, dark place 

 unknown 

 down deep where 

 very few have ever 

 gone 

 And you, you in all 

 your mysterious and 

 Gothic ways 

 that strange look in 

 your eyes is like looking 

 into the eyes of death 

 on a foggy grey day 

 I am afraid but paralyzed 

 and cannot run away... 

 As your voice echoes the 

 words from your big black 

 book of spells 

 I feel trapped like a fly in 

 a black widows web 

 In the shadow of candlelight 

 night after night 

 with your cape pulled up around 

 you tight 

 I feel the cold, cold steel of your 

 silver dagger 

 Looking into the face of monster 

 As the earth comes falling in on me 

 my soul is released from its body!
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 Sea Sorceress

Oh well and the first time I ever saw you

 an Ocean of emotions came crashing down

 upon me it was magic by the full moon and

 waves off the velveteen sea

 You took me by the hand and led me into

 the deep somewhere around the Octopuses'

 web and the Mermaids liar more than 21,000

 leagues under the sea but I was not scared

 you took me into your arms and kissed me full

 of intoxicating air now I think I'm falling in love

 I must be under your spell but oh well what the

 hell now who cares about the world above

 Could this be Atlantis or the lost Garden of Eden

 I don't know but I you're the sound of your beautiful

 voice has me in a trance a full and real dream like

 romance, a state of enchanted ecstasy now would

 you wanna go back if you were me well I don't wanna 

 go back no I wanna stay here with you forever now

 who cares, who cares about the world above

 But then the next thing I knew the sun was shining

 down upon me and the white sands well it must of just

 been a dream but it couldn't of been a dream because

 I see here lying next to me a pearl necklace sparkling

 iridescently oh Sea Witch why did you forsake me

 I cry out I love you come back, come back as I cross

 the sea shore and the light of day turns into night

 of starless black a voice arose from the deep and said

 you will see me again someday and the next time my

 arms will keep you and never let you go again

 now I only live for that day when we will come to swim

 once again together forever

 ...Spending every day and every night 

 waiting and watching desperately
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 walking along the waves of velveteen

 drowning in my misery, lost without you 

 'cuz now I only live to be one with you

 for eternity under the sea...
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 Star of David 

Star of Zion, White and blue

 Shield of the lord, the old and the new. 

 Star of David, Star of peace, Covenant of the holy

 Star of David, Star of light, Shining bright and The

 promise of eternity... 

 Star of David, Star of hope, Miracle star from 

 Heaven afar, Star of David, Fearless and free

 Star of David and blessed and those who believe! 

 Star of Zion, Heart of Israel, 

 the angels honor, Shield of the Lord, 

 Star of David, white and blue 

 Leadership of the old and new!
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 The Unsung Heroes of Christmas 

Well it just breaks my heart 

That you can't be home for 

Christmas...nobody should have 

To work on Christmas day but 

Not everybody sees it my way 

People make excuses and say 

It's not all about the money...yeah 

Right you think you're trying to fool 

So for those of you that has to 

Work on Christmas day this song 

Is for you...the true hero of 

Christmas, merry, merry Christmas 

To you... 

All the Doctors, the Nurses and 

Pharmacists, all you truck drivers 

Waiters and firemen, all of you 

Retail employees, the security guards 

And policemen and a special thanks 

For all of you in Afghanistan...well you 

Are the true heroes of Christmas this is 

Clear but we still wish you were here 

Home where you belong... 

Oh don't you know it just breaks my heart 

That the world can't stop for Jesus for just 

One day out of the year well it seems like 

A sin but the world is full of scrooges 

Much to chagrin... 

Still some make excuses and say it's 

Not all about the money...yeah right you can't 

Fool me in the end so this song goes out 

To the true UNSUNG HEROES OF 

CHRISTMAS oh bless your heart and 

Soul, I just want to say hey I appreciate 
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More than you'll ever know and a very, 

Merry, merry Christmas to you all of you 

UNSUNG HEROES OF CHRISTMAS!
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 Mistletoe 

Hang it high, hang it low 

It really doesn't matter, no 

Just hang that Mistletoe 

And kiss me, kiss me 

With all your heart and 

Soul 

You know that's what 

I've been waiting for 

Ever since you came 

Through our front door 

It'd be great if you could 

Stay awhile and maybe 

Help us decorate 

We've got plenty of 

Eggnog and gingerbread 

Cakes but before you go 

Want you this Mistletoe 

Yeah... 

Hang it high, hang it low 

It really doesn't matter, no 

Just hang a little Mistletoe 

And kiss me, kiss me 

With all your heart and 

Soul 

Then maybe before you 

Leave we can take a walk 

Down the snow covered 

Road and talk about you 

And me... 

It'd be great if you could 

Stay a little while longer 

You know my parents 

Wouldn't mind! They like 
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You almost as much as I 

Do, almost ha-ha! 

Their always talking about 

How we're just like two of 

A kind. 

But if you must go 

Will ya do me a big, big 

Favor and hand this bag full 

Of Mistletoe 

Yeah... 

Hang it high, hang it low 

It really doesn't matter, no 

Just hang that Mistletoe 

And kiss me, kiss me 

With all your heart and 

Soul oh...
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 Merry Christmas from Me to You

Well MERRY CHRISTMAS TO YOU 

from my house to yours, I pray it's the 

best Christmas you could ever hope for 

but don't forget it's not all about the 

presents under the Christmas tree 

no it's really more about the birth of 

Jesus Christ our Lord, our Lord and 

savior who was born so we may live 

forever and so if we keep the true 

meaning of Christmas how could we 

even feel sad or blue... 

Don't you know the promise of forever 

is in the air, can't you feel it, oh can't 

you feel it everywhere so MERRY 

CHRISTMAS, MERRY CHRISTMAS 

TO YOU, may it be all you want it to be 

and from the foothills of Tennessee 

A VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS, A 

VERY, VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS 

from you from me!
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 Trinity

In the name of the Father, the Son and The Holy Spirit

 I am born again, I am finally at peace within and

 now I just have to shout out Alleluia, Alleluia, Alleluia

 I have been saved by the grace of the Trinity, by the

 power and the mercy, I am forgiven of my sins

 in the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit

 now and forever Amen...

 Well but I'm not saying I'm perfect or better than

 anyone else by no means but I have been brushed

 by Angel wings and now my life is no longer what it

 used to seem now that I am redeemed...

 In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit

 I am born again, forgiven of my sins...

 Alleluia, alleluia, oh alleluia...

 saved by the grace, the power and the mercy of the

 Holy, Holy TRINITY!
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 I Exalt Thee 

For so long I have been down so low

 lost in the darkness of doubt, the Devil

 kept saying you think and you worry

 way too much but Jesus said I am the

 way, the love and the life, his voice 

 sounded like rolling thunder, turning

 my heart inside out and it's now I know

 you can hear me, down on bended knees

 saying oh hallowed be thy name, forever

 and for all eternity, yes and I pray for

 those, for you and me, I am so tired and

 weary but I know Jesus will give me

 the strength to sustain until he comes

 back to get me because I know, I know

 he loves me oh and so I EXALT THEE

 Lord Jesus, I EXALT THEE, I EXALT

 THEE...

 Oh and as the Angels sing I sing along

 with them, he heard me as if I were singing

 alone, singing my new heart song, singing

 my life is in your hands, grant me wisdom

 peace and patience so I can be the man

 you want me to be, the man you wanna see

 me be, show me the way and I will follow

 because love leads me and if nobody loves

 me Jesus I know you love me and I EXALT

 THEE, I EXALT THEE Lord Jesus, I EXALT

 THEE...
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 Let Love Begin

Well what can I offer you 

When you already have 

Everything and more... 

You snap your fingers and 

An entourage of nameless 

Faces come running pampering 

You but isn't there not anything 

You do not yearn for...where 

Do you go when you dream, 

Do you ever feel like there's 

Something missing in your heart 

...well I may be a fool but here's 

Sending my love your way all 

The way to the United Kingdom 

From Tennessee now does that 

Bring a smile to your face, does 

That make your day, does that take 

You away, does that touch you 

Deep within if it does then c'mon 

And Let Love Begin oh you red 

Haired English angel open up your 

Heart, open your heat and let me in 

Although we are an ocean apart 

Don't you know I'd jump a jet plane 

Tonight to get to you if you'd only, 

Only open your heart and Let Love 

Begin!
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 Hold That Thought...

Hold That Thought I've got a 

UFO to catch...they wanna 

Throw me a party for some 

Reason or another but I'm 

Sure it'll be a hoot-n-any so 

Hold That Thought darlin' 

I'll be back before you can 

Finish your beer and we can 

Get back to getting down 

And dirty...oh my heart, oh 

What a day...this morning 

My new cd was released 

And I graced the cover of 

Time magazine then took 

A limo to have lunch with 

Tom Petty and Don Henley 

Little did I know BMI arranged 

The whole thing for my first 

Smash hit "Out Of a Dream" 

I thought the celebration 

Would never end so we'd 

Get back to getting down 

And dirty well it seems 

Everything I touch now 

Just turns to gold oh but 

Wait a minute baby 

Hold That Thought and 

My beer...I'll be back 

Before you can get out 

Of them clothes, just 

Hold That Thought... 

I'll be back before you 

Can say baby don't go 
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I have to catch this UFO 

So just Hold That 

Thought, Hold That 

Thought!
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 You, Yourself

There's good and bad in everything I guess that's just

 the way of this thing we call life but without pain

 and sorrow we wouldn't learn anything, we need a

 little rain in our lives for our souls to grow still

 even in the dark there are traces of light And You,

 Yourself can be a beacon of light for another if it's

 just to give them some hope to cope when in times of

 trouble and misery has them not knowing up from down

 you yourself can create a miracle if it's just to

 give someone a helping hand...sometimes we all need a

 helping hand so be a friend and when you need a

 friend to see you through you will find someone to

 stand by you...It's just like that old saying you

 gotta take the good with the bad tired of living,

 scared of dying it's like we're caught somewhere in

 between but faith and prayer is a powerful thing and

 You, Yourself can create miracles we are only a little

 lower than the Angels and even on those cold and

 starless nights there are still traces of light...
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 South Hawthorn

Somewhere Down Over South Hawthorn's Way 

That's where we would always meet at the dark 

End of the street in the moon's shadow 

Teenagers sneakin' some kissin', some huggin' 

And some lovin' until the break of day and just 

A little bit more again until sunset tomorrow! 

As another summer night finds us on fire 

Entertaining the feeling of our souls new found 

Desire now come hail or high water and the 

Passion explodes like thunder! 

Young and kindred spirits fresh out of puberty 

Giving into our ecstasy 'til the break of day and 

Then just a little more again until sunset tomorrow! 

Oh Somewhere Down Over South Hawthorn's Way 

That's where we would always meet at the dark 

End of the street in the moon's shadow 

Teenagers sneakin' some kissin', some huggin' 

And some lovin' until the break of day and just 

A little bit more again until sunset tomorrow 

Somewhere, Somewhere Down Over South Hawthorn's Way!
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 I Know How You Feel!

Well I feel your trauma I'm no stranger

 to the misery of a broken heart and the

 drama you try to avoid everyday...every night

 moving in the same circles you've been

 moving in for so long...blind in the dark

 I feel your pain like a hard driving rain kinda

 like a ghost lost in the fog for years on end

 no arms to go around you and drowning in

 the deep end crying out for help and wishing

 you were someone else...it's enough to make

 you wish you had a heart of stone when you 

 are all alone caught somewhere in between

 the dark and the dawn, the nightmare that has

 a hold on you, the hell you're going through

 another day closer to going insane well I

 Know, I Know How You Feel 'cuz I feel the

 same!
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 13 Ghosts   

Your house is a historical landmark 

That's been passed down from 

Generation to generation but little 

Did you know this gift you were 

About to inherit would cause 

Great chaos and devastation.. 

Your ancestors are getting 

Restless now longing for some 

Company in that big, big castle 

Over-looking the north pacific sea 

On the edge of widow's hill 

Over-looking a dark raging sea.. 

Well now and your son and 

Daughter's oui ja board is talking 

back without hands speaking of 

things the departed ones can 

understand, then the gate keeper 

speaks of the others saying I am 

here with the father of your fathers 

mother, the one who sold his soul 

for the sake of a lasting dynasty 

but now your curiosity has the 

better of you and now you seek an 

audience for a séance in a cold, icy 

room over-looking the sea, in the 

shadow of candlelight 13 GHOSTS 

will torment you tonight if you don't 

die from fright before dawn's early 

morning light, still you will never be 

the same sane person again living 

in this haunted castle of 13 GHOSTS 

there is no limit to their evil...no limit 

to their sin... 
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they'll do whatever it takes to get you 

to join them forever in this big, big gloomy 

castle over-looking a dark and raging sea 

where pain, suffering and death is it's only 

legacy!
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 The Dark Glen 

Take special care with you as you travel

 through the DARK GLEN tonight, ride

 your dark stallion fast and don't stop

 for nothing for there is evil there that

 would love to possess your life and 

 they are all around, in the forest, in the

 lakes and up in the mountains high

 earth and sky, so stay focused now

 and don't let them distract you from

 getting back to Warwickshire just

 across the other side, the other side

 of the DARK GLEN, ride, ride like the

 wind...

 Still I worry and I fear for the love of

 your soul for so many, many good

 men have gone in but never returned

 from the DARK GLEN...

 I have seen crystal visions of demons

 beasts and all sorts of hidden things

 that would boggle the mind but even

 in all my magic I cannot protect you

 all the time and of all nights on this

 All Hallows Eve you are walking a very

 fine line between your villages and mine...

 This is the one true test of love, willing

 to go through hell to get to Heaven; still

 I would rather suffer loneliness just to 

 keep you safe in your shanty village

 town than for you to risk your life to get

 to me through the haunted glen...

 THE DARK, DARK GLEN!
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 Give Me What You Got

Well you say you like what you see 

Well fasten your seat belt baby my 

Love is an intense one to say the least 

Yeah and I'm a naughty boy so if you 

Think you can handle that then bring it 

On, bring it on 'cuz I've overheard you 

Talking about me to some of your 

Friends and you say you think I'm 

Devastatingly hot...well if you got the 

Endurance then show me what you got 

And don't stop just Give Me All You Got 

Even if it's just for one night so what and 

Why not...lay me down and set me free 

Hold me, kiss me, do with me what you 

Please, what'cha waiting for 'cuz I've 

Overheard to talking to your so called 

Friends and they tell me behind your back 

That you think I'm totally hot well then c'mon 

C'mon and Give Me, Give Me What You Got!
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 Just Forget It?

Well here it is a quarter after three in the morning

 and I'm all alone again...I wish you would call me or

 come over and keep me company don't you know I'd give

 anything to be your everything again but we're not even

 any longer friends you'd think after all these years I

 would have learned to let you go...they say just get

 over it, Just Forget It but that is easier said than 

 done...hope continues to haunt my heart, holding onto

 any flicker of light in the dark maybe when Saturn

 loses it wings I'll finally learn not to care but 'til

 then I'm a long ways of being there, no I can't get over

 you and I can't just forget the love we shared...well

 was I born to live a life of solitude, was I meant to

 suffer through the seasons like a ghost holding onto a

 dream of you...they say just get over it already at 

 last but I can't forget, I Just Can't Forget the past.
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 Sail Away With Me

Well and I know these lakes like 

The back of my hand 

I used to like to be on the open 

Waters alone the serenity made me 

Feel strong but now after meeting 

You I am a new man and now I'd 

Like nothing better than if you came 

Along and... 

Sail Away With Me together in 

The breeze of the sea let lose the 

World and breath deep the 

Tranquility yes and it is true I know 

The best things in life are free so 

Baby want you come along now 

Come and Sail Away With Me 

We can drop anchor right here 

And make love underneath the clear 

Blue sky lovers in motion to the 

Waves a rocking' and a Rollin' pooh 

Yeah baby and looking into your 

Eyes I can see you feel the way I do 

Inside I can't believe this is happening 

To me but now I am a new man and 

Now I want you always right by my 

Side so... 

Sail Away With Me together in 

The breeze of the sea let lose the 

World and breath deep the 

Tranquility yes and it is true I know 

The best things in life are free so 

Baby want you come along now 

Come and Sail Away With Me 

Come and Sail Away With Me!
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 Until We Meet Again

Well Until we meet again you'll be

 in my thoughts and prayers

 where ever your heart takes you

 take care my love, take care...I know

 you've got to follow your dreams

 and I hope they all come true sooner

 or later for God only knows when but

 oh how I'll miss you Until We Meet

 Again, no I'll try not to cry but I'm

 already misty eyed...you put your

 finger on my lips and say shhhh let's

 not say goodbye let's just say fare

 thee well Angel eyes...well I love you

 so much I will set you free 'cuz I'd

 feel awful if you ever came to resent

 me from following you're the desires of

 your heart and soul but still haven't

 found yet so let your journey begin

 I'll surely miss you my love, my friend

 take care and you'll be in my prayers

 Until We Meet Again, Until We Meet

 Again!
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 #1 Man

Whoa oh baby ain't I still your #1 Man

 do I still make you feel safe and warm

 when you are in my arms, do I still turn 

 you on every time we touch, ain't I still

 the one and only one you will ever love

 well baby, oh baby, baby please tell me

 I am still your one and only man, your

 #1 MAN, your #1 man... 

 'cuz if you asked me to I'd give you

 the moon just because I can, I will 

 protect you, I will defend you like no

 man can and when you are scared

 of the unknown I will hold your hand

 I will be your peace of mind when

 confusion clouds your mind and

 when you've taken about all you can

 stand I will wipe away your tears

 because don't you understand just

 how special you are to me well

 you are so very special to me you

 understand, I will give you the moon

 and stars just because you deserve

 it and because I am the man, I am

 the man, your #1 MAN, your #1 MAN.
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 Dreaming About Me

Well are you DREAMING ABOUT ME

 baby 'cuz I'm dreaming about you

 do you want me to be your fantasy

 come true oh do you want me baby

 do you want me well I want you

 do you need me baby do you need

 me oh 'cuz baby I need you so bring

 it on over if you are DREAMING

 ABOUT ME, I've got a whole lotta love

 in my house for you, if you are

 DREAMING ABOUT ME BABY

 IF YOU ARE DREAMING ABOUT

 ME...

 Surely you are DREAMING ABOUT

 ME tonight 'cuz tonight we had the time

 of our lives, dancing, laughing and kissing

 'til the early mornings light well now

 I close my eyes and bite my lip oh how

 sweet it is just the thought of you makes

 me oh so, so hot I wanna jump into your

 sea, so wet drowning in ecstasy oh baby,

 baby I want you, I need you just imagine

 all the wild and crazy things we could do

 so bring it on over here if you are

 DREAMING ABOUT ME, I've got your love

 if you are DREAMING ABOUT ME well

 come on over here, I've got your love...

 I've got your love baby...

 if you are DREAMING, DREAMING OF ME!
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 Every Day 

Every day that goes by I remember when you used to love me and the tears fall like rain from my
eyes because no one could ever take your place. Every day I die just a little bit more inside.

 Every day, Every day that goes by, I long for sweet yesterday when we would love the days away,
it's a mystery to me how ever our love flowed liked a river then seemed to just turn to dust, but still
you will hold a special place in my heart longer than always!

 And every day I hope to see you again! Just because we're not who we we're that doesn't mean we
can't still be friends! Every day I come home I hope to find you waiting on my front door steps like
you used to do not too long ago but as usual you are nowhere to be found.I know you've moved on
with your life as I should also too I know but for me it doesn't seem to be so easy to let you go oh
no...And every day that goes by the tears fall like rain from my eyes missing you and the things we
used to do.

 I'm like a prisoner to my heart and the memories of you now that we are apart. Every day dying just
a little more inside. Every day, every day that goes by.
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 Happy Birthday My Love

Happy Birthday My Love 

Although we are no longer 

Together anymore I still wish 

The very best for you well and 

On this day of all days I hope 

You get all you want and more! 

May the sun shine down on 

You where-ever you are yeah 

And keep that fire burning in 

Your heart, don't you know 

That's what I always loved 

About you and that intense 

Charisma I've never known in 

Any other, I know, I know I 

Will love you forever! 

Damn the people, the rumors 

And lies that came between us 

Still I have no regrets no, I'm just 

Happy to have all those tender 

Memories of sweet, sweet yesterday 

But I'd be a liar if I said I never 

Prayed God would send you back to 

Me before I go to my grave. 

You are one in a million so keep 

That fire burning in your heart 

Where-ever you are I sincerely 

Wish you a very, very Happy Birthday 

Now Happy Birthday My Love!
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 Don?t Worry about Tomorrow (God is Already There)

DON'T WORRY ABOUT TOMORROW GOD IS ALREADY THERE

 have faith of the heart and believe in the power of prayer I know

 there are those out there that just love to make you feel unworthy

 but don't you know God loves you more than you're aware so

 DON'T WORRY ABOUT TOMORROW GOD IS ALREADY THERE...

 Well I know you feel down hearted today and nothing is going

 your way, somebody has hurt your feelings again and made you cry

 and you are worrying yourself sick over something tomorrow may

 or may not bring, well dry your eyes now God is on your side and you

 will survive 'cuz no matter what...

 God loves you more than you can ever imagine so have faith of the heart

 and take it to him in prayer, there's really no reason to despair over tomorrow

 'cuz GOD IS ALREADY THERE...

 Everything happens for a reason according to his grand plans although

 I know you wish you could understand but he has your best interest 

 at heart even if it's just to make you stronger so take it in stride now

 nothing ever lasts forever and DON'T WORRY, DON'T WORRY ABOUT

 TOMORROW GOD IS ALREADY THERE!
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 Where Heaven and Earth Meet 

A stroke of genius like a work of art

 I can feel it in my heart now a miracle

 and a dream come true

 The breaking of bondage like little

 pieces of glass scattered apart

 coming back to myself now in the

 movement of Kiev and Curio Czar

 The turn of a new century and 20 past

 2000 a new cycle of spiritualism has 

 begun as if back to Shangri-La

 Angels have come and brought back

 peace among the land and so now I know

 the prophecy wasn't just a work of 

 fiction Somewhere Between Where Heaven

 And Earth Meet 21 past 2000 life has never

 been so sweet now here, Here Where

 Heaven And Earth Meet

 Well and in a flash of brilliance divine

 by thus far a miracle and a dream comes

 true just like a work of art and a revelation

 of the heart coming back to myself, coming 

 back to myself now in the movement of

 Kiev and Curio Czar!
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 TIT for TAT

Why now must we fight

 like we are enemies

 when we are supposed to

 be in love...

 they say two wrongs don't

 make a right but you never

 let the little things go and

 in turn I return every negative

 and derogatory thing right

 back...it's a crying shame

 we must play these childish 

 games, you hurt me, I hurt

 you back just like that, 

 TIT FOR TAT... 

 Well but don't you think we 

 it's about time we should just 

 forgive and forget and get back 

 loving each other like we said 

 we would forever, we can't go on

 holding onto grudges that just

 promises to tear us apart but I 

 know I'm just as much to blame

 as you are 'cuz you hurt me, I 

 always have to hurt you back

 just like that in a snap, TIT FOR

 TAT...

 I wish we could get back to the

 way we were in the start oh don't

 you know it is like a dagger in my

 heart but you never give in and I don't

 give up, it's a crying shame we play

 these childish games, you hurt me

 I hurt you back, an unbroken cycle
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 over and over again...

 TIT FOR TAT, TIT FOR TAT!
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 Fandango (Get Funky) 

Hey, hey, hey Latin cutie,

 hot on the dance floor

 come and let me dance with

 you, I can feel the heat

 radiating from your body

 and Whoa I am mesmerized

 GET FUNKY,GET FUNKY

 GET FUNKY baby oh

 yi, yi, yi GET FUNKY

 GET FUNKY,GET FUNKY

 baby work that FANDANGO

 Oh go, go, go and GET

 FUNKY baby here on the

 dance floor do that FANDANGO

 like they do in Rio De Janeiro

 Hey, hey, hey you Latin hottie

 you, get down on your bad self-shake 

 It baby shake it, look, look

 it looks just like jello on springs

 oh baby let me touch it, let me

 lick it, let me taste it oooh carumba

 bon bon Louis and I don't need no

 Spanish fly on the fly oh no 'cuz

 you are the bomb you hot, hot

 Latin thing...

 I can feel the heat radiating from 

 your body and I am mystified

 GET FUNKY, GET FUNKY

 GET FUNKY baby oh yi, yi, yi

 Whoa work that FANDANGO

 oh go, go, go and GET FUNKY

 GET FUNKY, GET FUNKY

 right here and now on the dance
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 floor, do that FANDANGO, work

 that FANDANGO just like you

 used to do in Rio, Rio De Janeiro

 and GET FUNKY!
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 It?s No Secret 

Walk with me through the gate and garden

 I have a story to tell you 'Lil darlin' but

 understand it was a different way of life

 in 1864 when the country was divided and

 thrown into a civil war...

 it was then a Captain of the Union army

 was wounded at the battle of Shiloh but

 somehow he managed to escape and

 make it to this great estate in the thick

 of ice and snow well and she saw him

 looking out the big picture window..

 A beautiful old maid of 29, like I said

 this was another place in time but

 despite the scandal she took him in

 and nursed him back to health but

 little did they know that cold winter day

 would change their lives forever as the

 days went by and the months turned

 into years he stayed here and they 

 raised a large, large family together...

 No one ever knew what happened to

 him, he changed his name and was 

 never heard from again but IT'S NO

 SECRET Anymore your great, great

 grandfather was a Yankee in the civil

 war...

 you said shut your mouth, it can't be

 true, I said oh but it is, it is true but don't

 worry honey child, it'll make a good

 novel or two, you said well that is for

 sure now that IT'S NO SECRET, IT'S

 NO SECRET Anymore!
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 Fly

Sundown on a January Sunday

 a blast from the past caught me

 by surprise although we have

 been estranged someone could

 of told me you died, now I am

 in mourning regretting that we

 never got to reconcile so but with

 tears in my eyes on this cold, cold

 January night in the shadow of

 a full moons light I say I'm sorry

 I know I could of been a better

 son but a wild horse will run...

 But now you can put your wings

 up, put your wings up, put your

 wings up and fly but please

 daddy please don't forget me

 over on the other side...

 But put your wings up, put your

 wings up, put your wings up 

 and FLY, just go on and FLY

 now FLY, just FLY!
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 The One in Control 

Sometimes we all get to feeling

 a little lonely and sad, sometimes the

 darkness can be so overwhelming

 there just doesn't seem to be any

 light to be found but don't lose hope

 God isn't heartless and when you 

 need him he won't let you down but

 you get to give it all to him and let

 all your sorrows go, the harder you

 push the stronger he will resist 'til

 you realize he is THE ONE IN 

 CONTROL...

 So fear thee not oh no he is in

 control, he is in control of the way

 the four winds blow, he is in control

 of the rain, the ice and snow, the way

 the rivers and the oceans ebb and flow

 and he is in control of your heart

 mind, body and soul, no matter how you

 want it to go, he is THE ONE, THE ONE

 IN CONTROL!
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 Follow Your Heart 

You say come and live with me

 if you want to be free who cares

 what people think I am all you need

 so don't be afraid I promise you, 

 you can trust me baby

 Well and I did feel a connection

 from the start just like lightning in

 the dark so I can't help but to follow

 my heart now my bags are packed

 and ready for the my life to paint

 a new work of art

 You say you think it's time I become

 my brand new man and that this year

 is the year for a refreshing change

 you say you ain't got nothing to lose

 baby only great and wonderful things

 to gain

 And so who cares what people think

 my bags are packed and I'm a gonna

 follow my heart, I'm a gonna set my spirit

 free there just comes a time who you 

 gotta live what you believe and be who

 you are now I'm a gonna follow my heart

 why don't you Follow Your Heart now

 don't you think it's time to Follow Your

 Heart and set yourself free!
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 The Miracle of Love 

Well I never thought I'd ever get over you

 but that was until last night when someone

 new came into my life...

 now I feel a reason for going on living and

 smiling instead of crying, it's a Miracle

 plain and simple there's no denying, it's

 a Miracle, Miracle of love...

 'cuz when you walked out on me I swore

 I'd never fall in love again, you broke my

 heart into so many pieces I couldn't

 imagine anyone could ever put it back

 together again but that was until last

 night when someone new came into my

 life...

 now I feel a reason for going on living and

 smiling instead of crying, it's a Miracle

 plain and simple there's no denying, it's

 a Miracle, Miracle of love...

 Well and now my heart feels full as the

 moon is tonight, you reach out to touch

 my face and all the heartaches I've been

 carrying around with me for so long just

 seem to vanish without a trace...you

 kiss me so gently and tenderly I just

 tremble in your embrace and here I

 go again falling in love once again... 

 now I feel a reason for going on living and

 smiling instead of crying, it's a Miracle

 plain and simple there's no denying, it's

 a Miracle, Miracle of love...
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 Freedom Sea 

Well there comes a time when every boy 

Must become a man but don't cry mama 

I'll be just fine on my own and I don't need 

Anyone to hold my hand I know you'll 

Miss me while I'm gone and I'll miss you 

Too but now I must be moving along 

I hear the call of the wild and I can see 

A new day a dawning out on the open sea 

Well and it's now I know this is my destiny 

Don't you go I got to follow my heart 

Wherever it takes me and there is no freedom 

Like the freedom of riding out the waves of 

A deep, deep blue sea 

I'm not saying I don't have mixed emotions 

But I'll work'em out in time so please mama 

Don't you cry God will take care of me and 

All will turn out to be fine I wanna see the 

World now and live like a gypsy I ain't 

Getting any younger don't you know, no 

And I'm not getting anywhere here in a hurry 

I hear the call of the wild and I can see 

A new day a dawning out on the open sea 

Well and it's now I know this is my destiny 

Don't you go I got to follow my heart 

Wherever it takes me and there is no freedom 

Like the freedom of riding out the waves of 

A deep, deep blue sea 

This is my destiny... 

I can feel it in my heart... 

Just like a gypsy... 

Freedom calling out to me... 

Taken, taken by the sea...
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 Hail Mary 

Well and once again I have fallen

 fallen short of the glory oh but

 HAIL MARY full of grace and most

 most holy I have to believe that

 in my darkest hours you are

 watching over me with a tenderness

 and compassion only a mother

 can give a child, full of unconditional

 love in the name of your righteous

 sons name, Christ Jesus...

 Oh holy mother surround me now

 in your warm love light, hold me in

 your arms ever so tight oh mother,

 Queen of Heaven you know I only

 want to be the man the Lord wants

 to see me be so instead of feeling

 unworthy couldn't you just cease

 the pain of my shame, couldn't you

 just look deep down into my soul

 and show our Lord that one special

 something he can find favor with me

 once again, oh I pray, pray for me

 mother Mary, most holy, most holy

 blessed virgin Mary, HAIL MARY

 full of grace, forever and ever...amen
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 Temple of the Heart 

Sitting here by the fireside in the shadow of a golden light I reflect on my life and once again the
poet writes...

 Just like a sacred journey back to The Temple of The Heart these are ancient times somewhere
between the light and the dark. 

 And In remembrance of you I pour myself another glass of wine for all the unresolved issues left
suspended in time. 

 But that's another story for another time I'm seeing life through different eyes now than I did
yesterday. You may still say I'm a dreamer but the dreams I dream now have all taken on a whole
new meaning! 

 But somethings never change like the color of my eyes the fire that burns inside and the tower
turning...

 As I journey back to The Temple of My Heart somewhere in between the light and the dark. Sitting
here tonight by this fireside in the shadow of a golden light and once again the poet writes...
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 Portrait of a Lady Come to Life

PORTRAIT OF A LADY COME TO LIFE

 staring out of the upper window in the broad

 daylight, starched in a broad collar and a long

 flowing dress of black, it is as cold as an icy

 January morning you just know something 

 is in the room with you and if you could move

 you'd be getting out of there fast 'cuz story goes

 she was a vain and self-centered woman

 from many centuries ago but God only knows 

 the true secret life that remains untold but

 the portrait of a smile less Fraulein still haunts

 those who own the painting after all this time

 a legend in her own mind, evil incarnate suspended

 in time...

 PORTRAIT OF A LADY COME TO LIFE

 disrupting a God fearing family's life, greatly

 enjoying scaring the hell out of them oh and

 there she goes driving them crazy again causing

 chaos and just laughing about it but no one else

 seems to be laughing about it but there's just

 no doubt about it...

 It's THE PORTRAIT OF A LADY COME TO LIFE

 morning, day and night, as cold as ice...

 well my advice is to burn that damn painting and

 burn it tonight!
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 Jesus is Just a Heartbeat Away 

Whatever your troubles, whatever your fears

give them to the Lord and set your spirit free

open your heart and mind today, don't you

know JESUS IS JUST A HEARTBEAT

AWAY, peace and love is yours for the

asking, there are no Angels here in waiting

For God gave his only son so we could be

reconciled in Heaven with him, there is salvation

for anyone who repents and ask for forgiveness

of their sins so worry not your soul, you are loved

you are loved more than you'll ever know

Jesus came into this world to save it not to

condemn it 2,000 and something years ago

and every minute of every day a miracle

happens from the host of Heaven to those

here on earth who still believe heart and soul

It's great the world can be at peace on

Christmas day but shouldn't we carry that

feeling with us every day all year around

this is my Christmas wish when tomorrow

comes we'll all still be friends and peace

can still be found yes this is my Christmas

wish today for...

For God gave his only son so we could be

reconciled in Heaven with him, there is salvation

for anyone who repents and ask for forgiveness

of their sins so worry not your soul, you are loved

you are loved more than you'll ever know and

JESUS IS JUST A HEARTBEAT, A HEARTBEAT

AWAY!
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 Oh No Not Again 

Here we go again trying to revive something 

That has long since been dead and somebody 

Said I see red well and here we go again 

Going around and around again... 

Oh and I feel a strange change from the other 

Side of your closed door putting a strain on me 

Trying to sort out these mixed up feelings oh 

Don't you know it is a strain on me but here we 

Go again, OH NO NOT AGAIN... 

Well but this is the sixth day in a row the rain 

Has fallen down oh and I am just as blue, no love 

Anywhere to be found oh no and no one to wrap 

My arms around and still the rain keeps fallen 

Fallen down, down, down... 

Oh and how I wish I knew then what I know now 

But you can't go back so you just gotta try to muddle 

Through this somehow but you'd think after all 

These years it would be easier to swallow your pride 

But no one ever gets out of this world alive... 

If only I knew then what I know now but you can't 

Go back you just have to make tomorrow a little 

Better somehow... 

Oh but here we go again, OH NO, OH NO NOT AGAIN 

But here we go again, trying to raise the dead 

Somebody said I see red and here we go again 

Around and around again, OH NO, OH NO NOT AGAIN 

OH NO NOT AGAIN, NOT AGAIN!
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 Just Sayin?

I know there's nothing I can say to you

 that will change your mind, you say

 it's the end of an era and a new one

 has just begun but listen to me as I 

 leave this echo in your head 'cuz you 

 will never get away from me no matter

 how far you run...

 I'm JUST SAYIN' my love for you will

 go on and on long after you're gone

 and I'm JUST SAYIN' you will feel me

 like the cold and icy winter wind as 

 the moon moves across the blue ridge

 mountains and shines through the bare

 trees...

 I'm JUST SAYIN' nothing can change 

 what we had when we had it all no oh

 so I'm JUST SAYIN', I'm JUST SAYIN'

 and I ain't playing, JUST SAYIN'!
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 Karen 

A timeless superstar she was 

You could hear it in her voice 

All her dreams, all her love 

She could just had a way of 

Touching your soul maybe 'cuz 

She had a heart of gold 

Oh now even still her songs 

Go on and on as if her spirit is 

Still reaching out to us from 

The beyond just like an angel 

Come home 

Karen Carpenter and they still 

Long to be close to you as time 

Goes by you're still loved by 

Your fans, old and new 

A timeless superstar she remains 

Something of a legacy preordained 

And as her songs go on and on 

Every time it's just like an angel 

Just like an angel come home. 

  

~Dedicated to Karen Carpenter~
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 Let It All Hang Out 

Audacious says the eyes of blue green

 black and shiny leather from head

 to toe, you sexy thing, you sexy thing

 well and today a new love has found

 it's way to my heart and nothing

 nothing's gonna go wrong, I can hear

 the birds singing a brand new song

 and I feel absolutely fantastic...

 Oh no doubt I'm breaking out

 freedom, freedom is what I'm talking 

 about and I just wanna dance and

 shout and LET IT ALL HANG OUT

 today is one of those day's I can 

 say I've only dreamed about oh and

 I just wanna dance and shout and

 LET IT ALL HANG OUT...

 'Cuz oh whoa my head is spinning

 dancing up against you I'm drunk

 with desire, you sexy, sexy thing

 long blonde hair like horses mane

 blowing in the wind like wild fire

 well today love has found its way

 through the summer heat and haze

 and I am carried away by all the

 wild and naughty things you say

 oh but whoa, whoa I feel fantastic

 Well no doubt I'm breaking out

 freedom, freedom is what I'm talking 

 about and I just wanna dance and

 shout and LET IT ALL HANG OUT

 today is one of those day's I can 

 say I've only dreamed about oh and

 I just wanna dance and shout and
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 LET IT ALL HANG OUT, yeah and

 just LET IT ALL HANG OUT!
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 New Orleans 

Well I'm a heading back to NEW ORLEANS 

Tonight, gotta get out of this one horse town 

And back to Bourbon street where the night 

Life is hot to trot in the big city lights and the 

Music keeps you on your feet and the vampires 

Could be just about anyone you meet... 

Just hanging out in the French Quarter and 

Having a good ole time, it depends on what you're 

Looking for that depends on what you will find... 

Reading of the cards, a drink or two at this bar, a 

Drink or two at that bar, or just a one night stand 

Take your pick it's all there like liquid gold running 

Through your hands and that's why I'm heading 

Back down to NEW ORLEANS, the city of dreams 

Down in NEW ORLEANS, NEW ORLEANS!
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 Lily Sweet 

For years she has waited for this day

 you didn't have much to say but I 

 guess it's better that way anyways

 she says she would write but they knew

 she was glad to be getting out of here

 and she did not shed one single tear

 he took her hand and said don't be

 afraid now hence forth our wedding day

 And now the Angel has earned her

 wings don't you know a heart has to

 follow its dreams, in the shadow of an

 older man and a set of golden rings

 oh lily of the valley, sunshine over

 a mountain spring, finding herself

 following her dreams and the Angel 

 has found her wings...

 And with child he holds her and tells

 her LILY SWEET I know you will

 make a good mother she say for the

 first time in my life I truly feel alive

 and then after another five the light

 of love still shines bright in her eyes

 And now the Angel has earned her

 wings don't you know a heart has to

 follow its dreams, in the shadow of an

 older man and a set of golden rings

 oh lily of the valley, sunshine over

 a mountain spring, finding herself

 following her dreams and the Angel 

 has found her wings...

 but time and child birth and the

 Spanish influenza took its toll on

 her little body and six months after
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 her new born Heaven set her spirit

 free, but she held on just long enough

 to kiss them all goodbye, then she 

 quietly died, it was the first time he

 ever cried and now the Angel has really

 earned her wings in the valley of the

 lily, LILY SWEET in the valley of the

 lily!
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 Let?s Get It On 

LET'S GET IT ON any which way you desire

 it doesn't matter to me let's just get it on

 oh baby, baby, baby and do it all night long

 LET'S GET IT ON, LET'S GET IT ON...

 your place or mine, let's not waste any

 more time, I just wanna be your lover so

 let's not waste any more time...

 LET'S GET IT ON any which way you desire

 it doesn't matter to me let's just get it on

 oh baby, baby, baby and do it all night long

 LET'S GET IT ON, LET'S GET IT ON...

 c'mon honey and let me try you on for size

 you've got my goat now check it out, check

 it out now aren't you surprised and don't you

 wanna get it on well...

 LET'S GET IT ON any which way you desire

 it doesn't matter to me let's just get it on

 oh baby, baby, baby and do it all night long

 LET'S GET IT ON, LET'S GET IT ON...

 I promise to put a smile on your face well

 of course that's why they call me ace and

 I can tell you're quite interested now by your

 warm, warm embrace so let's get outta here

 and LET'S GET IT ON, oh baby, baby, baby

 and do it all night long well LET'S GET IT ON

 yeah LET'S GET IT ON!
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 Crystal Visions

Welcome...to the 5th world of mysticism well I see 

A Crystal Vision and consulting my big black book of 

Miracles to recite the incantation you need tonight with 

A wave of my hands and a flash of light I change your 

Life...just as surely as the moon has a hold on the 

Oceans time has casted their spells on you...look for 

The day during the summer solstice when Venus 

Eclipse the sun and the night when the resurrected 

Dragon comes then and only then can the next chapter 

Begin...apprentice to the Wizard I have seen the 

Path to enlighten in a Crystal Vision of a new 

Golden age and the holy mother holding the world in her hands 

Saying ceases the violence and hate now as 

We enter the 5th world love is the new command thus I 

Say! 
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 Don?t Go in the Basement

Oh DON'T GO IN THE BASEMENT child, 

Don't let them in; don't let them get to you 

Keep all the doors that lead downstairs 

Double locked, I'm telling you this for your 

Own good child, do whatever you gotta do 

Just DON'T GO IN THE BASEMENT... 

For your basement is a portal to hell 

Where demons come-a crawling up from 

An old water well and a new one with 

Five heads and tails just made his way 

From out of the bottomless pit today and 

He whispers to outcome child 'cuz I know 

A really good game you'd love to play oh 

But you must be wise and see through 

His disguise, please listen to me and please 

Do not turn that key, I know at your age 

It's hard to do what you're told but if you 

Don't do what you're told you will surely be 

Ripped from the innocence of your precious 

Soul oh so... 

DON'T GO IN THE BASEMENT child 'cuz 

They are there just waiting to hurt you now 

So keep all the doors that lead downstairs 

Closed and double locked, I'm telling you for 

Your own good child, you can do whatever 

You wanna do just DON'T, DON'T GO IN THE 

BASEMENT!
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 Overpowering 

Oh and after all this time I've known you

 it never did cross my mind that you could be

 the one for me, was it Jupiter or was it Venus

 that has opened the door to love now after

 all this time whoa and it's OVERPOWERING

 so intense and OVERPOWERING...

 Oh and in the days to come I know desire

 is gonna burn, burn hotter than the summer sun

 fire to fire, lover to lover and that's a force

 to reckon with kinda like that of Niagara Falls

 the San Andres and Mount Saint Helens

 all put together oh so intense and oh so

 very OVERPOWERING...

 Oh and just like lightning and thunder

 it is the perfect storm of the heart yes

 for the very presence of you is so 

 electrifying and when we kiss whoa

 the sparks fly, well I swear I have never

 felt so alive and whoa It's intense and

 so damn OVERPOWERING...

 Oh and in the days to come I know desire

 is gonna burn, burn hotter than the summer

 fire to fire, lover to lover and that's a force

 to reckon with kinda like that of Niagara Falls

 the San Andres and Mount Saint Helens

 all put together oh so intense and oh so

 very OVERPOWERING...

 just like lightning and thunder...

 it is the perfect storm of the heart...

 oh so intense and oh so, so 

 OVERPOWERING!
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 Abydos (Opening Of the Tomb) 

Well I can see the golden Falcon of Edfu

 circling Abydos tonight in the shadow of

 a blue moon, I can feel the cool, cool desert

 winds walking the three star path of the 

 Jackal back to Giza again pulling my cape

 up around me tight I enter the ancient and 

 dark catacombs down, down to your never

 opened tomb and I recite these words from

 the Book Of The Dead...the cavern is opened

 for you in the abyss and in the sunshine

 you are released; the cavern is opened for Shu

 and if he comes out may you come out...rise now

 and take your seat in the bark of Re the great

 one who rises and shines in the waterway of

 the lake...so mote it be!
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 Brave Heart 

Somewhere in a cottage down by the lake lands hidden

 out of sight...superstition is like a religion no one

 understands... well and in the darkness of the night

 Lightning strikes the water parting the rain as I sit

 here by Candlelight looking through a wooden window

 pane...I hear your knock on my door but like the

 black widow spider that guards it's nest of treasures

 you should know better now Some spells are forever

 and some paths are not to be tread on, never...well and

 now this is something not even I can undo even in all

 my magic I cannot bring you back and that's that...

 cursed is the dark side of the mountain and the

 village you came from in the shadow of the black

 whole sun well I wear this ancient amulet for

 protection and keep to myself...if only some Brave

 Hearts would do that themselves but they never

 learn some spells are forever...looking out across the

 lake lands I see their spirits and the blood soaked

 sands of 1313 and a Knight Templars LastEndeavour.
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 Crazy in Love 

Sometimes two people just fall in love

 with each other like two moths drawn

 to a flame, I look into your eyes and it's 

 then I know I have found my soul mate

 as right as rain, holding you, holding me

 you say I didn't know I was lost until

 you found me, could this be what they

 call destiny, I don't know but I'm crazy

 bout you baby, crazy, crazy for you

 baby...

 It's just a shame we're both married

 and have to sneak around like we do

 but they'll both be served their divorce

 papers in a week or so and then they'll

 know bout me and you, until then I

 guess we'll do what we have to do

 just to see each other 'cuz we just

 can't get enough of each other not

 now and no not ever baby 'cuz we

 are CRAZY, CRAZY IN LOVE with

 one another, CRAZY, JUST CRAZY,

 CRAZY IN LOVE now and forever

 CRAZY, CRAZY IN LOVE I swear

 by the moon and stars above, it's 

 love, it's love just CRAZY, CRAZY

 IN LOVE...
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 Cross My Heart 

Oh my love I know you know how

 I feel about you but I just wanted

 to tell you one more time again...

 I CROSS MY HEART and hope to die

 never will I ever stop loving you

 never will I ever tell you lies I will be

 your friend and the lover you never

 had or at the very least I will I swear

 to try, I will be everything you need me 

 to be and the hand that wipes away

 the tears you cry, I will be the star

 you have wished upon a thousand

 times or the rainbow that lights up

 your cloudy skies, I will be yours

 forever, forever your one and only guy

 CROSS MY HEART, CROSS MY

 HEART and hope to die!

 well I know you know this but I just

 had to tell you again one more time

 you are every breath I take, you are 

 my every heartbeat oh honey and it 

 surely is sweet, Heaven is yours and

 Heaven is mine oh how I love you

 just like the red, red rose loves the

 golden sunshine, some say love is 

 blind oh but not this time, we go 

 together like rhythm and rhyme and

 I swear never will I ever stop loving

 you, I am yours forever, forever your

 one and only guy, forever just you and

 I, oh CROSS MY HEART, CROSS MY

 HEART and hope to die, I swear it's

 you and only you my heart beats for
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 oh CROSS MY HEART, CROSS MY

 HEART and hope to die, CROSS MY

 HEART and hope to die!
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 Dear God

Dear God I humble myself unto thee

 on bended knees tonight by candlelight

 well some say you only stride with us

 for so long and I know I can be a better

 man than I am but please don't forsake

 me just yet as I try my level best to right

 my wrongs oh Dear God don't ever let

 the Devil pluck me out of your hands for

 I am weak Lord but you are strong and

 I've heard 'em say if you seek me with all

 your heart you will find me whether in

 the good or bad times well Dear God I

 seek you with all this heart of mine...wash

 me clean of my sins in the blood of Christ

 once again, give me just one more second

 chance once again Dear God I pray...Amen!
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 Deeply Grateful

Well if I were to count my blessings 

They would outnumber the grains of 

Sand on the shore but I'm only human 

And just like everybody I often take 

Them for granted still that's no excuse 

So please forgive me Lord...for in my heart 

I am Deeply Grateful, I am grateful for 

Today that wasn't promised me, for the 

Wisdom I've learned from all the mistakes 

I've made and for the miracles you've 

Granted me and sent my way...I only want 

To be the man you want me to be so 

Please forgive me when I fall short of your 

Glory for I know if I were to count my 

Blessings they would outnumber the stars 

Above. Well I know you know I am Deeply 

Grateful, Deeply Grateful my cup overflows 

With your never ending love!
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 Give Me Back My Heart 

If you can't give me your full attention 

Then I don't want you in my life at all 

I don't want to hear any more of your 

Lies and no I do not want to see you 

Tonight or answer your call just Give Me 

Back My Heart and let me make a brand 

New start...go on now and find someone 

Else who doesn't care if you tear them 

Down and will not accept them for who 

They are for I will not play your game 

And they'll be no more tears in the dark 

'Cuz thus far you've proven you can not 

Keep your promises to me so go on, just 

Go on and find someone as sorry as you 

Are and Give Me, Give Me Back My Heart!
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 I Am Touched 

Oh yes and I AM TOUCHED by your smile, by your laughter and your charm, spending time with
you is like spending time in paradise oh yes 'cuz baby I AM TOUCHED by the way you touch my
face and kiss me in an explosive way oh and when I look into your eyes I realize I am loved and
dear God I AM TOUCHED, I AM TOUCHED...

 It's in the way you say I am the love of your life, the way you hold me tight, the way we just sit up
and talk all night, it's in the way you say you rather die than loose me and again the way you hold
me tight...

 Oh baby 'cuz spending time with you is like spending time in paradise, looking into your eyes I
realize I am loved so, so much oh and Heavens above I AM TOUCHED, mind,body and soul oh I
AM TOUCHED, I AM TOUCHED more than you'll ever know, more than you'll ever know how much
I AM TOUCHED!
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 I Will Be Happy (No Matter What)

Well sometimes I feel like running away 

I tell myself there's not much keeping me 

Here anyhow but then I hear a voice saying 

I love you baby so want you stay, please 

Stay...well and I always do but this time 

You've got some major suckin' up to do 

Things have changed 'cuz I have changed 

Almost like overnight somehow I'm no 

Longer the fool you took for granted 

Yesterday now and so I don't care if you 

Approve of my new lifestyle now or not 

You better accept me for me or you can 

Bite me it's the only choice you got 'cuz 

Let me tell you here and now I Will Be 

Happy No Matter What...I'm not scared 

Anymore to be on my own I know I 

Will survive and like that old saying goes 

You can't keep a good man down and so 

I Will Be Happy No Matter What...they say 

Love is never having to say you're sorry so 

If I hear those words come out of your 

Mouth one more time I'll give you something 

To be sorry for 'cuz I'm not scared to be on 

My own anymore believe me or not and I 

Will Happy, I Will Be Happy No Matter What!
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 If You Want It, Come and Get It 

Well and if you like what you see

 then c'mon and make a move on me

 swallow your pride and don't be shy...

 Yeah IF YOU WANT IT COME AND

 GET IT, I swear you won't regret it

 we can dance and dance and dance

 'til closing time then we can take it

 to your place or mine and make

 a little magic oh no baby I promise

 you won't regret it so IF YOU WANT

 IT COME AND GET IT...

 oh 'cuz I can see you staring at me

 from across the crowded room and

 I'm hoping you will get your courage

 up to introduce yourself very soon

 and who knows this might be both

 our lucky night 'cuz we both know

 what we are doing here tonight so...

 IF YOU WANT IT COME AND

 GET IT, I swear you won't regret it

 we can dance and dance and dance

 'til closing time then we can take it

 to your place or mine and make

 a little magic oh no baby I promise

 you won't regret it so IF YOU WANT

 IT COME AND GET IT...

 IF YOU WANT IT COME ON, COME ON

 NOW AND COME AND GET IT!
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 Moonshadow Castle Curse

Sitting here in this red velvet room 

 overlooking the sea...candlelight 

 strikes the piano keys and like a tiger 

 on the run here I go again moving in 

 for the kill casting another magic spell 

 on you by force of will...can't you feel 

 the magic just across the moat and the 

 many crimson hills...well and can't you 

 see the towers turning and burning as 

 the night sky turns blue...I try not to 

 take it to heart where it concerns you 

 but I still do... only you can quiet the 

 storm in my heart baby and end the curse, 

 the curse of Moonshadow castle's tragic 

 love story!
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 Not Much of Nothing (If Anything) 

Well and these days are sad days 

Not Much of Nothing If Anything 

To brag about I must say...well the 

Candles still burn bright, I still live 

By the moonlight and you, you are 

Still the love of my life but you are 

Nowhere to be found...well it's just 

My dreams face down and Nothing 

Much of Nothing If Anything and 

That's a heavy crown to carry around 

I fear life is slipping through my hands 

Like grains of sand through the hour 

Glass, I try to live for tomorrow but I 

Can't help from living in the past 

I'm nothing more than a the pale shadow 

Of a ghost in the fog off the Lakelands 

Tho I'm doing the best I can but it's 

Like a dagger through my heart, tearing 

Me apart but that's just my sorry excuse 

Of a life face down Nothing Much 

Of Nothing If Anything and that is a 

Heavy crown to carry around!
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 Overpowering 

Oh and after all this time I've known you

 it never did cross my mind that you could be

 the one for me, was it Jupiter or was it Venus

 that has opened the door to love now after

 all this time whoa and it's OVERPOWERING

 so intense and OVERPOWERING...

 Oh and in the days to come I know desire

 is gonna burn, burn hotter than the summer sun

 fire to fire, lover to lover and that's a force

 to reckon with kinda like that of Niagara Falls

 the San Andres and Mount Saint Helens

 all put together oh so intense and oh so

 very OVERPOWERING...

 Oh and just like lightning and thunder

 it is the perfect storm of the heart yes

 for the very presence of you is so 

 electrifying and when we kiss whoa

 the sparks fly, well I swear I have never

 felt so alive and whoa It's intense and

 so damn OVERPOWERING...

 Oh and in the days to come I know desire

 is gonna burn, burn hotter than the summer

 fire to fire, lover to lover and that's a force

 to reckon with kinda like that of Niagara Falls

 the San Andres and Mount Saint Helens

 all put together oh so intense and oh so

 very OVERPOWERING...

 just like lightning and thunder...

 it is the perfect storm of the heart...

 oh so intense and oh so, so 

 OVERPOWERING!
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 Roses from Holland 

ROSES FROM HOLLAND and an invitation

 to join you there for the summer

 well in my reply I said thank you but no

 thanks if you're just looking for a lover

 I don't do like that anymore I want to

 know what this thing is now that they

 call love besides I really can't see any

 future for us so I'm sorry baby and I 

 hope you understand, I am flattered

 by the roses and those pretty pictures

 of Amsterdam but we are from two

 totally different worlds and wtf we 

 haven't even held hands so no I just

 don't think it would ever work out

 between us, maybe I'm just not the

 person you think I am I said in my

 reply...

 Thanks but no thanks I think, I must

 decline baby still if you think you still

 can't live without me then you will

 find a way to prove it to me and well

 actually ROSES FROM HOLLAND

 is a good start, come on now your

 you are just beginning to move my

 heart but you got to prove your love

 to me and I guess you gotta start

 somewhere so ROSES FROM 

 HOLLAND is a pretty good start

 ROSES FROM HOLLAND and white

 laced cards that say please come

 to HOLLAND I love you with all my

 heart!
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 Sex Appeal 

Well and do you like what you see baby, you can have me if you want me, if you can get into that,
I'm hotter than a mule in a pepper patch after all I am a man and time is slipping through our hands
well and sometimes you just need passion in your life and so I need someone like you tonight, it
may be wrong but hell it's all right...

 I can feel your fire all around me and it's driving me crazy, I can feel your desire holding you,
dancing with me, you have intense SEX APPEAL, so intense it mystifies me, your SEX APPEAL
turns me on, keeping on all night long, the feeling lingers longer even after the early mornings
dawn...

 whoa and just get a whiff of that cologne ummm baby did I mention how you turn me on and damn
you have a body worth dying for, I don't know if I can take much more,yeah I am burning hot with
desire baby can you feel the fire, fire to fire...

 I am drunk on the sweetness of ecstasy, holding you closer, dancing with me, your SEX APPEAL is
so overpowering it feels like a fantasy

 a fantasy that really has this man turned on, keeping on all night long and the feeling lingers on
even after the early mornings dawn 

 your SEX APPEAL and the passion lingers on and on and on!
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 Sparkle 

Oooh oh and you could be the reason

 for this gleam here in my eyes

 for the last few season stardust hasn't

 stopped raining down by the river side

 I stare through a cold and frosted window

 pane upstairs, looking out from my sister's

 home and my magic lamp burns all

 through the night, watching every move

 you make and tonight I can see the vision

 of you running back to me in the shadow

 of the pale blue moonlight...

 well my sister said see child I told you 

 everything was gonna be alright she told

 me trust your intuition and search yourself

 for insight...

 Oooh oh and through the cold frosted

 window pane, upstairs in my sister's

 house, my magic lamp burns, burns bright

 all through the darkness and into the

 dawn's early morning light oh yeah and

 I can still hear you saying you loved the

 way my eyes sparkled in the shadow of

 firelight, I was only 19 at the time but

 love still sparkles and love still shines

 in these eyes of mine you can see just

 how love sparkles, how love still sparkles

 and shines and in a crystal vision I can

 see you running, running back to me!
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 Taboo 

Total abandonment of better understanding, unspoken fear and

 wild eyed in disbelief, shadows in the cemetery, a lovers grief like the image in a broken mirror like
a black cat crossing your path, blood stained tears falling on a single rose of black, oooh dejavoo,
hoodoo and voodoo from the old country where you can hear the screaming banshee in the
darkness of a starless night you can see mysterious apparitions and bright flying lights...

 Well it is total abandonment of better understanding and totally Taboo!
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 To My Grave

Dark and sinister rain befalling us 

I know something is wrong, I can feel it in my bones, 

Catastrophic endless fountain of blood, 

But faith refuses to panic at all... 

I will go to my grave as a soldier of the Lord... 

Yes I will go my grave fighting this war... 

I will be fearless and brave, until He gives me wings and 

I'll fly away... 

Yes I will go to my grave, praising His name forever more... 

I will go to my grave as a soldier of the Lord. 

And it won't be long now, I know... 

Jesus is coming, I can hear Gabrielle's trumpet... 

I can hear my body turning away from my soul, 

I can see the angels waking those who have long slept, 

I can hear the sound of Michael's shield and sword... 

Well, I fight like I've never fought before, 

'Cuz he gave me His heart, so I'll give Him mine, for sure... 

And I'll go to my grave and as a soldier of the Lord... 

Fearless and brave, I'll go to my grave, 

I'll go to my grave, as a soldier of the Lord.
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 Velvetine Velour 

Well I fancy her, I fancy you, fancy that and it sure feels good, the way you touch my face, the way
you kiss my lips and your body close to mine, candle light and fire light intensifying the mood,
ecstasy under a red velvet blanket, under me, over you whoa this is wild even to this wild heart of
mine well now I fancy this, that and you oooh yeah and that feels so good...

 Although the rain outside continues to fall and this early February wind is subzero I am as snug as
a bug in a rug oh what a valentines night to remember, passion like I've never known before, heart
to heart and skin on skin and then for whatever reason that remains therefore and again and again
and even then once more oh what a feeling on the bed, in the floor all over VELVETINE VALOUR...

 It's coming to the point morning will find us closer together, falling in love with each other, a burning
desire like a fire from one lover to another, the way you touch my face, the way you kiss my lips and
your body next to mine oh this is wild now even to this wild, wild heart of mine, what a valentines
night to remember, romantic and erotic beyond anything you could compare it to oh now and I fancy
her, I fancy you and I fancy that too, whoa and it sure feels so damn good, and even then once
more, on the bed, in the floor oh what a feeling, oh what a feeling all over VELVETINE VALOUR! 
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 Where Did I Go Wrong

Well you won my heart even tho it was hard for you to do 

Then you broke my heart after I had fallen madly 

Head over heels for you so I wonder was it me, did I 

Do something wrong...I wish I could find you and ask you 

But you've been long since gone well sometimes 

I wish I had never met you then your memory wouldn't 

Haunt me every day and every night just sitting here 

All alone by the phone in the shadow of candlelight 

Wondering if I ever cross your mind after all this time 

And still asking myself if I did something wrong... 

There's no doubt you left your mark on my heart 

Although it's been many a moon since you've 

Been gone well how long can my love for you 

Go on, how long can I keep racking my brain 

Trying to figure out Where I Went Wrong, love 

I wish I knew, I wish I knew Where Did I Go 

Wrong?
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 Win You Over 

Well and the day I met you was the day

 I heard Angels sing and I was under your

 spell in case you couldn't tell, you gave me

 a new meaning to the dream of dreams

 as my heart lost its self in your sky blue 

 eyes...

 Oh and I know I could be your friend and

 your lover but how do I WIN YOU OVER

 I know I could be your one and only one

 forever and I know it would be paradise

 oh spending all of our time together but

 how, how do I WIN YOU OVER...

 'Cuz baby I have looked for someone

 like you my whole life and I don't need

 no fortune teller to tell me this is meant

 to be, I can just imagine how it would

 feel to kiss you now and hold you tight

 lost in your beautiful, beautiful sky blue

 eyes...

 Oh and I know I could be your friend and

 your lover but how do I WIN YOU OVER

 I know I could be your one and only one

 forever and I know it would be paradise

 oh spending all of our time together but

 how, how do I WIN YOU OVER...

 WIN YOU OVER, WIN YOU OVER!
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 YOU

Oh what I wouldn't give to be loved by YOU

 oh what a dream come true 'cuz YOU just

 got that certain something that fascinates

 me baby and pleasing YOU would only

 please me oh how I wish YOU would

 notice me 'cuz I'd give anything to be loved

 by YOU...

 Well can't you see it in my eyes or are YOU

 just hopelessly blind, surely you're not so

 blind to read all the signs or maybe then again

 maybe YOU just don't give a damn 'cuz I am

 who I am, still I want YOU oh yes I do...

 Oh what I wouldn't give to be loved by YOU

 oh what a dream come true 'cuz YOU just

 got that certain something that fascinates

 me baby and pleasing YOU would only

 please me oh how I wish YOU would

 notice me 'cuz I'd give anything to be loved

 by YOU...

 Oh 'cuz I am so crazy about YOU, I pray

 someday YOU will want me too, maybe

 someday that dream will come true 'cuz

 yes I am just so crazy 'bout YOU, YOU

 and only YOU...

 SO Oh what I wouldn't give to be loved by YOU

 oh what a dream come true 'cuz YOU just

 got that certain something that fascinates

 me baby and pleasing YOU would only

 please me oh how I wish YOU would

 notice me 'cuz I'd give anything to be loved

 by YOU...

 Loved, loved by YOU!
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 You?ve been on My Mind

After seeing you again yesterday

 I just can't think of anything else

 but you, oh your beautiful face

 your pretty eyes and your wicked

 little grin makes me wanna get

 to know you better if you know

 what I mean and I think you do...

 Darlin' You've BEEN ON MY MIND 

 all day today as the rain comes

 and goes away I wish I could see

 you right now more than words

 can say 'cuz YOU'VE BEEN ON

 MY MIND,YOU'VE BEEN ON MY

 MIND all day today...

 Oh and after seeing you again

 yesterday, I could tell just by talking

 to you that this time around we could

 be more than just friends and although

 I am a little older than you, age is just 

 a number in the end, what matters most

 is what you feel way deep down within

 and...

 Darlin' You've BEEN ON MY MIND 

 all day today as the rain comes

 and goes away I wish I could see

 you right now more than words

 can say 'cuz YOU'VE BEEN ON

 MY MIND,YOU'VE BEEN ON MY

 MIND all day today...

 but really YOU'VE BEEN ON MY

 MIND for a long, long time...

 YOU'VE BEEN ON MY MIND!
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 You?ve Got Me Going 

Well and it's just like you did

 start up an old, old car now

 you've got my motor running

 bout to overheat, 'bout to blow

 a fuse, bout to throw a spark

 you're driving me wild down

 romance street oh yeah baby

 YOU'VE GOT ME GOING

 Well and just like flying a

 World War 2 airplane

 straight up into a big blue

 sky oh and I'm about to

 flip a gage, tripping on a high

 oh yeah baby YOU'VE GOT

 GOT ME GOING...

 Well and just like an old

 and forgotten steam engine

 you've got my whistle blowin'

 bout to jump track, bout to

 blow my stack, rockin' and

 rollin' on down the railway of

 love...

 Well oh yeah baby YOU'VE

 GOT ME GOING, YOU'VE GOT

 ME GOING, GOING, GOING

 GONE!
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 You\'ve Got Class 

Oooh somewhat of a Charles Dickens 

Character from your hat to your boots 

Well I can tell you're different than most 

People these days but hey that's a good 

Thing it's got my goat if you know what 

I mean, yes you got what it takes, you 

Got what it takes, you just seem to radiate 

Oh yeah and baby You've Got Class 

You've got it going on dear freshman 

I just gotta ask do you want me 'cuz 

I want you whether it's right or wrong 

You've got me in a state of ummhmmness 

Well you've got it going on, you've just 

Got it going on and I am a gasp at your 

Jaw dropping kinda class 

Cool, confident and self-assured you 

Could charm the pants off of anyone 

Anywhere, anytime but you know that 

Don't you well your eyes make that clear 

But hey that's a good thing just go ahead 

Baby and lay it on the line it's got my goat 

Yeah it's got my goat by the throat, it's 

Got me feeling hotter than a pepper sprout 

Over you now 'cuz you've just got what it 

Takes and you radiate, you just seem to radiate 

'Cuz you just got this certain kinda class 

Dear freshman and I want you, I want you 

Right or wrong you've got me in a state of 

ummhmmness well you've got it going on, 

You've just got it going on and I am a gasp 

At your jaw dropping kinda class, damn baby 

You've Got Class!
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 You\'re My Hero

Well and you are one of a kind 

There's no one in the world like you 

I know 'cuz you lift me up so high 

When I'm down so low... 

That's why you're My Hero and I 

Know I ain't got nothing to fear 

When you are around 'cuz 

Not even the Lone Ranger has 

Nothing on you and not even 

Superman can do the things you do, 

You've saved me from myself many 

Countless times don't you know? 

That's why you're My Hero! 

What in the world would I do? 

Without you, you are my saving 

Grace quite surely, 

God must have known I would come 

To need you and sent you to me 

Now there's no shadow of a doubt, 

No real reason to be afraid with you 

In my life everything will always 

Work its way out 'cuz 

You're My Hero, my friend and 

My hero, don't you know... 

You have saved me from myself 

Many countless times and allowed 

Me to live to see another tomorrow 

That's why you're my Hero, 

Yes You Are My Hero!
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 You\'re Crazy 

Well and You're Crazy if you

 think I'm gonna let you bring me

 down again, if you think you

 can just come back into my life

 after being gone so long and

 expect me to take you back 

 just like that...You're Crazy

 if you think I'm still in love with

 you after all the hell you put

 me through , You're Crazy

 You're Crazy baby if you think

 I'm gonna let you bring me

 down again and just forgive

 and forget and start all over

 again...well You're Crazy

 you're just freaking crazy

 So want you just get out of

 my life once and for all...there

 ain't nothing left to be said so

 stop asking me if you can call

 when will you get it through 

 your hard head there's just 

 nothing left to be said except

 You're Crazy if you think I'm

 gonna let you bring me

 down again, if you think you

 can just come back into my life

 after being gone so long and

 expect me to take you back 

 just like that, if you think I'm still 

 in love with you after all the hell 

 you put me through You're Crazy

 You're just as Crazy as a loon
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 something of a Bevis and

 Butthead cartoon...I don't need

 your childish games, I'm no 

 longer the same innocent victim

 you once had on a ball and chain

 and I'd be completely insane if

 I let you put me through that hell

 again so if you think I'm gonna let 

 you bring me down again, if you 

 think you can just come back into 

 my life after being gone so long and

 expect me to take you back 

 just like that...You're Crazy

 you're one hell of a crazy ass 

 froot loop!
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 Your Love is Like a Merry-Go-Round

Well you're one hopeless romantic 

Almost a border line lovesick fanatic 

But I wouldn't change you not if I could 

I love your wet and sappy kisses 

And the way you hold me so tight 

I think I'm gonna pass out from lack 

Of oxygen...some people may say 

Hey, hey, ok, ok but I think it's cute 

Maybe a little childish but you always 

Pick me up when I'm feeling down 

Just like A Merry-Go-Round 

'round and 'round of your love 

Never stops and never slows down 

Sometimes I think I'm at the circus 

The way you make me laugh 

Playin' the clown the way you pick 

Me up every time I'm feeling down 

Well your love is like A Merry-go-Round 

But I wouldn't change a thing about 

Your carnival ways if I could...yeah 

Sometimes I think I'm at the circus 

The way you just have this way of 

Making me laugh playing the clown 

Well your love is just like A Merry-Go- 

Round, never stops and never slows 

Down, your love is just like a Merry-Go- 

Round, A Merry-Go-Round never stopping 

Never slowing down!
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 You, Yourself

There's good and bad in everything I guess that's just

 the way of this thing we call life but without pain

 and sorrow we wouldn't learn anything, we need a

 little rain in our lives for our souls to grow still

 even in the dark there are traces of light And You,

 Yourself can be a beacon of light for another if it's

 just to give them some hope to cope when in times of

 trouble and misery has them not knowing up from down

 you yourself can create a miracle if it's just to

 give someone a helping hand...sometimes we all need a

 helping hand so be a friend and when you need a

 friend to see you through you will find someone to

 stand by you...It's just like that old saying you

 gotta take the good with the bad tired of living,

 scared of dying it's like we're caught somewhere in

 between but faith and prayer is a powerful thing and

 You, Yourself can create miracles we are only a little

 lower than the Angels and even on those cold and

 starless nights there are still traces of light...
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 You Know Me 

Well YOU KNOW ME and what makes me smile 

YOU KNOW ME and what makes me cry 

YOU KNOW ME and you still love me all the while 

YOU KNOW ME and how quite difficult to get 

Along with sometimes still you stand by my side 

I guess it's 'cuz YOU KNOW ME, YOU KNOW 

ME better than I know myself and still you love 

Me more than you even love yourself... 

Well it just blows my mind, you seem to know 

What I'm gonna say even before I say it 

Well darling are you some kinda psychic or 

Can you just look into my eyes and read my 

Soul well I don't know but you got me riding 

High on magical rainbows and it feels good 

Oh how did I ever get by before without you 

It can't be anything other than divine intervention 

That brought us together and it's now I know 

We'll always be together, forever together 'cuz 

How else can you explain how you knew I was 

The one for you from the word hello you just 

Knew all you'd ever need to know, it's just like 

You looked into my eyes and read my soul for... 

YOU KNOW ME and what makes me smile 

YOU KNOW ME and what makes me cry 

YOU KNOW ME and you still love me all the while 

YOU KNOW ME and how quite difficult to get 

Along with sometimes still you stand by my side 

I guess it's 'cuz YOU KNOW ME,YOU KNOW 

ME better than I know myself and still you love 

Me more than you even love yourself...
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 Wishing On Stars

Well there is more to me than meets

 the eye but it seems like nobody can

 see the beauty inside...I'm so sick and

 tired of players and their games it's

 enough to make you wanna give up

 on love but I can't give up on love

 maybe I'm a dreamer from an era long

 gone when holding hands meant something

 and a kiss came straight from the heart

 maybe I'm old school and just a hopeless

 romantic... the few that are still alive

 but I still wanna believe there's someone

 out there for me but it seems so, so long

 alone...how long can I go on Wishing On

 Stars trying to keep faith of the heart and

 Wishing, just Wishing On Stars!
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 Winter Rose 

Here comes the snow again

 some people love it, I hate it

 I'm more of a Summer kinda guy

 it's much too depressing to me

 being coped up inside looking

 out my frost covered windows

 and seeing no sun up in the sky

 as the days go by...

 But something beautiful touched me

 today, deep, deep down in my soul

 you called me and said get ready

 were gonna take a ride in my jeep

 up to lookout mountain, you need to

 get out of the house and I'll keep you

 warm if you get cold...

 We went walking through the woods

 playing in the snow but right before

 we turned to go I caught something

 interesting out of the corner of my eye...

 It was a red rose buried deep in the 

 snow and as if by some kind of magic

 spell it was still alive, it was at that

 moment I realized, if such a fragile and

 beautiful thing can survive the dead

 of Winter...well so can I, so can I...

 it's now I know it's the little things

 that make you happy and glad to

 be alive!
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 Win You Over 

Well and the day I met you was the day

 I heard Angels sing and I was under your

 spell in case you couldn't tell, you gave me

 a new meaning to the dream of dreams

 as my heart lost its self in your sky blue 

 eyes...

 Oh and I know I could be your friend and

 your lover but how do I WIN YOU OVER

 I know I could be your one and only one

 forever and I know it would be paradise

 oh spending all of our time together but

 how, how do I WIN YOU OVER...

 'Cuz baby I have looked for someone

 like you my whole life and I don't need

 no fortune teller to tell me this is meant

 to be, I can just imagine how it would

 feel to kiss you now and hold you tight

 lost in your beautiful, beautiful sky blue

 eyes...

 Oh and I know I could be your friend and

 your lover but how do I WIN YOU OVER

 I know I could be your one and only one

 forever and I know it would be paradise

 oh spending all of our time together but

 how, how do I WIN YOU OVER...

 WIN YOU OVER, WIN YOU OVER!
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 Willow

A curse and a blessing sometimes you lose, sometimes

 you win, somewhere between darkness and dawn a candle

 in the wind... I take it to the heart, I take it on the

 run crossing some crazy state line one more time still

 hearing you say, "when you get what you want you don't

 want it anymore" well then you must still want me

 life can be something of a mystery So if you don't

 know the answers to their questions fake what you

 don't know and when the big wind blows rock on like a

 Willow Well it's just like the calm before the storm

 sometimes Heaven, sometimes Hell still under your

 spell But dreams survive and what's been done has been

 done I can hear you saying, "Don't ask me questions you

 already have the answers to" but nobody has all the

 answers not even you so...I go blindly today into tomorrow

 but when the big wind blows I will rock on, rock on

 just like a Willow!
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 Widow?s Hill 

Even when the night air is calm

 and still you can hear the wailing

 of women from the past that flung

 themselves off of WIDOW'S HILL

 to the cold, cold ocean below and

 legend has it at Collinwood they're

 waiting for another jaded woman

 to join them at the bottom of

 WIDOW'S HILL where their restless

 spirits wonder still...

 Well listening to this tragic story

 gave Victoria Winters the shivers

 and she couldn't sleep a wink

 that night, she wondered what in the

 world could be so bad that these 

 women would take their own lives...

 The Mistress of Collinwood said "oh

 my dear I'm sorry if I upset you, pay no

 more mind to these silly stories and

 that's all they are nothing but silly old

 stories" but Vicky said I must be crazy

 but I feel like they're trying to lure me

 to my death I don't know why that's

 just the way I feel and I can't help

 myself, especially after seeing the

 shadow of a lady in white at the top

 of WIDOW'S HILL last night"...

 The mistress of Collinwood said "oh

 darlin' it must of been your imagination,

 I've never heard or seen anything out

 there but if that's how you feel then please

 promise me you'll take someone with you

 if you must go out there" Vicky agreed but 
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 she knew the Mistress of Collinwood was

 lying and just trying to relinquish her fears

 Vicky knew the stories were true just as

 she knew she had heard their wailing on

 this cold October night and it wasn't the

 wind because the night air was calm and 

 still, yes she knew it had to be the restless

 spirits of those poor, poor widows that still

 haunt the high ledge and rocky ocean

 below WIDOW'S HILL!
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 Who\\\\\\\'s Your Daddy?

Oooh baby ride that horsey 

 harder and harder, faster and 

 faster...keep it Cumming, no 

 don't stop now just keep it 

 Cumming...well ain't this 

 what you came here for now 

 Hugh now baby don't lie 

 I know you got that fire 

 deep down inside but tell 

 my baby, now tell me 

 Who's Your Daddy 

 yeah say my name, say 

 my name, two part pleasure 

 a little like sweet as candy, a 

 little like lip biting pain... 

 building up like a volcano 

 oh so good from head to toe 

 yeah and do that again, 

 ummm yeah do that again 

 ride that horsey, it's your 

 horsey baby ride it all the 

 way to town...Let me hear 

 that sweet sticky sound and 

 say my name, say my name 

 now baby Who's Your Daddy. 

 Who's Your Daddy!
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 Where Heaven and Earth Meet 

A stroke of genius like a work of art

 I can feel it in my heart now a miracle

 and a dream come true

 The breaking of bondage like little

 pieces of glass scattered apart

 coming back to myself now in the

 movement of Kiev and Curio Czar

 The turn of a new century and 20 past

 2000 a new cycle of spiritualism has 

 begun as if back to Shangri-La

 Angels have come and brought back

 peace among the land and so now I know

 the prophecy wasn't just a work of 

 fiction Somewhere Between Where Heaven

 And Earth Meet 21 past 2000 life has never

 been so sweet now here, Here Where

 Heaven And Earth Meet

 Well and in a flash of brilliance divine

 by thus far a miracle and a dream comes

 true just like a work of art and a revelation

 of the heart coming back to myself, coming 

 back to myself now in the movement of

 Kiev and Curio Czar!
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 When You Kiss Me

When you kiss me you  

Set my heart on fire!  

You send me into frenzy,  

A frenzy of sweet burning  

Desire!  

When You Kiss Me I am  

Like putty in your hands  

It's nothing short of ecstasy  

Sheer ecstasy and love,  

Love that makes a stand!  

Every time you kiss me,  

Baby every time you kiss  

Me, I get the feeling this  

Is forever and everyday  

It just keeps getting better  

And better!  

My love, I've waited a long  

Long time for you...  

Through many lonely day and  

Nights but now here I am in your  

Arms holding you, holding  

Me tight!  

And When You Kiss Me  

You set my heart on fire!  

You send me into frenzy  

A frenzy of sweet burning  

Desire!  

Every time you kiss me baby  

Oh every time you kiss me! 
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 #1 Man

Whoa oh baby ain't I still your #1 Man

 do I still make you feel safe and warm

 when you are in my arms, do I still turn 

 you on every time we touch, ain't I still

 the one and only one you will ever love

 well baby, oh baby, baby please tell me

 I am still your one and only man, your

 #1 MAN, your #1 man... 

 'cuz if you asked me to I'd give you

 the moon just because I can, I will 

 protect you, I will defend you like no

 man can and when you are scared

 of the unknown I will hold your hand

 I will be your peace of mind when

 confusion clouds your mind and

 when you've taken about all you can

 stand I will wipe away your tears

 because don't you understand just

 how special you are to me well

 you are so very special to me you

 understand, I will give you the moon

 and stars just because you deserve

 it and because I am the man, I am

 the man, your #1 MAN, your #1 MAN. 
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